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DAN1F:T, CΑSΤΕΙΩ 
Peifecting One Another- Friendship and the Mora! 
Imp!ications if Wes!~s Sma// Groups 
()ne οΓ the aspects οΓ Wesley t11at my students ίη T~atίn America seem ω 
appreciate is his emphasis οη small groups. Part οΕ the appea! perhaps lies ίη 
that the \Ves!eyan groups emphasized ίη a praxis-oriented way some οΕ the 
tenets of the Wesleyan theo!ogical vision; a!so, my students are a\vare of a 
"cell group" movement that has bec()me quite prominent am()Hg many 
Protestant groups in Latin America, and Wesley represents a figure 'Nho gives 
credibility to t11e concept ίη general. For these and other reasons, the interest 
level οΕ my students rises when \νι: come to this part of the course, and t11e 
topic becomes an integra1 οηι: within the class. 
ΟΕ course, Wesley did ηοι "jnvent" the ηοιίοη οΕ sma11 groups, for he 
fonnd this idea congenial to his thonght through a number οΕ experiences, 
including his association with the Moravians.2 Wesley believed his gronps 
\vere "means of grace associated with the rene\val movement" he helped 
spawn and were often characterized by him as "prιιdentia1" in that they "were 
concerned \vith the maintenance and advancement of the Christian life" ίη a 
way "re!ated to their historica! and cιιltιιra1 context."3 1η time, Wesley's gronps, 
includίng d1e classes and bands, came to be an itnportant part of d1e Wesleyan 
tthos, and whtn one looks at the movtment from the perspective of the 
early followers οΕ \Vesley, the organizationa! embodiment of Wesley's ilie()!ogy 
within these gr()UPS was a very appealing factor that c()ntributed ω the 
movetnent's growili and expansion t11roughont Eng!and and beyond. 
This !ast detail may be <.juite jarring for the conttmporary observer, for 
when ilie issne is scrιιtinizcd through thc procedural mechanisms associated 
with some οΓ these groups, little if anything appears congenial to t11e present-
day mindset. One need οηlΥ look at ilie "Rules of d1e Band-Societies" drawn 
up οη December 25, 1738 and S0111e of t11eir questions for anyone ,vanting 
to be admitted to ilie gronp: "Do you desire to be told of all your faults, and 
that plain and home? Do you desire that every οηι: of us should tell you 
from time to time whatsoever is ίn his heart concerning yoU?"4 Such qnestions 
are ηοι on!y incisive but could lead ιο trifling and even slander. 
Wit!1 tnodernity's turn to ilie subject for all that is trιιe and jnst, this 
process appears both nnsettling and nnfair. ΜΥ stιιdents nsnally share iliese 
opinions, for despite tbeir initίa! enthusiasm for tbe concept οΕ sma!J groups, 
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every class eventually asks the ubiquitous, all-imrortant question of practicality: 
''Are these groups even possible today?" Some of their follow-up questions 
include: "Can we really be this honest with one another? How can we know 
for stlre that people will not use this information to hurt tlS down the line? 
Will people become offended and leave to another church if we ask them 
these kinds of things, and will people who are naturallyvindictive enjoy this 
process f()r all the wrong reasons?" 
These are valid qtJestions, btJt their answers reqtJire seriotJs thotlght and 
ref1ection, for our tendencies to answer them may be more indicative of who 
we απ than who we should be. Μ Υ contention is that these groups are possible 
today and in fact are necessary if we are to align ()tlrselves with part of the 
totality t11at is tl1e \Ves!eyan vision, btJt stJch a possibility woιιJd only be 
accessible throtlgh a radica! reorientation of what we find to be involved ίn 
the process of moral maturation. Wesley's grotlps, especially the classes and 
bands, were n()t simply harmless times ()fChristian fell()wship and interacti()n; 
rather, these grotlrs ,vere "moral workshops" that implied intentionality and 
effort. This endeavoring was not individtlally tJndertaken but was engaged in 
the company of others, and in this regard, the moral category of friendship, 
whether appropriated implicitly or explicitly, \vas operational. 
Essentially, Wesley's grotlps \vorked ίn his times in a way that seems 
offensive to tlS today becatJse anticipated as part of the process was the 
support and formation of friendship. But again, the friendship ίη question 
11ere is not the random relationships that come and go throtlgh time within 
specific circtJmstances or for partictl!ar pmposes or advantages; friendship ίn 
this context would be closely aligned with the category of discipleship and 
would carry a ntJmber of moral connotations that woιιJd make the dynamic 
of the stnall grotlps possible. Without the mora/ category of jiiendship, Wes/~s 
sma!J groups lvouJd not hαve beerι αtιd cou/d tιot be possibJe. And if this assessment is 
true, then the contemporary issue is not a matter of whether these groups are 
viable but \vhether we ίη οαι contemporary context kno'.v how to be friends 
and w11ether we really appreciate what it means to be a friend, both with God 
and with one another. 
1η elevatίng the moral category of friendship in this way, one cannot help 
btJt see the implications of \vhat this theme wotJld mean for Wesley's more 
prσminent m()ral categ()ries: h()liness and Christian perfecti()n. If ()ne sees 
Wesley's small groups as the embodiment of what he spoke of as the way of 
holiness, then it seems that Wesley had a hold οη a certain trtJth that is 
ιlifficult for us ίn our modern context of individtJalism to appreciate: the 
growth ίn holiness that leads to Christian perfection is a jotlrney that takes 
place only ίη the company οΕ others. These 'Όthers" are not bystanders or 
reluctant participants btJt a grotlp οΕ discίples \vho are called to be friends οΕ 
Christ and who are called to 10ve one another Gohn 15:15, 17). 
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Ι f Wesley's groups are g()ing ω be cnnsidered ίη this alternatίve light, then 
ίι would be proper to reconsider friendship as a moral category, bot11 ίη its 
ancient and Christίan under,tandings. This task will consume the next sectίon, 
followed by a closer l()ok at the \X7esleyan paradigm f()r small grnups ίη order 
that p()ssible parallels and divergences frnm the s()urces originally surveyed 
can illllminate some of the implicatίons for moral development inherent to 
\'V'esley's small grnups. 
Ι. Friendship as a Moral Category 
The ancients considered friendship as crucial ιο the development and 
maturatίon of capable and morally upright citίzen,. Perhaps the exemplary 
work that demonstrates this vίew ί :; Aristotle's monumental NiC01Jlachean 
Ethics. Ιη many "vays friendship is the culminatίng moment Εοι Aristotle ίη 
tl1iS work, Εοι withollt friendship a true and actίve polis \vould ηοι be viable 
smce ίι is ία friendship that humans acquire the virtues necessary to be adequate 
partίcipants ίη public life. 1nterestίngly, Aristotle speaks οΕ the necessity of 
friendship, for according to his anthropology humans are born ίη a state 
requiring refinement and intentίonality ίη order that the goal οι telos of the 
species may be enacted over time5 This depictίon of the morallife, then, is 
one that signals the sense of jollrney οι adventιιre inline with the great epics 
of Greek culturt:, and as most wollld concede, jollrneys are better llHdertaken 
with friends 6 
Aristotle differentiates types of friendship οη the basis of the objects of 
love inherent to each. 1η tl1e case of friendships of ιιtίliιy, tl1e good sollght is 
the llsefulness of tht: otht:r person ίη a given situatίon for a ctrtain purpost:; 
friendships of pleasllre arise "vhen the fancy of another creates longing and 
interest. These kinds ()f friendship are fleetίng since \vhat w()llld be useful ()r 
pleasurable changes with the collrse of tίme. Friendship based οη the good, 
however, is the ideal of these ριίοι types, and ίι has gained the attentίon of 
many sllbsequent readers οΕ the Ethics because οΕ its moral implicatίons. 
Frienc.lship basec.l οη the gooc.l or "frienc.lship οΕ character" lasts because 
what binds t11e friends together endllres, namely the character οι moral 
goodness of each partίcipant involved: "But c01nplete friendship is the 
friendship of good people similar ίη virtue; for they wish goods ίη the same 
\vay to each other insofar as they are good, and they are good ίη their ο\νη 
right Hence these people's frienc.lship lasts as l()ng as they are g()()d; and 
virtue ί:; enduring."7 This generosity provides the conditions for gro\vth ίη 
the g()()d, which is cnnsidered by Aristode as a proper end ofhuman existence, 
and its achievement is based largely οη the collectίve efforts of friends wl10 
serve as mirrors to the self. Complete or perfect friendship depends οη a 
prnper basis, one that has as its focus the good, and this conditίon prnvides 
the p()ssibility f()r fllrther grn\vth ίη the good8 
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The integra! ro!e οΕ friends!cip within mσraJ maturaciσn is why Aristotle 
can say mat friendship is a necessity. At this point the term "necessity" does 
not imply instrumentality but ramer is offered iη light οΕ me observacion 
that humans are "policical animals." According to Aristot!e the good life 
cannot be envisioned apart from friends because me good naturally should 
be shared and cultivated in the company of others: ''It is proper to the good 
person and to virtue to do good,'" and ηο better context for this accivity 
exists than iη the midst οΕ friends. 
Wim its focus οη me good, "character friendship" contrasts the fleecing 
nature of the other kinds of friendship, yet its complexity and demands 
indicate why this higher kind of friendship is uncommon. Despite its scarcity, 
ho\vever, character ftiendship is ίmponant for a person's growm ίη virtue, for 
a person who aspires to be good could not possibly do so alone: "Virtue 
cannot be attained ίη solitude. ΒΥ definίcion it is relacionship because me 
virtuous life is the accivity οΕ doing good, of practίcing good, of deve!oping 
good habits." ιo The good requires habituacion, and this process implies 
both models Εοτ how the good is to be embodied and occasions when t11e 
good can be enacted among others. As Wadell concinues, "ΒΥ spending cime 
together wim peop!e who are good, by sharing and delighcing with mem iη 
our mutuallove for the good, we are more fully impressed with the good 
ourselves Friendship is not just a relacionship, it is a moral enterprise."" 
Chriscians should have some important misgivings about Aristotle's 
account of friendship,12 but mey equally shou!d note its semina! implicacions 
for discipleship. Ιη fact mroughout Chriscian anciquity, one finds the meme 
οΕ friendship aligned not οηlΥ to the way Chriscians should relate to one 
another but a!so to me way they should relate to God. Ιη me case ofTh01'nas 
Aquinas, one f111ds an arcicu!acion οΕ charity based οη the general Aristotelian 
account οΕ friendship. Ιη Thomas' first arcicle οη me theme of charity in me 
Sumtna TheoIogiae, he asks ίΕ charity is friendship and moves to say that 
friendship, according to Aristotle, inc!udes more man well-\vishing but a 
certain kind οΕ communicacion. From this understanding he moves to state 
that "since mere is a communicacion between man and God, inasmuch as He 
communicates His happiness to us, some kind οΕ friendship needs be based 
οη this same commurucacion."13 With me qualifying term "some kind,"14 
Aquinas makes friendship with God the goal οΕ the Chriscian morallife, and 
he considers this theme as paralle! to the beacitude that is the goa! ofhuman 
existence. For Thomas, me nocion of friendship implies a kind of mora! 
maturation that affects both one's relationsh.ίp \vith God and subsequently 
one's relacionship with others. ' 5 
Many of these themes resonate with the accents οΕ the \Ves!eyan 
movement, Eor the !atter has emphasized growth ίη the mora!liEe through 
the appropriacion οΕ terms such as "sanccificacion" and "Chriscian perEeccion." 
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Naturally, important differences exist ίη the moral visions οΕ Aquinas and 
Wesley, but the two are not as antithetical as they woulJ appear ρπΊιια facie. 16 
The recent work of G. Stephen Long represents a culmination rather than a 
beginning οΕ this trenJ to rethink the parallels between Th()mistic and 
Wesleyan modes of moral ref1ection. 17 Long goes so far as to state that 
Wesley's vision is more akin to the term "moral theology" than to "Christian 
ethίcs" because the former bypasses the latter's preoccupation with methoJ 
and the "right" and insists instead ()η a generalized account of the "goOd."18 
1nterestingly, Long can reference the I110ral category οΕ friendshίp to describe 
SOΙ11e of the implications of the Wesleyan moral vision,19 but this move is 
more of a side note than a category that engages ίn theological \vork within 
Long's reflections. Nevertheless, Long's impulse is telling: even though Wesley 
clid not make use of the category to the degree found in the SUtH1JJtl, friendshίp 
is not antit11etical to Wesley's views; actually, the category is quite congenial 
\vhen it is engageJ ίη broad terms. 1η this regard, one is best served by 
looking at the principal emb()climents of the kind of friendshίp Wesley 
found as desirable for the Christian morallife, and for these one must look at 
the ethos surrounding hίs many kinds of small ίζfOUPS. 
Π. Wesleyan Small Groups as Moral Workshops 
When one moves to c()nsider Wesley's group hίerarcl1Y, ίι is easy ω see 
how these groups were more than simply times of fello'Nshίp. The groups 
fulfilled a vital part of Wesley's theological vision ίη that they facilitated 
"behavioral change, spiritual growth, personal interaction, anJ community 
transformation."20 Tht:st: and otht:r factors madt: Wesley's groups "moral 
workshops" because tht:y not only dt:alt with overt bt:havior but also with 
internal dispositions and judgments. Given Wesley's indebtedness to sources 
SUCl1 as de Rentf' and the Moravians, he kne,v that practical performance had 
to acc0111pany cognitive acquisition in order that true change conld evolve.22 
Wesley justifieJ the existence οΕ his groups οη the basis οΕ tht: pit:tist 
principle of eccle.riola in ecclesia. The gronps were not separate from the church 
but rather served the church by fulfilling a complementary role. The groups 
worked to give pastoral care and guidance at an intimate level, and in this way 
Wesley proved that one of hίs greatest gifts to the future would be hίs 
()rganizati()nal acumen. 1η making his groups part of congregational life 
during his Georgia missionary experience, Wesley realized that attentive and 
intentional formation was needed at the personallevel ίη adclition to the 
more generalized experiences οΕ formal churclllife. ΒΥ creating a structure d1at 
facilitated this kind of interacti()n, Wesley ensured that his f()ll()wers w()uld 
interact ίη a way that they could become friends of God and one another. 
Wesley had five levels of organizational structure ίn his movement: the 
society, band, class, select society, and penitent band. Accorcling to Henderson, 
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each group served a particular function ,vithin the Methodist ethos: the society 
existed for cognitive instruction, the band for affective change, the class Εοι 
behavioral modification, the select society Εοι advanced training, and the 
penitent band Εοι rehabilitation.23 Each group fulftlleιl its vita! role within 
Wesley's lnovement, and as an organizationa! scheme, the groups were 
invaluable Εοι future movements as well as the general morale οΕ tht: culturt:s 
ίη which they flourished. 
1η discussinR the mOIal categoIY οΕ friendship, two οΕ these gronps seem 
prominent Εοι further ana!ysis, namely the class and the band.24 The case οΕ 
the class is a very important one, Εοι many have remarked at how important 
this group was Εοι the Methodist movement's early success. Although 
originally formed in part Εοι fundraising activities/5 the c!ass came to be a 
prominent feature οΕ Methodism, Εοι every Metllodist belonged to both a 
society anJ a class, and the latter became the entry point into the former. 26 The 
c!ass came to be a way οΕ facijjtating pastora! attentiveness among the 
Methodists since they were organized according to regions. Each c!ass had its 
leader \vho would take care of visiring regularly the members οΕ the class. 
The benefιts οΕ the class were remarkable for their tirne period. Α certain 
egalitarian push was implicit in tht: classt:s, for rich and poor wt:rt: treated and 
gronpeιl indiscriminately, and a number of individuals (including \vomt:n) 
who would normally not achieve social advancement could reach leadership 
positions ίΕ they demonstrated faithfulness to the classes for sustained periods 
οΕ tiIne. ΒΥ beinR the entry point into Methodist life, t!le c!asses iInmediate!y 
showed their a!terity to the world's standards Εοι value and success ίη that ηο 
txet:prions \vere allowed: everyone had to give an account of his οι htr 
discipleship during the \veekly c!ass meeting.27 
Wllen one moves to consider the ιηαιη objective of tlle c!ass, t!le moral 
itnplicarions οΕ tlΊis group come to tlle fore: "Tlle class was to be an intirnate 
group οΕ ten οι twelve people who met weekly for personal supervision οΕ 
their spiritual grO\vth."28 Implicit within this goal is the assumption that 
spiritual gro\vth requires supervision. This kind οΕ supervision is normally 
associated \vith the class leader, a person who was genuinely concerned for the 
group and who \vas not status-JirecteJ ίη his οι her care.29 Nevertheless, this 
rt:lationship beI\veen class lt:adt:r and class mt:mber was not strictly οηι: of 
"spiritual direction," Εor tht: supt:rvision existed within the company οΕ tht: 
other class members as \vell. 1η other words, this supervision was significantly 
constituted as a comInunal enterprise, and the leader proved to be lnore of a 
" facilitator" than a "director."30 As Henderson retnarks of the class leader ίη 
the weekly meetings, 'Ήι; (οι she) would give a short testimonial concerning 
the previous week's experience, thanking God Εοι progress and honestly 
sharing any failures, sins, temptarions, griefs, οι inner battles. 1η this sense, 
he \vas 'modelling tht: role' for the others to Eollow."3l 
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The members of the class \vere expected to be honest and sincere in 
relating the difficulties ίη applying and incorporating the practices associated 
\vith holy living. They gave an account οΕ their progress during the week and 
inνited the rest οΕ the members Εοι their discernment anιl feeιlback. 1η stήving 
Εοι holiness, the class members \vere at different stages, but their purpose ίn 
meeting together \vas to share anιl encourage οηΕ another ίη this process. 1η 
a νΕΙΥ telling passage, Henιlerson continues: "The members οΕ the class 
often stayed together Εοι years, cu!tivating the most intimate and he!pful οΕ 
friendships. 1η this circle of companionship,it \vas difficult to be evasive or 
hypocritical. D eep levels οΕ trust and affection were engendered: an optirnum 
environment Εοι the cultivation οΕ personal character."32 
1η the case οΕ the bands, indiv;duals were divided by certain demograpruc 
features, a detail in line with the Morav;an practice. The divisions according to 
age, sex, and marital status were meant to facilitate greater openness and trust, 
and these were neec!ed as the bands were the context ίη w11ich t11e questίons 
alluded to above were made. 1η \Ves!ey's o\vn day, these questίons were 
controversia! as well, !eading some individuals to cal1 them a form of"popery" 
that had made its way ίnto the Methodist fold. 33 \Vesley stood by the bands 
and t!1e questions associated with them despite the fact that they were not as 
popular as some οΕ rus otl1er groups. One οΕ the reasons for Wesley's support 
undoubted!y \vas that the bands prompted greater maturity, introspectίon, 
and growth than the other groups and therefore provided a pivotal social 
embodiment for follo\vers who were setious!y searching for holiness.34 James 
5:16 became a pivota! passage for the orientauon of the bands: "Confess 
your fau!ts one to another, and pray οηΕ for another, that ye may be hea!ed." 
Thesc groups were voluntary, but they provided a leve! οΕ communal 
edifίcation not availab!e ίη \Ves!ey's other groups. A!though sίmilar ίn certain 
procedura! e!et11ents, t!1e distinction bet\veen the c!ass and the band is that 
the former '\vas designed to i111p!e111ent the behaviora! quest Εοι [a] holy 
lifesty!e" whi!e the latter "facilitated the cultivation οΕ inner purity and the 
purging of the attitudes."35 This disunction is i111portant, and the order is 
note\vorthy. Wes!ey saw that behavioral change (as represented by the c!ass 
111eetίngs) preceded affectίve or dispositional change (as represented by the 
bands). Ροι S0111e individuals and etlΊical traditίons, trus order is erroneous!y 
reversed, but this !ogic is inline with the Aristotelian account of growth ίη 
virtue. Ροι Aristot!e, a courageous person (to take one example) is couragcous 
because she performs courageous acts; ho\vever, the reverse is a!so true: ίΕ one 
\Iiishes to be courageou5, one performs courageous acts.36 This circularity ίη 
logic actually de1110nstrates the comp!exity οΕ hU111an behavior that both 
Aristot!e and Wes!ey understood, na111c!y that the inner and externa! 
components οΕ hU111an action are 111uch 1110re interre!ated than perhaps οηΕ 
ί5 led to believe.37 
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Becanse the demands ιιροη band lnembers \vere significantly greater than 
those οΕ the classes, ηο visitors '.vere a11o\ved to band mettings.38 As Knight 
remarks of the fragile natιιre of the bands, "The highly conEessional character 
of the bands required an openness and ynlnerability οη the part of the 
members which was οηlΥ possible ίη a context of mntιιal forgiveness and 
love. Eacl1 member '.vas both the recipient of the advice and prayers of the 
others and a spiritιιal director for the others."39 This increased mntuality 
implied a high leve! of trLlSt, one in which each COLlIJ speak "freely and p!ainly 
the true state οΕ [their] souls."40 Evidently, this context implied that οnι: was 
ίη the company of friends. 
The intimate questions that \vere made of probationary melnbers were 
routinely asked oflong-term members as we11, and they ranged from doctrinal 
issues of forgiveness and assurance to a person being open to hearing from 
others, even when these remarks had to do with negatiye opinions or detected 
fau!ts. From a strict rights-oriented mode of understanding, this process 
appears offensive and excessively demanding. After a11, why does anyone 
neeJ to have one's heart searcheJ "to the bottom" or to be tolJ of one's 
faults openly and \vithont reserve? Again, \ΨesΙeΥ was aware that introspection, 
if nndertaken ίn solitιιde, can lead to se!f-deceit and self-justification. Ι f οηι: 
of the main reasons for \ΨesΙeΥ's groups was to rehabilitate individuals from 
their se!f-centeredness,41 then fe\v places sho\v this tendency more than whtn 
one reaches the affective and dispositionallife, for it is ίη this realm whtre 
one's true god can be detected.'z 
When one considers tl1ese questions wit11in the moral category οΕ 
friendship, an entire!y diEEerent picture οΕ the enconnter appears. If "character 
friendship" or 'Ύίrtιιe Eriendship" is based οη the good and this basis provides 
the ground for continual grO\vth ίη the good, then it would seem that these 
qnestions are ηot simply interesting bnt yital for growth ίη the Christian's 
good, name!y the simifitudo Dei. How else are Christians to escape the clutches 
οΕ individualized tnorality and self-serving justification than throngh the 
help οΕ friends? Withont the snpport and help οΕ other like-minded disciples, 
one cannot possibly know the good ίη its yariOllS intricacies and details, 
especia11y when those come ίnto conflict with patterns and habits that οηι: 
must yield to GOd.43 1η seeking ho!iness together, band members had as 
their basis οΕ friendship God's holiness, and this good for the Cl1ristian is so 
encompassing and overwht!ming that it can οη!Υ be approximated ίη the 
company οΕ ft110w discip!es. Ctrtain!y, growth in the Christian good can bt 
"confrontatίonal" and requires yulnerability and openness; for these reasons 
the bands were not very popu!ar within the Wes!eyan movement. And yet 
their presence was important Eor commιιnicating the expectatίon inherent in the 
Wesleyan vision οΕ "growing in grace," name!y that Christians should push 
Eorward and continnally grO\V together in the qnest to haye "the mind οΕ Christ." 
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ΠΙ. Chtistian Perfection as Communally Pursued 
This comparison between friendship as a moral category and the Wesleyan 
small groups proves t11at Christian perfection has to be understood and 
undertaken as a collective enterprise. Without excluding the experiential aspect 
οΕ a potential "crisis-experience," the other side οΕ a "responsible grace" 
implies that Christians must be attentive to their spiritual growth through 
active and seΙf-sacήficίal practices.44 Wesley believed this to be the case, for "the 
mature structure of the Methodist societies seems to reflect Wesley's peculiar 
doctrine οΕ perfection as a condition of perfect love towards God and man 
,vhich can be achieved ίη a moment by grace yet can also be cultivated by 
spiritual discipline."45 If Christian perfection is a moral category that implies 
maturity:6 then this state is one that is achieved by the grace of God ίη the 
company of others across the span οΕ time. The time element allows for 
indiviιluals to '\vork out their salvation" and to attend to a11 that God 
requires οΕ tl1em in awaiting the gift of God's grace." This process of waiting 
and ofbeing diligent is a constitιιent part οΕ w11at may be termed "Christian 
perfection" because the ηοιίοη implies the synergistic operation of God's 
\vork and the grace-enableιl human work that are requίred ίη a Christian view 
of moral development.48 It is ίη light οΕ the human role that Christian 
perfection should be considered as a co11ective enterprise because Christians 
cannot be diligent, attentive, patient, obedient, and zealous alone. 
Christian friendship, then, is necessary Εοτ moral matιιration within the 
Wesleyan theological vision; in other \vords, ,ve need one another in order to 
"perfect one another," to help one another grow ίη the good οΕ the Christian 
life. Wesley's small groups ,vere a prudential means οΕ grace for a reason: God 
manifests his grace ίη t11e 11earts οΕ individuals and also through and ίη tl1e 
company οΕ others. This necessity οΕ friendship for Wesley's notion οΕ 
Christian perfection is similar to the necessity οΕ friendship within the 
Aristotelian ethical framework, and for this reason the latter wi11 be surveyed 
briefly ίη order to illuminate the former 49 
First, friendship is necessary\vithin the Aristotelian account of friendship 
because it is "an ίmportant source of self-awareness and self-understanding."50 
This suggestion is true because ultimately what binds friends is a principle of 
commonality, a sharing ίη a perceived good. Since a person sees this ροίηι οΓ 
similarity ίη the other, he or s11e is dra\vn to this person, and ίη tΙύs \vay, the 
fήeηd becomes a "nmror to d1e self" or "another self." These expressions are 
true in that through this commonality the fήend (aπ provide a certain objectivity 
to the other that otherwise may be missed. 1η other ,vords, proper self-
kno\vledge is ίmpossible apart from others. 
Wesley seemed a\vare of this principle. His small groups existed to facilitate 
proper self-knowledge since this EorιΏ οΕ knowledge is crucial for growth ίη 
holiness. ΒΥ creating aπ environment ίη \vhich a group οΕ people \vere seeking 
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the same thing, Wes!ey's groups fulfilled a very specific and important functίon 
'.vithin his theo!ogica! vision, i.e., embodying and puttίng ίηto practίce 
behaviors and deeds that were appropriate to growth in Christίan perfectίon. 
Such acts as giving an account of one's spiritua! progress, pub!ic!y 
ackno\v!eJging one's fau!ts, anJ both receiving anJ giving spiritua! edificatίon 
and support he!ped one grow ίη the way of holiness. 
Second, friendship is necessary to moral formatίon in that "friends protect 
tJs fr01n the boredom to w1ιic!1 even the lnost important and interesting 
actίvitίes are prone."SΙ The rigors and mediocrity οΕ Jaily living invite a certain 
stagnant or !ethargic quality to even the most important things ίη οηΕ'δ life. 
1η a telling passage, \ΨadeΙΙ notes: 
Νο matter how worth'.V!1i!e an actίvity may be, if we are forced to pursue 
ίι by ourse!ves we willlike!y tίre of ίι. We tίre of οαι projects ηοΙ becatJse their 
va!ue !essens, but because left to ourselves we are incapab!e of appreciating 
what their value is; we require others ίη order to learn \vhy the projects and 
concerns of our lίfe actually are so important to US. 52 
Friends are needed as companions οη life's journey because they help 
remind us of the goa! or lelos of our lives. Without this reminder and 
reassurance of that which guίdes our lives, \ve wou!d tend to despair because 
at certain muments we wuuld furget ur ignure the importance uf the juurney 
ίη the fust place. 
Wesley knew tl1at the quest for holiness contained a number οΕ possible 
dangers, and lιis groups "helped lfello\v Methodists] Ιο keep a 'single eye' οη 
God ίη the midst of a wor!d full of distractίon."53 This process he!ped avert 
the constant threat of dissipation and other dangers that result from the 
Ρήvatizatίοη of Christίan morality.54 Both antίnonιian and legalistίc tendencies 
can be checked with t!1e he!p of another's !oving and attentίve eye. Without 
this he!p, abuses can run rampant, !eading to skeptίcism and the various 
complaints associated \vith schemes that propose advancement in Christian 
morality. Ροι this reason and others, many have skewed understandings of 
the possibility and desirability of true Christίan gro\vth. When undertaken in 
tl1e col11pany of like-minded peop!e, 110\vever, Cl1!istίan maturatίon becomes 
a less risky enterprise for the simple reason that ίι Joes not depend οη a single 
individual's limited and fractured understanding of the good. 1η this light, 
brothers and sisters can he!p οηΕ another in \veakness, encourage οηΕ another 
to press οη, and renιind one another of the beauty of Christίan holiness. 
\Ψίthοut the help of the friend, Christίan perfectίon becomes a threatening 
and ilnpossib!e goal for Christians, and such perceptions leaJ to 
disiHusionment and moral dec!ine. 
Αι this ροinΙ t!1e issue οΕ constancy ίη the morallife comes to the fore. 
The need for Wesley's small groups is ηο clearer \vhen one considers this 
theme, for the issue οΕ sustaining goodncss over tίme ίδ crucial for all mura! 
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programs. As Hauen.vas and Pinches say of the author of the Nicotnachean 
Ethics, ''Aristotle is Eundamentally concerned with sustaining goodness. He 
recognizes well that it is time that tests our momentary flights of good 
intentίon, that not only cruel fortune but \ve ourselves are capable οΕ turning 
us Erom the way, οΕ losing our bearing as we are overwhelmed by change and 
flUX."55 Wesley was aware of this danger as \vell, and for this reason it can be 
said that one of the important functίons οΕ the small groups was to maintain 
accountability. Ιη many '.vays, Wesley and Aristotle share the ηotίoη that 
"constancy is a communal virtue. It is not something one of us possesses 
alone, but something we share and into which \ve help each other groW."56 
Thirt!, ίη partίcipatίng in those common actίvitίt:s that frit:ndships inspίrt:, 
'\ve are able to be involved in those activities much more extensively than we 
could be if those activities were private."S7 Friends are necessary to the moral 
life because they inspire a deepening ίη the demands and stringencies οΕ 
moral ιlevelopment. This possibility proves itself when the many vίrtues 
and giEts present ίη each person come to the fore during the course οΕ 
communal actίvity. When this kind of interaction occurs, the possibilities of 
the morallife are exponentially increased ίη tl1at a person can see 110'N tl1e 
commonly-l1eld good flonrishes and ίι embodied ίη the life of otl1ers. As 
Wadell relTlarks, 'Ίι is this mntual, c01nmunal seeking οΕ the good that 
makes us good. But even more than that, ίη this mutual, communal seeking 
of the good we make one another goOd."58 Ιη gro\ving ίη conforrnity to 
Christ, \vhicl1 is another phrase for holiness, we essentίally learn how to be 
holy frotn one another ίη tl1is sl1ared quest. 
Friendships require negotiatίons ίη part because ηο one has an exclusive 
Eootίng οη the truth. Learning from one another the various dimensions of 
the commonly sought good requires exchange, debate, attentίveness, and 
sensitivity. Aristotle sensed this truth when he remarked tl1at "the friendship 
οΕ ιlecent people is ιlecent, and increases the more often tht:y mt:et. Αηι! tht:y 
seem to become stίll better frotn theίr actίvitίes and their mutual correctίon. 
For each molds the other ίη what they approve of, 50 that '[you \villlearn] 
\yhat is noble from noble people."'59 
These qualitίes are tl1e ones that made Wesleyan small groUp5 50 appealing. 
\Vesley knew that the processes inl1erent to eacl1 group facilitated good order 
and progress, bnt they were not the proper ends οΕ snch meetings; rather, the 
kind of gro,vth that ensued from the exchanges and interactίons that occurred 
ίη 5UCl1 gatherings proved to be immediately important for tl1e ultimate goal 
of gro\ving ίη the love of God. Even Wesley l1imself needed this kind οΕ 
snpport and gnidance: he needed friends becanse he was hnman, and just as 
\'(lesley wa5 \vise enough to admit that one could always grow more ίη one's 
\valk with God, he was attentίve to the fact that this '\valk could not be 
undertaken alone.60 
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Finally, friendship is necessary ίη Arisot!e's ethica! project for the simple 
rt:ason that a person cannot bt: good without friends. 61 Severa! under!ying 
considerations substantiate this simp!e c!aίm. As noted above, Aristotle 
believes humans are "politica! anima!s" and so the good life is unimaginab!e 
apart from the company of friends. According to Aristot!e ίι is part of our 
nature to be ίη the company of οthι;rs. 1η this company, hοwevι;r, we come 
to be formed and constituted as persons, so being good requires friends ίη 
the additiona! sense that one needs mode!s to imitate ίη order tΩ grow ίη 
vίrtue. This understanding is entire!y congruent '.vith Aristotle's nnderstanding 
of mora! formation, for becoming a virtuous person requires performing 
virtuous acts "in the right \vay." This !atter qualification is on!y avaίlab!t: in tht: 
company of οthι;rs who occupy themse!ves ίη this proper way of acting. 
Finally, the good is not simp!y a static entity or idea; one cannot beho!d the 
good without wishing to share ίι since the good is meant to be he!d among 
others. Α virtuous person cannot possib!y retain this qua!ifιer ίη an 
individualizeιl sense, for the "gooιl" requires performance directed to others.62 
Of course, the performance and embodiment of the good, like friendships, 
take time, and iη tl1is regard the quest for holiness does as well. Wes!ey was 
a,vare of tl1is need, and the groups provided a safe environment ίη wl1ich 
peop!e cou!d gradually mortify the inbred sin that still remained so that they 
cou!d be evermore directed to God. Such a process, however, appears 
paίnstaking!y !ong to a milieu in wl1ich effιciency and results are highlyvalued, 
a fact that ultimately leads to the concJusion that our contemporaty wor!d 
does ηοΙ facilitate or va!ne these important conditions for spiritua! gro\vth. 
As a cast: ίη point, friι;ndships rι;quirt: trust, which ί, bui!t over time, and 
patience for others to come around to see comp!ementary perspectives and 
views, but sometimes these conditions a.re tested when individua!s abuse or 
Jose sight of the trne meaning of Christian friendship; that is why Wes!ey 
haιl to imp!ement ιlifferent measures to ensure that discipline was a vital part 
of his organizationa! vision. As notorious as the "ticket SΥstι;m" has bt:en 
conceived by followers of Wes!ey, the mechanism was quite he!pful ίη ensuring 
that those \vith the proper disposition and mindset won!d continue ίη the 
fo!d whi!e those who won!d create !ong~!asting dalTlage con!d be exc!nded. 
These efforts, ho,vever, reqnired intentionality iη order to assess one by one 
the \vay peop!e progressed ίη their mora! deve!opment, and this task is one 
that many οΕ us \vouJd ηοι be willing to facilitate, mnch less endure. 
IV Conclusion 
As Hanerwas and Pinches remind us οΕ Aristotle's project, "the activity οΕ 
happiness requires !earning and practice," and if happiness and holiness are 
the same thing, as they appear to be for Wes!ey, then these can be etnbodied 
on!y withίn a community of friends. 63 Wes!ey \vas a\vare of this need, and he 
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offered the small grours as "rrudential he1rs" ίη service οΕ aiding tlle 
formation of friendships, those relationships that contribute to moral 
matnration. Tlle results that ensned froω these gronps were astounding. 1η 
speaking οΕ the bands, Wesley reωarked: 
They rrayed for one another, that they ωight be healed of the faults they 
had confessed - and ίι ,vas so. The chains were broken and sin 11ad ηο 
ωοre dorninion over them . .Many \vere delivered from tlle temptations out 
of which till then they fOUHd ΩΟ \vay to escape. They were built up ίη our 
most holy faith. They rejoiced ίη the Lord ωοre abundantly. They were 
strengthened inlove, and ωοre effectual1y rrovoked to abound ίη every good 
work64 
These fruits of Wesley's sωall groups \vere οηlΥ possible \νίαιίη a group 
cOHtext constitnted by those bound by the ultimate good: fellowship with 
anLI participation in God. With such a basis, the gronps \vere able to foster an 
eηνίroηωent in ,vl1ich true Cllristian piety and vitality were readily apparent. 
1η this light, Wesley's rules for the bands were not enιls ίη anιl of 
themselves. They \vere ίnstruωents that helped Ρroωοte true Christian 
friendship. Only ilirough discipline and a coωmοnlΥ-held good could Wesley's 
vision of the holy life be enacted ίn the company of others. Snch an 
environιnent facilitates tlle trust and openness that ωΥ stndents find so 
difficult to eωbοιlΥ anιl sustai.n ίη toιlay's context. Nevertheless, if such 
qualities are ηοΙ available among Christians, \vhere can they be found? Are 
these qualities ηοι part οΕ the call to be Christ's disciples? Wesley's groups 
proved that this kind of eωbοdiωent is ηοΙ οηlΥ possible bnt desirable if 
the cllnrcll is to Rro\V ίη Iloliness as a CΟωΙ11ιιηity οΕ disciples and as a grοιψ 
of friends bonnd by the all-coηsιιιmηg good that is God. 
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Given \"XIe sley's practices since his Oxford days, ίι is c!ear that \"XIesley took de 
Renty's view seriou sly'. 
22 Henderson believes that the demand fo r practical perforιnance ,vas a \vay 
Wes!ey innovated the model prevalent amo ng the Societies of his day ("John 
Wes!ey's Instructiona! Groups," 35). 
2.\ See Henderson, "Jol1n Wes ley's Instructional Groups," C11apter 3. 
24 The other groulJs have their implications for moral maruratjon, but these 
~νo have been selected to make the present endeavor manageable. ΕνΕη ίη the 
!argest grolIlJ context of the Wes!eyan scheme, tt,e society, one sees how the mora! 
category οΕ friend ship was operative: "Such a Society is ηο other than 'a company 
of men "having ilie Eorm, and seekjng the power of godliness", united ίη order to 
lJray together, to receive the \vord οΕ exhortation, and to watch over one another 
ίη love, iliat they may he!p each other to work ουΙ their sa!vation'" ("The Narure, 
Design, and Genera! Ru!es of the United Societies," ίη ΤΙ]ε ιt70rks of JO}111 Weslg, 
9:69). Ιη this light ίι is difficult to fol low Henderson ίπ his rigid schematization of 
rhe groups; Henry Κnight also has a simliar reservation (The [)resence of God in 
rhe Christian Life, 218-219, [ι 6 and 220, ft. 22) . 
25 See Wesley's account οΕ the beginnings οΕ the class ίη 'Ά ΡΙοίη Account of 
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the Peuple caJled Methodists" (The Woι"ks of ]ohn Wes!ιy, 9:260ff.). 
26 Wesley relates the process in ''On God's Vineyard" (Ηε Works of John Wes!ιy, 
νοl' 3, ed. Albert C. Outler lNashviJIe: Abingdon Press, 1986], 502-517). 
27 "ΑΙΙ Methoclists, \vhether starting uut as 'awakened' sinners or having 
received tl1e gift οΕ perfect love, whether they \vere meeάng ίη band or even ίη a 
select society, had to meet once a week as members of their class to give an 
account οΕ their cliscipleship" (David Lowes Watson, The Earfy Methodist Οαπ 
M eeting [Nashville, ΤΝ: DίscίρΙeshίρ Resources, 1987] , 122). Ιη additίoll to tl1e 
egalitarian 1l0άοη, Watson emphasizes throughout his \vork how important the 
theme οΕ accountability was for the classes and its place within the Metl10clist 
ethos. 
2R Henderson, "John Wesley's Instructional Grouρs," 132. 
29 Ibid., 144. 
30 The leader was responsible "to see all the rest weekly" and ίη doing so 
occasionally Eound inclividuals who were ίn sin and admonished them accordingly 
(''Οη God's Vineyard," 509). Ι n this regard, the 1eader askcd about the spiritua1 
conJition ofhis class melnbers as weII as advised, reproved, comforted, οι exhorted 
as the occasion required ("The Nature, Design, and General Rules οΕ the United 
Societies," 69-70). This activity \vas complemented by the weekJy class meeting 
\vhere a "catechetical exchange" was undertaken for the pnrposes οΕ sharing how 
one attended ιο the three General Rules during the \veek (Κnight, The Presence of 
God in the Christian Iife, 100). 
31 "John Wesley's Instructional Groups," 141. 
32 "John Wesley's lnstructional Groups," 146-147 Becanse οΕ this intimacy, 
classes were regnlated in the \vay they wonld incorporate new mcmbers; Henderson 
remarks that "in order to protect the fragile environment οΕ the class, every other 
session \vas closed to "ΙΙ outsiders" (ibid., 154) . 
.Β 'Ά Plaill Account οΕ the l'eop le call ed Methodists," 268. 
34 01le sees the increased demands of the bands with the amplification of the 
General Rules: band members were "carefully" to abstain from doing evil, "zealously" 
to ιnώηιώη good works , and "constantly" to attend οη all the ()rdinances οΕ God 
("Directions given to the Band Societies" in The IVo/ks of John Wes!ιy, 9:79). 
33 Henderson, "John Wesley's Instructiona1 Gronps," 168. 
'" Ari stotle believed virtues are acquired through the process of habitnation, 
a process anal()g()us to learning a craft: "We become builders, for instance, by 
building, and we become harpists by playing the harp. Siιnilarly, then, \ve becoιne 
just by doing just accions, te1Hperate by doing teιnperate actions, brave by doing 
brave actions" (Nicomachean Ethics, 19 [1103b]). 
37 For an account οΕ Wesley's "theology οΕ accion," see Henry W Spaulding ΙΙ, 
"Practicing Holiness: Α Consicleration οΕ Action ίη the Thought οΕ John Wesley" 
Wes!ιyαII Theo!ogica! ]ollrl1a! 40/1 (Spring 2005): 110-137 
38 'ΌnΙΥ applicants who had been thoroughly screened, rec0111ιnended by 
ιneιnbers of the group \vho already kne\v theιn, and acquaintecl with the jJrocednres 
\vere allowed to join, and then only after a ρrobaάοη period" (Henderson, "John 
Wesley's Ins tructί()nal (~r()ups," 176-177). 
39 The Presence of God ίη the Christian Life, 101. 
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40 "Rules of the Band Societies," 77 
41 Henderson, "]ohn \Vesley's Instructional Groups," 46. 
42 When seen ίη tlleir ρroρer ligl1t, tllese qnestions are ίnstrUΠ1ents for aiding 
one ίη the growth οΕ Christian perfection. As Κnight notes, the "discipline begun 
ίη the classcs and intcnsifϊ ed ίη thc bands" becaΠ1C a way of Iifc ίη the selcct 
societies. What Wesley aimed for was the spontaneity of the moral life ίη which 
]ove of (~od and neighbor gradually became more and more intuitive so that 
eventually such rigidity \vould ηοι be needed formally (The Presence of Cod ί" Ihe 
ClJIistian Life, 102-103). 
43 Knight relates of the bands' activity: "The members of the band endeavored 
togerher to discern the ways ίη which dissipation still had a hold οη their affections 
and 'lctions. They were encoLlraged to critica11y examine one another and tlle111selves 
ίη order to increase a\vareness ο Ε t110se practices and desires whicll continued to 
cloud the vision of faitl1 and divide the heart" (The Pre.rence of Cod ίll the ChrIstian 
Life, 108-109). 
44 1η this regard, Ι am sympathetic Ιο the efforts of the following works ίη 
their des ire to re-narrate the Wesleyan ηοιίοη of Christian perfection within 
l110des οΕ conte111porary discourse: Η. Ray Dunning, "Christian Perfection: Toward 
Α Ne\v Paradigm" Wes!!?J'tln Theo!ogictl! ]οηΓηα! 33/1 (Spring 1998): 151- 163 and 
Henry W. Spaulding 11, '''Το She\v the }<'ly the Way Out οΕ the Fly-Bottle': Α 
Reconstruction οΕ the Wesleyan Understanding o f Christian Perfection" Wes!!?J'an 
Heo!ogica!]olll'lιa! 33/2 (Fall 1998): 145-171. 
45 Henry η Rack, "Religious Societies and the Origins of Methodism" The 
]o1trlla/ of Ecc!esiastica! HistolJ 38/4 (October 1987): 594. 
4G Ι am here deρeηdίηg οη Randy Maddox's analysis ίη Responsib!e Crαce 
(NasI1ville, ΤΝ: Κingswood Books, 1994), 187 
4' Although ηοΙ \villing to put constraints οη tl1e Spirit's work, Wesley 
acknowledged that there \vas "an instantaneous, as well as a gradual \vork of God 
ίη Ηί, ch il dren," and that this gradual asrect was very Π1uch a part ofhis experience 
sincc he did ηο! know "a single instancc, ίη any p!acc, οΕ a pcrson's receiving, ίη 
one and the same moment, remission of sins, the abiding witness of the Spirit, ancJ 
a new, a clean heart" (Α Ρ!αίη AccOlItlt of Christian JJetjectiotl [Κaηsas Ciry, ΜΟ: 
Beacon Ηί11 Press, 1966], 30-31). 
48 The mora! ίΠ1Ριicatiοns of what Wes!ey terΠ1S proper '\vaiting" are sundry. 
Wesley offers this extensive defϊnition: "[We are ιο \νοίι] ηοΙ ίη careless inclifference, 
οι indolent activity; but ίη vigorous, universal obedience, ίη a zea!ous keeping of 
all tlle commandments, ίη watcllfulness and painfulness, ίη denying ourselves, and 
taking up our cross daily; as well as ίη earnest prayer and fasting, and a close 
attendance οη a11 the ordinances of God. Alld ίε any 111an drea111 of attaining 
[Cllristian pcrfcctionJ οηΥ othcr way (yca, or of kccρίηg ίι when ίι is attained, 
\vl,en he has receivecl ίι even ίη the largest Ineasure), l,e deceivetl. hi s own sou\. Τι 
is true, \VC rcccivc ίι by simplc faith; but God docs ηοι, will ηοι, give that faith, 
unless \ve seek ίι with ο11 diligence, ίη tlle way which He hath ordained" (Α Ρ/αίη 
AceozltII of Christian ])etjectiorι, 62). For these reasons Ι aIn tllinking of Christian 
perfection as more than a crisis-experience but as a \vay or "for111" of life. 
" The fo llo\ving four ροίηts wi ll be based οη Wadell's reading of ]ohn Μ. 
Cooper's 'Ά ιίstotΙe οη Friendsllip" ίη Hrsαys 011 Arl.rtotle'f Ethic.r, ed. Alnelie 
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Oksenberg Rorty (Berke!ey, CA: University of California Press, 1980), 301-340 as 
found in Fricndship and the Mora! Lifc, 58ff. 
50 WadelJ, T'rien,lship αη,Ι the Moral Li[e, 58. 
51 Waιlell, Friendship an,I the Mora! LiJe, 59. 
52 Wadell, F'rietzdship and the Moral Lije, 59. 
53 Κnight, The Presence of God ίιι the Christian LiJe, 104. 
54 When Wes!ey \vas asked what advice he \vould give to those \vho had 
reacheιl Christian perfection, it is interesting that he suggests the aνoiιlance of 
pride fιrst, folJo\ved by enthusiasm ("the daughter of pride") and antinomianism. 
Evidently, Wes!ey had \vitnessed far toο many cases ίη which individua!s believed 
they did not need to be taug!1t by their Eello\v Christians. See Α P!ain Accotιnt of 
Christian jJerfection, 95ΕΕ. 
55 Christians anIong the Virtues, 31. 
" Hauerwas and Pinches, CIJristians a,,,ong the Virttlcs, 36. 
57 WadelJ, Friendship and the Mora! LiJe, 61. 
5R Friendship and the Μοταl Τ ije, 66. 
59 NiconJachean Ethics, 153. 
ου Οη" sees this aspect οΕ Wes!ey's spiritua!life when he shares that part οΕ 
the motives Eor establishing se!ect societies \vas "to have a se!ect company, to 
\vhom lheJ might unbosom lhimse!f] οη all occasions, without reserve" ('Ά P!ain 
Account οΕ the Peop!e called Methodists," 270). 
ω Wadell, Friendrhip and tIJe Μ οταl LiJe, 61 ff. 
62 \XΙadeII makes the important ροίηι about friendship and virtue: "[Virtue] 
needs opportunitίes to be exercised, it demands others οη whom the good can be 
bestowecj" (niendship and the Mora! J~fe, 64). 
63 C·hri.rtian.r anlong the Virt1le.r, 33. 
64 'Ά Plain Account οΕ the People called Methodists," 268. 
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SAΙVIU[;L J. R OGAL 
Whztifie/~ Whzttzetj and the ])oetic Bridge to the Issue of 
SIave1Jl 
Introduction: The State of Whittier's Poetry 
Those days \vithin earlier generations \vhen Aιnerican school chi!dren 
wou!d read, ιneιnorize, and recite such aιnong the poeιns ofJohn Greenleaf 
Whittier (1807-1892) as "The Yankee Gir!" (1835), 'Ά Sabbath Scene" (1850), 
"Maud Muller" (1854), the "Buria! οΕ [fhoιnas] Barber," (1856), "Skipper 
Ireson's Ride" (1857), "Barbara Frietchie" (1863), and bits and pieces Eroιn 
Snoιl)-Bo1lnd: Α Winter Idy! (1866) have all but faded ίηto the quiet corners of 
historica! and pedagogica! s!umber, and along with them the significant 
portions οΕ the poet and rus once popular, and even revered, verse. Essentially, 
after the political and social passion of such issues as the debates over s!avery 
and its abolition, as well as the political divisiveness that accented the middle 
third of the nineteenth century, had been banked and allo\ved to coo!, 
Whitticr's lines have found little room for expression a!ong the crowded 
streets \vhere poets have, seeming!y, spoken more directly, and ίη ιnore !oose!y 
defined poetic forιns, to audiences of the twentiet!1 century and beyond. 
Indeed, even as ear!y as the 1830's, when Edgar Allan Poe, but two years 
Whittier's junior, had reached his poetic maturity during a time ίη literary 
history \vhen Whittier and William Cullen Bryant stood as the foremost 
poets ίη the United States, Poe "had nothing to !earn froιn theιn" and, 
instead "turned for nσurίshιηent" a\vay frοιη the rοιηantic view οΕ the 
Aιnerican scene, as but partially painted by Whittier, to the English Roιnantic 
poets. 1 Α century later, Αιηerican poets as Hart Crane (1899-1932), Yvor 
\Vinters (1900-1968), and Robert Lowell (1917 -1977) reacted to Whittier's 
poetic output as "vulgar concessions to popu!ar taste" and siιnple artistic 
ιnisjudgιnents. When the free-verse prejudice against ιηetrίca! poetry 
coιηbίned with a high art bias against ίaιηbίc verse (ίη an envirοnιηent that 
down-graded all narrative poetry and popular art), \vho \vas left to defend 
such geιns as [Henry Wadsworth] Longfellow's "Pau! Revere's Ride" or 
Wruttier's "Maude Muller" and "Barbara Frietcrue?" Whittier's reputation as 
poet appears to been cast ίnto the ash-heap οΕ ctitical coιηιηentarΥ, labeled as 
nothing ιηοre than "a writer to love, not to belabor."2 
Neverthe!ess, cerrain of Whittier's poetry stands ,vorthy of an occasiona! 
"belaboring," ίΕ for ηο other reason than that poet deιnonstrated to !ater 
23 
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generations οΕ American versifiers both the \vΊUingness and the ability οΕ the 
poet to call attent:ion to his craft as a medium by \vhiCh to communicate 
observations οΕ, and reactions to, the traumatic national issues οΕ lΊis day. 
Upon the nΊiddlt: pinnacle οΕ the ninι;teωth centw:y, but two years away 
from civil war, the adolescent United States staggered under the dual burden 
οΕ tlle s!avery issue and the \vίllingness to divide itself, either by political and 
geographical compromise or by war, because of a condition brought about 
by its own manufacture. S!avery had not simply arisen ίη Africa and spread to 
British colonial America; it had been created and carefully nurtured by traders 
and !andowners ίη America for well ίη excess of Ι:\νο centuries, and such 
l1eralds οΕ tl1e anti-slavery movement as \X!ilUam Lloyd Garrison ( 1805-
1879) and his apostle, \X!hittier, could easily uncover the evils of the system in 
the early history of the nation, as \vell as ίη the most volati!e circumstances of 
its present. 
From Whittier to Whitfield 
The path from Whittier, the nineteenth-century Quaker turned Qwetist, 
to the eighteenth-century Church ofEng!and ptiest turned Methodist itinerant 
preacher George Whitefie!d (1714-1770), the G!oucestershire evangelist who 
carried Ca1vllΊist Methodism to British North Ametica, might appear circwtous 
and even disconnected. However, the evangelica! work ofWhitefield \vithin 
the confmes of Whittier's native New Eng!and and the position οΕ each 
toward the issue of slavery and the state of theAmerican Negro appeared to 
have found a common ground for discussion ίη Whittier's 1859 poem, "The 
Preacher." That piece οΕ 413 lines (and thus perhaps far toο !engthy Eor 
schoo! chi!dren to have comnΊitted to their memories) , which has received 
extremely litt!e critical discussion among Whittier's poems, serves well, 
perhaps, as a partia! but significant examp!e οΕ why, according to at least one 
voice from the literary history οΕ ilie nation, "Thirty years of intense absorption 
ίη humanitarian reform leEt t11eir mark οη Whittier. He had little time Eor 
general refltction and his principles, once adopted, remained fixed. Το the 
end he rem~lined apparently una\vare that the Industrial Revolution created 
situations which could not be solved in terms of a simple personal morality. 
It \vas ίη part an evidence of litnitation that Whittier turned to the New 
Eng!and past and to religion as the favorite subjects of his !ate matw:ity.'" ΒΥ 
approximate count, "The Preacher" comprised the 245'" of Whittier's total of 
495 poems composed or published between 1825 and 1892. 
During George Whitefie!d's evangelica1 career, which began, technica1ly, in 
June 1735, when he formed a small relilζions society at G!oncester and ended 
onlywiili lΊis death some iliirty-five years later, the fie!d preac11er ofCalviIΊist 
Μι;thοαιsm uηdι;rtoοk sι;veη journeys to British North Amι;rίca: (1) February-
September 1738; (2) October 1739-January 1741, (3) October 1744-June 1748; 
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(4) October 1751-May 1752; (5) May 1754-May 1755; (6) July 1763-June 1765; 
(7) October 1769-3 September 1770-the date ofhis death at Newburyport, 
Massachusetts. Το Whitefield alone must be extended the credit for imp!antίng 
the roots of Methodism and evangelica! Protestantism ίηto the spiritua! soi! 
οΕ North America. Perhaps one of the more accurate of contemporary 
summations of Whitefie!d's journeys to America appears ίη Char!es Wes!ey's 
poetic tribute to the journeyman preacher the rwenty-nine-pages and 536 
lines of Αη b/egy οη the Lαte &verend GeOl;ge Whitejield, Μ.Α., Who Died 
September 30, 1770, irι the 56th Yearof HzsAge (Bristo!: William Pine 1771). The 
poet began his praise of the departed with an attempt to establish and then 
to emphasize the totality of his re!ationship with his subject-a re!ationship 
that well qualifies the former for his poetic task: 
And is my Whitefield entered ίηto rest, 
With sudden death, with sudden g!ory, b!ess'd? 
Left for a few sad moments here behind, 
Ι bear his image οη my mind; 
Το future times the fair example tell 
Of οηι; who lived, of οηι; who died, so well; 
Pay the !ast office of fraterna!!ove, 
And then embrace my happier friend above. (1-8) 
Eventually, Wesley identified, in his imaginative view, the source of 
Whitefield's success ίη America, and he proceeded to drive home the well-
worn but nonetheless still appEcable notion οΕ the prophet having been 
without honor within the spheres οΕ his o\vn labor: 
With ready mind th' American receive 
Their angel-friend, and his report beEeve; 
So soon the servant's heaven!y call they find, 
So soon they hear the Master's feet behind: 
He C01nes-to wound, and hea!! At His descent 
The mountains flo\v, the rocky hearts are rent; 
Numbers, acknowledging their gracious day, 
Turn to the Lord, and cast their sins away, 
And faint and sink beneath their guilty load 
Ιnto the arms οΕ a forgiving God. 
His Son revea!'d they now exu!t to know, 
And after a despised Redeemer go, 
Ιη all the works prepared their faith to prove, 
Τ n patient hope, and fervency of love. (178-191) 
Thus, the fact that Whitefield ιlied in America appears to have been a most 
proper application of spiritual, as well as political and poetic, justice. Charles 
Wes!ey could easily identify the principal quality that anchored Whitefιe!d the 
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person ιο his overseas lTlission: "Lover of all tTlankind, I1is liEe l,e gave,/ 
Christ to exalt, and precious souls to save." (445-446)4 
Whitefield and Slavery 
UnEortunately, within the context of Whitefield's overall reputatίon, I1is 
experience with tl1e American instίtutίon οΕ slavery brought down a blemish 
upon his evangelical work ίη tllat part of the \vorld, causing moments of 
rhetnrical disc()mf()rt f()r l,iS c()ntemrorary and ]ater biograrhers. During 
Whitefield's early visits to ilie Georgia, he- as had John and Charles Wesley 
before him-found that the settlers there seeilied ίη a stew of discontent 
under the strict rules and regulations imposed uron them by a group οΕ 
trustees housed in London and administered by a subordinate group of 
local tnagistrates appointed by those trustees. Both imposed upon the 
inl1abitants of Georgia prohibitίons of hard liquor, of slaves, and of fee-
simple land 0\vnersl1ip;5 they even went so far as to hand down regulatίons 
governing tl1e plantίng of mulberry trees. Relaxatίon of those prohibitίons 
came gradually: the l egalizatίon οΕ rum in 1742; the permission to hold slaves 
ίη 1749; ilie provision οΕ fee-simple land ownership οη 1750. Eventually, ilie 
London trustees abandoned their charter in 1752, and Georgia came under 
ilie administratίon of a royal governor. Little wonder then, iliat by ilie midd1e 
of the eighteenili century, the populatίon of the Georgia colony numbered 
but t\vo tllousand wl1ite settlers and one tl,ousand negro slaves." Thns, in 
1740, \vhen Whitefield, and his friend and associate, the Yorkshire-born 
Calvinist Meiliodist schoolmaster James Habersl1am (1712-1778), began 
serious planning for the consrructίon and development οΕ an orphan house, 
Bethesda, some five miles from Savannah, they had to confront directly the 
issues of slave o\vnership. Both men- lnost likely for practίcal politίcal 
reasons- accepted tl1e prevalent contemporary argument tl1at native 
Englishmen, accustomed to the temperate climate of their native island, 
could ηοΙ endure manuallabor ίη the heat and humidity οΕ the Georgian 
climate; only iliose persons born into aπd residing ,vithin such aπ environment 
could work the fields. The Carolinas and Virginia colonies, according to the 
pro-slavery argument, appeared \vell οη ilieirway to economic success because 
of ilie importatίon of native African slaves; Georgia, at ilie extreme, struggled 
to survive because οΕ the prohibitίon οΕ sucl1 importatίons . Insofar as 
concerned tl1e Georgia colonists, negro labor would need to emerge iliere as 
essential to ilie growili and development of ilie land as had, centuries ago, 
the most basic itetns of agricιιltural equiptnent.7 
However, Whitefield (much to the relief οΕ his biographers) ratίonalized 
a route around the divisive issue of the ownership of slaves wiiliout actually 
denouncing the instίtutίon οΕ slavery. He openly declared his evangelical 
ministιy to alllevels of society; ilius, he \vould rekindle the datnpened spirits 
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οΕ Am~rican slaves by preaching ω th~m the gospel οΕ the New Birth-and, 
ίη the process, condemn those plantation owners for failure to do the same. 
T11e neglect of American s!aveholders ίη providing their hnman chatte! 
opportunities ω access the Gospe! proved, according to the Methodist 
evangelist, an act '\vorse than irresponsible. 1t reflected a mentality that denied 
the slaves a soul-a pernicious assumption that Whitefield meant to undo 
wirh his preaching."8 Thus, rhe argument to counter Whitefie!d's οwners!ύΡ 
of slaves- he and Habersham eventually set them to work οη the 
construction, and then the physical maintenance, οΕ the Bethesda orphanage-
focused οη the claim that Whitefie!d, more than any of the small number of 
contemporary c!erics at Char!eston and Savannw combined, actnally bronght 
the message οΕ Christianity directly to the slave communities οΕ the colonia! 
American Sout!1. Since the English Church coυld or would not expeditiously 
dispatch clerical missionaries to Africa, Africans, when brought to North 
Am~rica as s!aves, could then more readily rec~iv~ the Gospel ίη their ne\v 
homeland. 9 1η other words, the logic οΕ the Church ('.vhich Whitefield 
appeared to have embraced) dictated that the conversion of those poor 
enslaved creatllres to the freedom of religious conscience arose as a far more 
meaningfnl priority rhan did the physical freedom of their actual persons 
from the bonds of their masters. 
Finally, there emerged the historical vie\v that those members οΕ rhe slave 
communities who gathered to receive "Whitefield's open sympathy and 
attention" found, as early as the late 1740's and then extending through tl1e 
two decades following, "the beginnings of an evangelical Christianity that 
they would, ίη time, take over for themselves."1o Such a perspective gave rise 
to the prcsumptive conclusion rhat Whitefield's preaching to negro slaves ίη 
Georgia, the Carolίnas, Pennsylvania, and New England produced the earliest 
seeds from which \vould sprout, commencing at Philadelphia iη 1787, the 
Free African Society. From the formation of that organization would come, 
ίη 1793 Richard AlIen (1760-1831), a former slave, leading his fellow negro 
congregants to the establishment, at Philadelphia, οΕ the Bethel Church Εοτ 
Ν egro Metl1odists. Finally, ίη 1814, AlIen \vould cOlnplete the cycle when he 
severed the bonds of negro Methodists with the white-dominated 
congregatίons of rhe city and founded rhe African American Episcopal Church. 
S~y~n y~ars later,James Varrick (1750?-1827), another former slav~, having 
repeated the same action of remoνing negro worshipers from the John Street 
Metl10dist Church, New York City, convened the f1rst annual conference of 
tl1e African Metl10dist Episcopal Ζίοn Church. 11 
Slavery and Protestantism 
However, pure speculatίon and \vishful thinking, πο matter ho\v reasonable 
such exercises might appear, cannot alone drawa clear connectίon between the 
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effecriveness οΕ Whitefield's preaching to the negro slave communiries οΕ 
Brirish North America and the establishment of Atnerican negro Protestant 
religious organizarions that occurred ία the North thirty to forty years following 
his death. Ι f African slaves ία eighteenth-century North America could claim 
even a distant voice to assess the effecriveness of Whitefield's missionary 
labors among them, it appeared most noriceably ίη the Eorιl1 of the African 
born poet Phillis \'(7heatley (1753?-1784), brought to Boston ίη 1761, at age 
seven or eight, by an affluent tailor, John \Vheatley. The child came not ίη 
shackles to labor ίη fields baked by sun and drenc11ed witl1 humidity, but as a 
bonded c01npanion and attendant for Wheatley's \vife, Susannah, and ίη 
those capacities to reside within the comforts of their home. There the African 
girllearned to read and to write, and then to master Latin, classical history, the 
Bible, Christianity, and the classics οΕ English literarure. PhίJlis WheatJey, ΩΟ 
doubt, had heard Whitefield preach during one οΕ his several sojourns to 
Boston. She had reached the age of seventeen or so upon the news οΕ the 
Methodist field preacher's death ίη September 1770, an event that obviously 
aroused both her religious conscience and her muse, and thus she came forth 
with her broadside published at Boston ίη 1770 under the ritJe An Elegiac 
JJoem on the DEATH ojΎhat Celebrated Divine and Eminent Servatlt oj)ES'US 
CHRIST, the Late Reverend and Pious GEORGE WHITEFIELD (Boston: 
Printed and Sold by Ezekiel Russell, ίη Queen-Street, and John Boyles ίη 
Marlboro-Street, 1770).12 Within the context of the perceived effectiveness of 
Whitefield ίη America, the young poet claimed, 
Λ greater gift not GOD himself can give: 
He urg'd the need of Η1Μ to every one; 
Tt \vas ηο less that GOD's co-equal SON! 
Take Η1Μ ye wretched for your only good; 
Take Η1Μ ye starving souls to be your food. 
γ e thirs ty, C01ne to his life-giving s treatn: 
Ye Preachers, take him for your joyful theme: 
Take Η1Μ, "my dear AMERTCANS," he said, 
Be your complaints to his kind bosom laid: 
Take Η1Μ, ye AfιiCαtιS, he longs for you; 
1mpartial SAVIOUR, is his title due; 
If you will chuse to walk ίη grace's roaιl , 
Ye shall be sons, and kings, and priests to GOD. (32_44)13 
1η that poem, Wheatley αιιι not directJy mention, or even allude to, any 
reference to Whitefield and his hesitance to speak ουΙ against me insrirurion 
of slavery-a subject that could have served only to deflate the expansive 
heroic tone οΕ the piece. Whitefield's posirion οη the matter apparentJy proved 
not to have caused a problem for her or for her New England readers- if, 
indeed, they even knew ofit. At the end of the piece, the image ofWhitefield 
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remains unchanged frum the οηι: set down ίη the opening linc:-that of a 
"happy saint οη thy immortal thrunt!" (1) Esstntially, the adoring Phillis 
Wheatley sounded the poetic voice of the polite Chnstian ίη mourning over 
the death of a significant Christian figure of her own times; she sounded ηο 
notes here that even resembled the melodic \vailing emanating from the 
transported Africans in captivity. 
The potential contemporary voice for revealing, explicating, and perhaps 
even defining Whitefield's staoce 00 tlle matter of slavery migllt welll,ave 
come from the field preacher's principal Methodist rival,John Wesley, particularly 
since the two of them had bc:c:n waging thc:ological skirmishes of varying 
intensities for more than three decades. Wesley certainly had the opportunity 
when, following Whitefield's death, he found rumself with the responsibility 
(principally and reportedly because Wrutefield had requested that he do so) 
of delivering the latter's funeral sermon ίη London οη Sunday, 18 November 
1 770-first at the Calvinist Methodist Chapel ίη Tottenham C()urt Road, 
then later, at the \Vrutefield's Tabernacle near Moorfields. 14 However, the 
sixty-seveo-year-old Wesley held fίrm the sound aod the sense οΓ his address 
to the formality of the occasion, choosing to confine his remarks to an 
outline of the life and missionary career of his subject; to citing journalistic 
accounts ofrus character as a preacher and the substance ofrus preaching; and 
ω setting forth, with ample SUpP()rt from Biblical texts, the essence of 
Whitefield's scriptural doctrines. Appropriately enough, Wesley concluded 
I1is sermon text \vitl, four verses of I1is brother's llymn written for the 
h01niletic occasion, beginning-
Servant of God, well done! 
Thy glorious warfare's past, 
The battle's fought, thc race is won, 
AnJ thou art crowned at last; 
Of all thy heart's desire 
Triumphantly possessed, 
Lodged by the ministerial choir 
1η thy ReJeemer's breast. (1-8) 15 
1nsofar as concerns thc: mattc:r of slavc:ry and thc: slavc: tradc:, John Wc:slc:y 
\vould \vait for four years and for a more appropriate occasion upon which to 
express his condemnation of that practice. 1η his tract, TholIghts upon S laveιy 
(1774),16 he called οιιι, 'Ίf. . ΥΟΙΙ [every landownel' throughont Britain's 
North American colonies] have any regard to justice, (to say nothing of 
mercy, n()r the revealed law of G()d,) render all to all their dne. Give liberty 10 
whom liberty is dne, that is, 10 every child of man, to every partaker of 
humannature. Let none serve ΥΟΙΙ but by his o\vn act and deed, by his o\vn 
voluntary choice. Away with all whips, all chains, all compnlsion! Βι:: gentle 
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toward all men; and see that you invariably do unto every one as you '.vould 
11e should do unto you."" ΟΕ course by tl1at moment ίη l1istory, t11e debate 
over the o\vnership οΕ slaves and the slave trade had extended far beyond 
Whitefielιl's orphanage outsiιle οΕ Savannah,18 and Wesley certainly knew 
that little profit '.vould come from berating tl1e past actions οΕ tl1e dead. 
"The Preacher": Geographical Background 
The apparent division between \1Vl1itefield's tniddle-ground position οη 
slavery and John Wesley's plea for liberty for al1 human beings represents 
nonetheless, a reasonable ροίηι of transition ίη iliis discussion to Wl1ittier's 
mid-nineteenth-century poem, "The Preacher." Before proceeding, however, 
one needs to consider, first, the geographical backdrop for tl1e poem, 
ΝewburγΡοrt, ίη Essex County, Massachusetts, a town ίη tl1e extreme 
northeastern section of the state and at the mouth of the Merrimack River, 
tl1at relates ιο aspects of tl1e lives of both the poet and his subject. 
Τ η the midst of his seventh and final pilgrimage to North America, the 
fifty- five-year-old Whitefie!d, not ίη the best ofhea!tl1 (most likely suffering 
from asthma), had left Savannah οη 24 Αριill770, preaching throughout tl1e 
Pennsylvania co!οηΥ, tl1en moving οη to New York before proceeding ω 
Boston, Portsmoutl1, and Portland-preacl1ing practical1y every day and 
intending, incredibly and eventllally, to cross over ίηto Canada. Indeed, if 
John Wes!ey, figιιrativeΙγ, viewed all tl1e wor!d as his parish, George \Ψh.itefie!d 
became the ear!iest Methodist itinerant to attempt an actual 
"jnternationalization" of his evangelica! mission. Αι any rate, he addressed 
his last piece of correspondence οη Sunday, 23 September 1770, and delivered 
his fina! sermon, extending two hours ίη length- and in the open air, ηο 
less-at Exeter, Ne'.v Hatnpsl1ire, οη Saturday, 29 September 1770. Late that 
afternoon οι early evening he arrived, ίη an extreme state οΕ fatigue, at 
Newburyport-tl1e first recorded occasion upon which he had ventured ίηto 
that to'.vn 19_ the guest of tl1e Rev. Jonatl1an Parsons (1705-1776), pastor of 
the ΟlΙΙ SOl1th Presbyterian Cl1lIrch ίη Federal Street since 1746.20 The 
Methodist itinerant had planned to preach there οη the day following. 
However, by Sl1nday morning, 30 September, George Whitcfield's life had 
come to an end. His funeral service went fortl1 οη Tl1esday, 2 October, \vit11 
bl1rial ίη a vault beneath the p111pit of Parson's Ne\vburyport Presbyterian 
Chtιrcl1 . 21 
East Haverhill, Massachusetts, the site of Whittier's birtl1 and his place of 
residence, education, and early physical anιlliterary labors, lies !ess tl1an fifteen 
miles southwest ofNewburyport. Wil1iam Lloyd Garrison (1805-1879)- a 
native of Newburyport, self-educated journalist with 11ard-line Baptist 
tιpbringing, and virtllally a lifetime resident of tl1at town- pnblished 
Whittier's fιrst poem, "The Exile's Departllre," ίη an 1826 edition of l1is 
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\vetkly Newbuιyport Free Press (furmtrly the Essex Cou1-anf'), afttr which ht 
cncouraged young \XΙhittitr to pursut formal acadtmic tducation at Haverhill 
Academy. Evcntually, Garrison proved a strong influence upon the mature 
poet's participation in and total commitment to the abolitίon movement ίη 
New England. Whittier then proceeded to publish, ίη 1826, ηο less than 
sixteen adιlitίonal poems ίη Garrison's Free Press. Ιη 1833, the year of the 
fuunding uf tht New England Antί-Slavery SOCitty and a ytar folluwing tht 
publicati()n ()f Garris()n's Thought.r on Ajrican Colonization (11\32), Whittier 
composed and directed perhaps the earliest οΕ his "antί-slavery poems" to 
Garrison, which he read at the fιrst convention of that organization at 
Phi1adelphia ίη December 1833, exclailning, 
Ι love thee with a brother's love, 
Ι feel my pulses thrill, 
Το lllark thy spirit soar above 
The cl()ud of human ίΙΙ. 
ΜΥ heart hath leaped22 to answer thine, 
Λnd echo back thy \vords, 
As leaps the warrior's at the shine 
Λnd flash of kindred swords. (17_24)23 
The brotherly love would endure a note οΕ dis11armony six yearS later over 
the question οΕ the relatίonship bet\veen civil nonresistance and the cause of 
antίs!avery.24 
The point to be made, then, that, at least οη the surface uf its introductory 
lines, \ΧΊ1ιittίer's "The Preacher" appears as a ''!oca!'' poem in terms οΕ the p()et 
traversing familiar physica! and symb()lic ground. At an outdo()r meetίng ()f 
the Essex Connty Antί-S!avery Society ίη Newbnryport οη 30 May 1836, 
Whittίer not only found himse!f elected secretary οΕ the group, he had to 
endure, and then flee the scene ίη tlle lnidst of a riot, "assai!ed with decayed 
eggs, stίcks, and light missilts. "25 Οη a !tSS vo!atίlt note, the poet claimed 
consins,Joseph and Gertrude Whittίer CartJand, who maintained an attractίve 
and comfortab!e h0111e ίη Ν ewbnryport, and with W110111 (especially ίη his 
later years), he visited with regularity.26 
"The Preacher" As Poem 
Ιη constructίng a poem οΕ ίη excess of four hnndred lines, WΙύttίer 
allowed himse!f, ίη "The Preacher," the !nxury οΕ carefully and s!ow!y 
approaching his subject, which, as the reader οΕ the piece will discover, 
transcends its seeming!y innocuous title . The narrator of the piece and an 
unidentίfied friend who accompanies him approach Ne"\vburyport from a 
distance, near the c!ose οΕ the day-"Far down the vale, ΙΙΙΥ friend and Ι/ 
Btheld the o!d and quiet town. " 27 The travelers-perhaps rwo pilgrims or 
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icinerant preachers, even-after initially capturing the ref1ections from 
'\vindo\vs f1ashing to the sky,!Beneath a thousand roofs of brown" (1-2), 
observe, a series of clear topograprucal images, each becoming more discinct 
from the other, as they close the αιstaηce from the edge of the valley to the 
town itself: "ghost!y sails" of ships out to sea; the beaches "glimmering ίη 
the sun"; ''low-wooded capes" running into the sea-mist; sand bluffs at the 
mouth of t!1e river; a swinging chain bridge; the "foam-line of tl1e harbor-
bar" (3-12). 
The progress of the travelers comes to a ha!t as they behold \vhat \vould 
appear to be a magnificent sunset ίη the form of a "crimson-cinted shado\v" 
of clouds that casts "a s!ant of glory far away." That llnage crosses "t!1e 
\voods and meadow-lands" (13),28 perιneacing the wet sand and the \vrute 
sails of the ships ίη tl1e l1arbor before gliding over the church steep!es of the 
town (13-21). It directs the attention of the narrator's fellow traveler to a 
survey of the entire scene, leadiι1g Μη to ll1guire as to the idencity of "'Yonder 
spire/Over gray roofs, a sl1aft of fire;/What is it, pray?'" (23-25)- to wlLich 
the narrator replies, 
"The Whitefield Church!.29 
Walled about by its basemenr stones, 
There rest the marvelous propl1et's bones." (25-27) 
The travelers concinue their \valk, engaged ίη conversation relative to "the 
great preacl1er's life" (29), the narrator being a\vare of the consistently "crin1son-
tinted shadow" as a means by which Nature can interpret "the doubtful 
record of the dead," transforming itself ίnto a symbol of a "Pentecostal 
f1ame" tl1at virtually pricks the conscience as it comes ίηto contact \Vith "the 
shadows of our blatne/With tongue of Pentecostal f1ame." (3 1-38). 
At that ear!y point ίη the poem Whittier has not yet anchored rus heavenly 
imagery to the specific substance of George Whitefield's life or to rus evangelicaJ 
tηission ίη North America, nor does the poet, as yet. appear quite prepared to 
do so. Instead, he shifts l1iS imagery to century-old moss tl1at gatl1ers upon 
the roof-tops of the village buildings. He pauses to ιl\vell, initially, upon 
\vhat he terms the "living faith" (47) οΕ the early settlers to the Merrirnac River 
valley-a faith that, he laments, has since given way to a lust and greed for 
matters materiaJ, to a CJ1urcl1 that ηο 10nger holds its parisruoners responsible 
for their own world!y sins. "Time has forgotten Eternity!" (61)-the moss 
has begun to rot and the present has forgotten the past. 1η almost that same 
moment, however, thc narrator's evangelicaJ eye catches hold of young growth 
emerging from the rotting roots of the moss-a ne\v faith, that "From the 
death of t!1e o!d t!1e new proceeds,! And tl1e life of truth from tl1e rot οΕ 
creeds" (64-65). He envisions the presence οΕ a "ladιler οΕ Goιl" (66), the 
steps of \vruch have been he!ιl together by the purely human spiritua! neeιls 
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and its entire length intended to lead the \vay up\vard, out οΕ the darkness οΕ 
human tnisery. Withίn those lines lies tlle fu:st l1int οΕ Whίttier's poem 
approaching a discussion of the issue of human slavery ίη North America. 
Wl1ittier then thrusts l1is mind's eye back to earlier times, to a relative Ne\v 
England wilderness dominated by a Church that directed the minds and the 
hearts οΈ the early sett1ers-a Church then fed and led by the sharp and fiery 
spirit οΈ Jonathan Edwards, 
Sllaping his creed at the forge οΈ thought; 
And with Thor's own hammer weJded and bent 
The iron links οΕ his argument, 
Which strove to grasp ίη its mighty span 
The purpose οΈ God and the fate οΕ ιnan! (73~ 77γα 
1η so doing, ho\vever (and accoriling to the poet~narrator), Ed\vards never 
neglected l1is principal role as a ιninister οΕ the Gospel, as a visitor to and 
coιnEorter οΕ the sick and the poor, as a guide along the path to the "New 
Jerusa1em," where "the Lord aπd His love are the light a1one!" (86, 89) Wl1ittier 
places EJ\vards at the head οΕ the actual preparations for the religious revival 
that caιne down upon Ne\v England ίη the ιniddle οΕ the eighteenth 
century-the "central Eorce" οΕ an "impulse [that \voulJ] spreaJ like the 
out\vard course/Of waters. " (125-126) 1η the poet's view, Ed\vards 
prepared the Church ofNew Englaπd for t11e later prophet\vho wοιιld coιne 
to give new shape and ne\v purpose to the spirits οΕ all people: "Lo! ΒΥ the 
Merrunac Wl1itefield stands/1n the teιnple that never was made by hands. " 
(135-136). 
Wrutefield As Poetic Subject 
Por Wl1ittier, however, George Whίtefield proved ηο savior, ηο spiritual 
eιnaπcipator, not even aπ easily definable ecclesiastica1 hero. 1nstead, the brush 
οΕ l1is poetic language pamts the picture οΕ 'Ά homeless piJgrim, ,,~th dubious 
naιne/Blown about οη t11e winds of fame," alternatively classified as "an 
angel of blessing" and as "a mad enthusiast." (139-142) Essentially, Wl1ittier's 
portrait of Wl1itefιeld yields t11e image of a "ιnarvelous preacher" \λ~αι Jistinct 
f1aws, an enthusiast who came upon the New England scene "With step 
unequal, and laιne with faults,/His shade οη the path οΈ History halts." 
(159-161). 
At tl1is point, before proceeding further ίη t11e discussion οΕ Whittier's 
"The Preacher" and t11e treatιnent within it οf\νl1itefield relative to tlle issue 
of slavery, the curiosity of the reader of that poeιn ιnight be aroused as to the 
possible sources consulted by the poet ίη collecting biographίcal details Έοι 
his work. Aside Eroιn hearsay and general kno\vledge, t11e most possible and 
ιnost easily accessible published source for Wl1itcier, οηι: devoted to the life, 
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times, and works of the Methodist field preacher, would have been, perhaps, 
a volume of 373 pages with the usual eighteentll-century extraord inarily 
lengthy title, Me1J'lOirs οι the Life οι the Rel)erend George Whitefield, ΜΑ., Late 
Chaplain to the Coιtntess 0/ Hιtntingdon: Ιη W hich Every CircN1J/.rtance W01·t~ of 
Notice, Both ίη His Private and PIIbfic Character; Ts Recorded. FalthfII/1y 5 elected fro111 
Ηί.Γ Origina/ Papers, ]oztJ'nal.r, and I.Jitters. I/INstrated by α Varie!y of Tnteresting and 
EntertainingAnecdotes, from the BestAιtthorities. Το W hich Are Added, Α Partieιtfar 
Accoιtnt of His Death and FNtIeral,' and Extracts fr0111 the Sermons, Which WeI'e 
Preached οη That Occa.rion (London: Printed for Edward and Charles Dilly, ίη 
the Pou]try; and Messieurs Κincaid and Creech, at Edinburgh, 1772), by Rev. 
Dr. John Gillies (1712-1796)-a book tllat comprises the seventl1 and final 
volume of an edition of \νhitefieΙd' s Coflected Works (1771-1772). Minister 
of the New College Church, Glasgo'.v, from 1742 until his deatl1, a fairly close 
friend of John Wesley, and a frequent correspondent of Jonathan Edwards, 
Gillies spent the larges t portion of his clericallife as a committed activist ίη 
tl1e evangelical revival of tlle eighteentl1 century. Later and revised editions of 
Gillies' Memoirs, which Whittier could \vell have consulted, appeared ίη the 
United States at New London, Connecticut, and New York ίη 1798; Salem, 
Massachusetts, 1801, Philadelphia and New Haven, 1812; Boston (the "Fifth 
Edition"), 1813; Philadelphia, 1820, 1853-1854, 1859; Lexington, Kentucky, 
1823; 11iddletown, Connecticut, 1829, 1833, 1834, 1836-1841, 1853; New 
Haven, 1834; Hartford, 1845, 1848, 1851.31 Be aware, however, tl1at had 
Whittier relied υροη Gillies' Life of Whitefield, the poet \vould have had to 
review carefully tl1e heavl' ίngredients of tl1e editor's admiration for his subject 
and strain them through the equally subjective fllter οΕ own abolitionist 
judgments. 
At any rate, Whittier began his consideration of Whitefίeld ίη strong 
acerbic tones tl1at focused upon the Methodist field preacher's early labors at 
Savannah, Georgia, and tl1e establishment ofhis orphanage tl1ere. The view 
appears far from pleasant; the aroma reeks with invective: 
The stones of his mission the preacher laid 
Οη tl1e hearts οΕ the negro crushed and rent, 
And made of his blood tl1e \vall's cement; 
Bade tl1e slave-slllp speed from coast to coast, 
Fanned by the wings of the Holy Ghost; 
And begged, for ilie love of Christ, gold 
Coined from tl1e hearts of its groaning hold. (194-200) 
\νhittier portrayed Whitfίeld as a schemer, a dreamer of false dreams, a cleric 
who sought "Το honor God ilirougll ilie \vrong of man" and whose legacy 
would aSSl!lne tlle [orιυ of "tl1e bondman lifting his hands ίη cllains." 1η a 
worιl, George Whitefίelιl-\vho haιl refuseιl to condemn slavery and who 
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had gone so far as to o,vn slaves-had "erred." (208-210) 
Then follows an abrupt halt to the flailing of the poet's rhetorical whip 
and a decided shift to a higher ground. Whitefield might have committed 
moral errors, but do and should those errors negate the positive qualities 
inherent ίη certain of his ministerial gifts? "Fur his ttmptn:d htart and 
wandering feet,/Were the songs of David less pure and sweet?" (228-229) 
Whitefield, a human being prone, as all human beings, to error, had traveled 
both t11e ligl1t and the dark roads-an erring agent of God and t11e Church, 
but at the same time an instrument of the work οΕ both Church and God. 
Those persons ίη New England, ίη the middle colonies ofPennsylvania and 
Dtla\vart, in the suuthnn stttlements ufVirginia, Gtυrgia and the Carolinas-
all had sinned, had listened to his words, had awakened to the revival of 
religion, had admitted to their guilt and become better persons because οΕ 
him. 1ndeed, ίη the age-long and age-less battle bet\veen good and evil, who 
among us, asks tht puet, shuuld be particularly shocktd "if evil went/Step by 
step \vith the good intent"? (322-323) Whittier proceeds to U1lveil his notion 
οΕ the existence οΕ a spiritual duality within the world-
1η the war which Truth or Freedom wages 
\'{'ith impious fraud and the wrongs οΕ ages, 
Hate and malice and self-love mar 
The notes of triumph with painful jar, 
Ληι! the helping angels turn aside 
Their sorro\ving faces the shame to hide. (338-343) 
The reason for such shame lies at the core οΕ the essential question: How can 
a wurld that supposedly ι:mbraces the teaching ofChrist tolerate the existence 
of the institution οΕ slavery? 
Conclusion: Whittier's Realίzation ofWhitefield 
Ν evertheless, at the end οΕ it all, 'iXΙhittier appears content to rest his case 
WΊth the realization that "Time tests all." (358). The poet returns th.e focus of 
his mind's eye to \'{'h.itefield's Church in Federal Street, Newburyport. Therein, 
at the middle point of the nineteenth century, the remains of George \'{'h.itefield 
yet lie; his soul migl1t cry for saintly honors never bestowed, but at least the 
memory of the man anιl his labors \νίΙΙ have carried from that tomb αροη 
the words of poets and orators at his funeral service. For his part, from the 
distance οΕ time, Whittier cannot bring himself to leave his subject with the 
rancorous notes of hatred or condemnation. 1nstead, 
Long shall the traveller strain his eye 
From the raίlroad car, as it plunges by, 
Αnι! the vanis11ing town behind him searc11 
For the slender spire of the Whitefield Church; 
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And fee! οηΕ moment the ghosts of trade, 
And fashion, and folly, and p!easure !aid, 
ΒΥ the thought of that life of pure intent, 
That voice of warning yet e!oquent, 
Of οηΕ οη thc errands of angc!s sent. (396-404) 
Despite the llneven manifestations οΕ his political and socia! morality, despite 
his fai lure to rise iη opposition against a politica! and socia! sin, shou!d tl1e 
virtues that motivated and generally governed the mission of the Methodist 
fιeld preacher lie bllried wi th him beneath the ριι lρίι οΕ the Presbyterian 
Chιιrch ίη Federa! Street? Tl1e Qllaker poet answers i1is own qllestion by 
conc!llding that the memory of George Wi1itefie!d "hallows" the ancient 
to\vn of Newbllryport. (413) 
That conclllsion to the poem leads to orher qllestions: \'V'hat exactly 
comprises tl1e poetic bridge that links ]ohn Greenleaf \"X!l1ittier to George 
Whitefie!d? What, οη the eve of secession and civi! war, !ed the poet's 
imagination to the o!d church ίη Federa! Street and to the recollection of the 
corpse interred therein? 
Tl1e year 1859, the year ίη which \\ί'hίttier composed the "Tl1e Preacher," 
a!so witnessed the seiznre of the to\vn and tlle arsena! at Harper's Ferry, 
Virginia, by the Connecticut-born Kansas abolitionist John Brown (1800-
1859)- an exercise financed by Massachusetts abolitionists. That ΕνΕηΙ 
certain!y must have shaken and ριιι to the test Whittier's guiding principle as 
an abolitionist, a determination that he had espollsed since 1833: "The burning, 
withering concentration of public ορίαιοη upon the slave system is a!one 
needed for its total annihilation. Nothing unconstitutiona!, nothing 
violent shollld be attempted; but the ιrιιE doctrine of the rights of man 
sholl!d be steadi!y kept ίη ViC\V; and the opposition to s!avery shou!d be 
inflexibl e and constantly main tained."32 1η the simp!es t o f terms, one 
disgracefll! and immora! entity shou!d ηοΙ be e!iminated through the 
commission of an equally abhorrent anLI far more dangerous action. The 
institution of s!avery a!one should ηοι be sufficient cause for the division or 
destruction οΕ a democratic nation. Reacting to ]ohn Brown's raid ίη an essay 
published ίn tl1e EssexTranscript of 17 November 1859, "The Lesson of tl1e 
D ay," the Quaker Whittier dec!ared, at the ontset, that "The painful intelligence 
of the tragic events at Harper's Ferry has affected us, ίη common with every 
right-minded man, with profound sorro\v and regret. With our natural 
loathing of violence and bloodshed, and with tl'ιe stern and emphatic 
condemnatίon wlLic11 \ve are compelled to pronounce upon this and all similar 
attempts to promote the good of freedom by the evi! of servile strife and 
civil war,-is mingled a deep ρίιΥ for the misguided actors ίη this olltbreak. 
1η condemning the mad scheme we cannot forget the wrongs and outrages 
\vhich caused it. Our abhorrence of human s!avery is οηlΥ deepened and 
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intensified by it."33 His lines ση "The Preacher, " as well as the sound and the 
sense of his argument ίη the piece, might well stand as a poetic variation 
upon that very expression of "deep pity." Far removed from the rhetorica! 
embe!lishments of WhitefieJd's contemporaries who, ίη the main, chose 
only to bestow g!ory and praise and honor υροη their subject οη the convenient 
occasion of his death, Whittier, a!one, a century !ater, offered an accurate 
assessment of the evangelica! fie!d preacher's proper position ίη the recorded 
history of the eighteenth century evangelical revival. Tbat "Tbe Preacher" also 
proved, for Whittier, an opportunity to explicate further his abolitionist 
princip!es adds fnrther depth to a piece toο !ong ignored by commentators 
ηροη historica! and literary history. 
Samuel Rogal is Chair (Emeritus), Division of Humanitjes and Fine Arts, 
Illinois Valley Commnnity College ίη Og!esby, Illinois. 
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ΝΑΤΗΑΝ CRAWf'URD 
Science and Theology in Conversation: Emergence Theories 
if Consciousness and Entire Sanctijicatzon1 
Ιη recent years, there has been what could be called a "ήse of neuroscience."2 
This science has as its primary object the \vorkings of the brain. The goal of 
the science is to develop adequate theories οη d1e functions of tl1e hUI11an 
brain. Answers begin to come forth concerning the structure of the brain, the 
reaction of the brain to certain stimuli, the way the brain functions, and how 
the brain responds to the world ίη general. With this, many neuroscientists 
feel theI11selves led to ask about the nature of d1e person and about what it 
is that really makes a person. Often, the answer ends ιιρ residing ίη a pnrely 
physicalist description. 
Tl1e theological response to the rise of neuroscience has been significant.3 
The response usually consists of a theologian looking at the data from 
neuroscience and then making a judgment ιιροη said data, follo\ved b y how 
this correlates wit11 the theological endeavor.lnevitably, the tl1eologian ends 
up either succnmbing to the demands of nenroscience and argιιing for a 
physicalist perspective of the human person, or she dt:rut:s much of the work 
of neuroscience as adequate evidence for reflectίon ιιροη the person, embracing 
a dnalism. There are those, however, which embrace a midclle way, aπ emergence 
theory of the hnman person as the most proper way to think about humanity. 
Ιι is ίn the midst of this emergent perspectίve that this paper willlater fUld 
itself. 
Ho\vever, for the moment, let me suspend the questίon of \vhich vie\v of 
tl1e 11uI11an person Ι will support, as this is not the task of d1e paper. Rather, 
the task of the paper is to ans\ver a certain lack οη the part of theologians in 
tht:ir cnrrt:nt cliscussions with neuroscience. This lack has resultt:d from the 
neglect by theologians to put neuroscience ίη conversation with doctrinal 
positions. Consistendy, theologians have only songht how a clialogιιe with 
neuroscience informs a theological anthropology. Other doctrinal positίons 
have been exempted from reflectίon in conversatίon with neιιroscience. Rather, 
the only doctrinal thinking that dot:s arist: from intt:raction with neuroscience 
is in relation to anthropology, if any is raised at all. 
This paper seeks to explore how a theological encounter with neuroscience 
cl1anges how one deals \vith certain doctrines. Thus, this paper will seek to 
ριιι the nenrosciences ίηto conversation \'1ith the doctrine of soteriology, and 
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specifically the clistinctive!y Wes!eyan perspective οη sanctification. The 
neuroscientific conc!usion that this paper will start from is that of emergence, 
arguing that embracing the conc!usion of emergence sheds light οηto the 
Wes!eyan discussion surrolmcling sanctification. 1η order to understand how 
neuroscience lnay shed light οη doctrine, this paper will consist of three parts. 
First, Ι ,,>ill discuss the ηούοη of emergence ίη re!ation to neuroscience, 
emphasizing the way that this idea views the human person. Second, Ι will 
discuss the two predominaπt views οη saπcrificarion ίη the Wesleyan tradirion: 
those exemplified by the work of Kenneth Collins and Randy Maddox. 
Third, Ι will offer a construcrive proposa! as to how Ι see the ηούοη of 
emergence shedding light οη the debate between Co!lins and Maddox. The 
goa! of the paper, then, is to show the possibi!ity that an engagement with 
the neurosciences has for shaping the way that a t!1eo!ogian approaches a 
certain doctrine. However, as a caveat, this paper is only intended as a proposal 
of how science may enrich the cliscussion of doctrina! matters; the end resu!t 
of the paper, though, is to give an examp!e ofhow when theo!ogy encounters 
the thinking \vhich science b.rings about (specifically ίη this paper, the 
neurosciences), it may llse this kind of thinking ίη regard to arricu!aring its 
οννη ideas ίη regards to doctrine (ίη this paper, enrire sancrification). 
Ι. Emergence 
First, Ι '.νίΙΙ discuss the idea οΕ emergent phenomena \vithin the 
neurosciences. However, before doing this, !et me first exp!ain why Ι choose 
to embrace and work with an emergent position rather than \Vith the more 
commonly embraced positions of dualism and physicalism. This choice is 
dne to t11e Eact t11at an elnergent posirion attempts to avoid the pitfalls of 
either of t]1ese two positions by embracing a compatibilist position, holcling 
that neuroscience cannot disprove theological clain1s, nor (aπ theological claims 
do away with the conclusions of neuroscience. Rather, it seeks to reduce 
conf1ict between the two disciplines, something that dnalism and physicalism, 
ίη my opίnίoη, ωι to do. 4 
Let us ηο'.ν move to a discussion of what Ι mean by emergence. The idea 
of emergence is, by definίtion, very comp!ex. Το begin, then, let llS work 
from Philip Clayton's one sentence definίrion: " emergencc is the theory that 
co.rmic evolution repeatedly includes unpredictable, irreducible, and lIovel appearallces."5 
1η this definition, we see the key words for understancling where we tnight 
find emergent phenomena. We see emergence present in those phenomena 
tl1at are seemingly unpreclictable, that are irreducible and that are novel. And 
so, we are dealing with limited nnmbers of phenomena- not all phenomena 
end ιιρ being emergent, οηlΥ those that point to a certain unpreclictability, to 
irreducibility, and to being novel. 
We see emergence present, then, '.vhen we are not able to explain a 
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phenomenon based upon a detailed, exhaustive description of its underlying, 
physical parts '" The physical basis of a system or property iS not enough to 
explain said property, if ίι is emergent. Rather, emergent properties are more 
than the "sum of their parts." These properties cannot be understood through 
an analysis οΕ the properties of its parts, rejectίng aπy attempt at a fundamental 
level of ontology. R.1ther, emergent pl1enoll1ena tend to be complete, complex 
systems which are bes t explored through an analysis of structure, bel1avior, 
and laws of said systems. Ιη order to understand the sys tem or exp!ain the 
sys tem, there is a certain necessity for a plurality of sciences and plurality of 
methods7 We see then that the parts do not make ηρ the whole of the 
phenomenon, but rather the phenomenon rises out of the parts without 
being reducib!e to said parts. The emergent system is different than its parts, 
but not comp!ete!y "other than" its parts. 8 Rather, it is simu!taneously 
dependenr upon its parts, but is a d.istinct system from its under!ying parts .9 
When discussing an emergent property, thOUg!1, one ll1USt a!so discuss its 
influence ηροη its parts. As a who!e, emergent sys tem s come to fruition by 
attaining " the appropriate !eve! and kind of organizational complexity [ 
which exerts a causa! influence οη the behavior of its possessor. "ιu We see, 
then, that emergent property exerts influence, and specifically cause, ηροη its 
parts. The parrs a!so have causa! po\vers ηροη each other, but this is distinct 
froll1 the causa! influence of the whole. A!thOllgh the who!e never influences 
ίη a way that wou!d be inconsistent with the way the parts behave.' ] Ho\vever, 
we must not forget that the who!e of the system, the emergent property, is 
a!so reliant nροη the nature and dispositions of its fnndamenta! physica! 
properties as ίι is dne to tl1ese properties that etnergent properties actually are 
able to arise.]2 50, then, there is a certain re!ationship where the \vho!e inflllences 
the parts whi!e the whole is reliant ηροη the parts to give rise to ίι This is 
impli es a wholistic understanding of the phenomenon, incorporating both 
parts and the sys tem. 
With this initial understanding of emergence, the natural question arises 
as to what phenomena coηηΙ as emergent. Philip Clayton gives three such 
phenomena, not wanting to limίt emergence to these three, bllt nsing the 
tl1ree ω point to emergence. They are ίη a certain hierarchy: first \ve have life, 
second emerges se!f-awareness, and tl1ird COlnes consciousness. Por Clayton, 
these three all ροίηι to a whole that is nοΙ redLlCible to the parts of the whole, 
even though the who!e is dependent ηροn the parts. We see ίη these three 
phenomena emergent characteristics. Ιη t11ese three we also see process of 
evolution at work: fiISt there comes life; second, at some point different parts 
of tl1is life become aware of themse!ves; and lastly, some οΕ these phenomena 
that have self-awareness become conscious.]} 
The methods used to come to the conclusion that life, self-a\vareness and 
consciousness are emergent phenomena cannot just come from one of the 
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scientific discίpIines. Rather, there must be mu!tip!e disciplines invo!ved in 
order to see the rise of emergent properties. The two dίscίp!ίnes \vhίch seem 
to be most pertinent are physics and biO!Ogy.14 However, they cannot be used 
in iso!ation from each other; rather, they must be used together, shedding 
light οη each other. Thίs becomes even more pertinent when we rurn to the 
question οΕ personhood. As Philip Clayton says, "The !anguage οΕ physics 
ο! biology and the language of personhood on!y partly over!ap; one cannot 
do jnstice to the one withollt llsing the too!s of the other."15 The reason that 
we need both bio!ogy and physίcs ίη a dίscιιssίon of the person as conscious 
is because the rea! prob!em ίs "h01vand lIIhy" essentially physical phenomenain 
the brain give rise to conscίousness. The answer to this cannot be a pure 
reduction to either physics or bio!ogy, but tnust take into account the 
conc!usions οΕ both.16 
Let me no\v give a detailed discussion of the emergent phenomenon of 
the menta!, consciousness. Thίs wil! serve not on!y as a good examp!e for 
understanding emergence, but also has ίmplications for tl1eo!ogy. For tl1e 
one who embraces aπ emergentist position, the answer to the question of 
personhood lies ίη consciousness. Ho\vever, how this gets worked out 
becomes very important. So, we will work out what it meaπs, ίη the eyes οΕ a 
neuroscientific, emergentist position, to be a human person. 
Ιη an emergentist position οη personhood, for a person to be a person, 
there must be a certain !eve! of consciousness.17 Timothy O'Connor notices 
two striking qualities οΕ conscious eΧΡeήence. First, there is the experience of 
the apparent simplicity or nonstructurality of the most basic e!ements of 
experience. As conscious, a person is able to have experience and, while 
experience may cause the physica! properties to c11ange, the most basic 
experiences a!ways retnain apart from the physical. Second, a person realizes 
her own snbjectivity. Here, \ve notice that one can on!y come into contact with 
consciousness when οηι: has consciousness. 18 The experience of one's own 
conscionsness gives us the entrance into being ab!e to think and talk about 
consciousness. 
\Ve must, though, further this experience of our o\vn subjectivίty. Οη! 
experience of our subjectivity comes ίη the experience of other people and of 
οαι environment. Thίs !eads Clayton to say that consciousness "js aπ emergent 
feature of a comp!ex bio!ogica! strucrure, the human brain, ίη its interaction 
with its environment."19 He believes that any discussion οΕ personhood 
must understand the way ίη \vhich the person is coup!ed to those persons 
that he exists \vid1, along with the envirunment in which he lives. Any attempt 
at understanding personhood must understand that the link to the 
environment- and the interactions d1at take place between a person and i1is 
environment-are not on!y physically constirutive, but also ontologically 
constirutive of the person. There is an incredib!e connection between the 
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rerson and his world.20 TI'lis leads Clayton to conclude that a coherent theory 
of the huιl1an person must ηοΙ on!y ta!k about the physica! nature of the 
person but must a!so have an adequate understanding of the effect of the 
surrounding environment υροη the person.21 
However, it must be quickly noted that one cannot reduce consciousness, 
ίπ an emergentίst paradigm, Ιο a pure!y physical phenomenon. Rather, one 
must remember that there is a certain aspect of consciousness that is irreducib!e 
to the pure!y physical. The emergence positίon represents a discussion of the 
person as reliant υροη, but distίnct from the purely physica! processes ίη the 
brain.22 One, then, cannot trans!ate consciousness into a pure physica! bocliJy 
state, but must remember that there ίδ a certain nonphysica!ity to 
consciousness, without necessarily endorsing a Cartesian soul. 23 For the 
emergentίst, there is the constant reminder that there is ηοι a thesis that 
exp!ains eνerything.24 Rather, mystery stillremains regardingthe human person. 
And, so, \Vith consciousness, we must remember that everything cannot 
al\vays be exp!ained because \ve cannot reduce all things to the physical. What 
ίs ίι that \ve are ab!e to exp!ain? Or, at !east, postu!ate? For Timothy O'Connor, 
there are three features of consciousness as an eIl1ergent phenomena that 
he!p us here: supervenίence, non-structurality, and nove! causa! influence25 
Through an ana!ysίs of these three features \ve shou!d be able to get a [ιrιl1er 
grasp οη the nature of conscίousness as explaίned from an emergent 
perspectίve. 
First, we must look at supervenience. At its most basίc, "supervenience 
means that one !eve! of phenomena or type of property .ίs dependent 
υροη another. whίle at the same tίme ηοΙ beίng reducίble to ίt."2G 
Supervenience sees that mental propertίes are dependent υροη certain physical 
propertίes, but that the mental ίs not reducible to the physical.27 The importance 
of supervenience for a study of conscίousness ίs to notίce that while the 
menta! does arίse from the comp!ex, physίca! structures of the brain, it is ηοΙ 
reducib!e to these structures.28 Rather, the menta! arises from the physica! but 
is something dίfferent from the physίcal. Thίs ίδ important because we realize, 
\vith the idea of supervenience, tl1at while the menta! arises from the physical, 
the physical is not the primary ίnfluence υροη the mental. 29 
Next, after ιliscussing superνenience, \ve must move to the second quality 
of an emergent account of conscίousness: non-structurality. Tίmothy 
O'Connor believes tl1at non-structurality invo!ves three components. First, a 
property that ίs eIl1ergent ίs "potentially had οηlΥ by objects of some 
complexity."3o Α purely simp!e phenomena cannot be emergent, but there 
must invo!ve some comp!exity ίη that the emergent property arίses from 
comp!ex physίca! properties. Second, the property that ίs emergent ίδ "not 
11ad by any of the object's parts."31 The physical parts that give rise to an 
emergent phenomenon do ηοΙ actually contain the phenomenon. For 
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example, t1le brain is not consciousness, but gives rise to conscious states. 
Third, the emergent property is "distίnct from any structural property of the 
objt:ct."32 Tht: physical structurt: of tht: parts οΕ a phenomenon does not 
encompass or structure the emergent phenomenon, but the phenomenon is 
distίnct from this structure, ηot being able to be structured ίη the same way. 
These three propertίes, then, point to the non-structurality οΕ emergent 
phenomena. 
The last quality that \ve must discuss is novel causal inf1uence. With the 
quality of novel causal inf1uence, the emergentίst positίon shows how the 
cansal inf1uence οη an emergentίst phenoιnenon is not redl1cible to the nύαo­
strl1ctυres that give ri se to the phenoιnenon. Rather, the emergent 
phenomenon has influence οη the nύcro-propertίes ίη a certain down\vard 
fashion, \vhich is distίnct from the actual activity of the micro-properries.33 
Ho\vever, thίs does ηot l1Hdo the sl1pervenient relationship between the 
physical and mental; instead novel cansal inf1l1ence says that, while being 
dependent l1pon the physical for its possibility to arise, the tnental are different 
in kind and "ext:rcise a type οΕ causal inf1uence which is unique to the emergent 
level."34 With this information we must embrace a theory of downward 
causation, \vhich is "the process \vhereby some whole has an active ηοη­
additive causal inf1uence οη its parts."15 Downward causatίon affιrms the 
emergentίst positίon by saying that as a phenomenon emerges as a whole, 
thίs whole has a cansal influence οη its parts, even thongh it is separate from 
the parts. 36 
With our discussion οΕ these thJ:ee qualities complete, we fιnish the part 
of tlle paper tllat deals with emergence. Ιη tllis sectίon, we have seen that 
emergence plays an adeql1ate explanatory role for discnssing the iιlea of the 
pt:rson, especially as the person is conscious. lt dot:s thίs especially by bringing 
out the conscious qnalities of supervenience, non-structurality and novel 
cal1sal inf1uence. 
11. Two Views οη Entire Sanctification - Collins and Maddox 
Ιη approaching the doctrine οΕ entire sanctίfιcatίon, the \XΙesleyan movement 
has endorsed two general vie\vs: eitht:r assuming the instantaneous nature οΕ 
entire sanctίfιcation or by taking the nature οΕ entίre sanctificatίon to be one 
of process.37 However, Ι \vant to make explicit that 1 do not see these two 
views as mntually exclnding the other-the instantaneol1s view stίll allows for 
proct:ss, whilt: the process vie\v stίll allows for certain moments to occur. So, 
the difference between the two is not comp!ete, but can stil! be significant.38 
Ι want to begin \vith the instantaneous view espoused by Kenneth J. 
Collins. While Collins has been prolific in his writίng οη the snbject, Ι want to 
give just a brief summary of his thought οη entίre sanctίfιcatίon here. Collins 
begins with the problem of sin, which he sees as t\vofold- there is the 
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problem οΕ the outward appearance οΕ sin and the problem οΕ original, 
inbred sin. Both of these cut the person off from relationship with God. 
This, οΕ course, is the problem that the doctrine of salvation attempts to 
solve. Collins, then, goes to work to show how the problem of the twofold 
nature οΕ sin is solved ίη the work of John \Ψ'esΙeΥ. Primarily, the problem of 
δίη is solved by the work οΕ God, \vhich ίδ also twofold. The first \vork 
addresses the problem of the outward appearance of δίη . This work ίδ ίη the 
free grace \vhich is freely given by God, based ιιροη ηο \vork of the person at 
all." Ιη receiving this giEt οΕ the grace of God, the person is lead to justifying 
faith; this faith, though, is ηοι just belief tl1at there is a God, but is faith ίη 
the work of Jesus Christ as the work of God, culminating ίη his death and 
resurrection as t11e only means of saving humanity from sin.40 Justification, 
then, solves the legal, forensic aspect of sin as now tl1e justified believer is not 
vie\ved by her sinful actions but is viewed through her belief and faitl1 ίη 
God. 
However, to simply be justified is ηοι enough Εοτ Collins' Wesley. Instead, 
Collins sees Wesley as etηΡhasizίηg that the person must grow ίη grace leading 
to sanctification. The goal οΕ sanctification is to remove the inbred sin that 
inhabits the person as original sin. This comes about through the process 
whereby the person realizes that she is Justified and is being regenerated by 
God. However, there is also the realization that she ίδ ηοι \vhole yet and that 
it is οηlΥ by the grace of God that one may be \vhole.<I Collins' Wesley, then, 
believes that there must be a second, distinct work of God, removing the 
original sin that inhabits the person, keeping her from being whole. The 
person, though, must have faith ίη God that God will remove original sin 
and make her whole. Faith is the condition οη the part of the person that is 
necessary-the \vork οΕ actually removing the sin is only ίη tl1e hands οΕ 
GOd,<2 For Collins, then, there is a moment, a distinct insrant, ίη the life of 
the believer where God works ίη her life and the believer becomes free Εroω 
the bondage of original sin, having faith that God has done this work. This 
is a moment, an instant and is the goal οΕ the Christian life.43 
Ιη contrast to the Collins' emphasis οη tl1e instantaneous nature of entire 
sanctification, Randy L. Maddox \vill take a different approacl1. He will 
emphasize that Eor \Ψ'esΙeΥ, the impetus οΕ sanctification is ηοΙ οη the distinct 
moments but οη the continual gro\vth ίη grace toward God. 
Similarly to Collins, Maddox begins with a discussion of how \Ψ'es leΥ 
views the person. Wesley views the person as ίη need οΕ salvation, and the 
reason Eor this need ίδ due to humanity's sinfulness. However, differing from 
Collins, Maddox sees Wesley as articulating an understanding of original sin 
that emphasizes sin as the inevitable consequence of Adam's δίη, rather than 
the understanding οΕ sin as jnridical pnnishment ιιροη all οΕ humanity for 
the sin οΕ Adam,<4 The result οΕ this inheritance is a corruption οΕ the 
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person's natural inclinations. Maddox posits that for Wesley humanity was 
created for participation ίη God through God's empowering grace which 
becomes severed with the sin οΕ Adam. 45 The sin that results is an "inbeing 
sin" whose "corruption pervades every human faculty and pO'Ner, !eaving us 
utterly unable to save ourselves."46 Sin, then, results ίη a darkening οΕ the 
person's understanding, her will becomes seized by wrong tempers, her liberty 
is !ost and her conscience has ηο standard.47 
Ιη Maddox's reading Wesley believes that God's grace is about empowering 
the individua! to participate ίη God.'" Maddox says that for Wesley, "\'<7e are 
creatures totally dependent upon God's forgiving and restoring Presence if 
any of this [our sinfu! condition] is to change. Happily, we are each also 
recipients of this unmerited Ρresenα ίη its initia! degrees. For this reason 
a!one, ,ve are creatures capab!e οΕ responding to and welcoming God's further 
transforming ,vork in our lives. " 49 God's grace, then, empo\vers from the 
beginning, giving humanity the ability ιο respond to God. Goιl gives Goιlself 
to humanity, ca!ling humanity back to Goιlself, empowering humanity to 
awaken from its sinful situation and to begin to turn back to God. 
Due to this initial empowering the person is ab!e to respond to the God 
\νΙιο calls. Tllis response initializes one οη the \'<7ay of Salvation. The fIIst 
step is God's enΊpowering throllgh prevenient grace which resnlts ίιι an initial 
awakening ίη the person. The person, then, comes to a place οΕ justification, 
receiving forgiveness from God.SO J ustification is a possibility Εοι the believer 
due to the work οΕ Christ ίη the Incarnation. Wesley sees Jesus' virtuous lίfe 
as the merirorious callse οΕ justification and the empowering, mercifιιl grace 
οΕ God as the fonnal cause. Witll tlιis Maddox ShO'NS tlιat for Wesley one can 
never earn or deserve the grace οΕ God, bllt that a person has a responsibility 
to respond to God ίη acceptance ofboth the formal and meritorious callse. 51 
This responsibiliry and response to God comes from the pardon of God 
and brings tlιe power οΕ God to participate ίη God. 1η justification, the 
believer recovers the capacity for spίritιιallife, "pardoned ίη order to participate" 
ίη the God who pardons, overcoming the penalty οΕ the sin that occllrs ίη 
Eden. 
Witll tlle initial pardon οΕ justification, tlιe believer realizes God's graciolls 
love for her. This realization moves one to participation, which is the beginning 
οΕ one's movement to deliverance from the inbeing sin that p!agιιes hnmanity 
through thc: Fa!l. This movc:mc:nt is thc: beginning οΕ sanctification. God 
gives grace in order to empo,ver the person to respond to God and to continue 
to respond, overcoming the power of sin ίη one's life. Jnstification, then, is 
inherently a part οΕ entire sanctification as tlιe beginning οΕ the process 
whereby one becomes flllly delivered from one's sinfnlness.52 Αι the time οΕ 
jnstification comes the "new birth," 'Nhich snbsequently means tllat one is 
reborn ίη order to continne growing ίη grace. The new birth begins tlle 
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b'!0\Vd1 whereby one becomes a full Christian, just as ilie birili is ilie beginning 
οΕ a person becoming an adult. 53 Gro'.vth ίη grace results ίη a continl1al, 
gradual change ίη the person, resulting ίη the person being filled more and 
tnore with love. Love, iliol1gh, as one οΕ the holy tempers, is never coιnplete, 
but al\vays being strengthened and shaped by the person's response to God's 
empowering grace.\4 1t is ilie continual response to God's grace iliat is ilie Eoci 
οΕ \Ί(1esΙeΥ's understanding οΕ sanctification because ίι is throug11 learning to 
continually responιl to God that one overcomes the plague οΕ sin ίη one's 
life. As one continues to grow ίη grace, responding to ilie empowering grace 
οΕ God, Maddox's Wesley believes ilie plague οΕ sin (ilie inbeing sin) can be 
coιnpletely eradicated resnlting ίη entire sanctification or Christian perfection. 
However, Madιlox sho\vs iliat \Ί(1esΙeΥ'S emphasis οη ilie ιlistinct act οΕ entire 
sanctification gro\vs less and less as \'Vesley grows o lder and theologically 
more astute; railier, Maddox believes Wesley begins to put "stress οη the 
responsibility of gradl1al growtl1 ίη sanctification"55 curbing much of tl1e 
"enthusiasm" and abuses οΕ claitrung entire sanctification.56 
No\v, it must be noted iliat my discussion οΕ Collins and Maddox has 
been slightly arbitrary; the rwo are much more Ill1anced than Ι have shown. 
Instead, Ι have brought out the major difference that exists berween the 
two--namely, ilie nature οΕ entire sanctification. 1tis wiili this specific diEEerence 
ίη mind that Ι want to move the discussion. 
ΠΙ. Α Critical Correlation - Emergence and Entire Sanctification ίη 
Dialogue 
1η the last section οΕ the paper, Ι want to engage emergent ilieories οΕ ilie 
person wiili ilie doctrine of sanctification. Specifically, Ι '.vill sho\v how an 
emergent understanding οΕ the persun and t11e sciences points one to side 
with Maddox, embracing a process view of sanctification. Ι will show tΙύs in 
t\vo ways: fιrst, Ι will draw οηι t11e analogous relationship between emergence 
and Maddox's vie\v of sanctifica tion. Second, Ι will briefly develop an 
l1nderstanding οΕ creatiun as emergent, drawing certain conclusions Erom 
this. 
Α caveat is needed before Ι begin though. Βοιπ of these conclusions are 
made to be brief and only ροinι to ways '.ve can begin to think abol1t t11e 
relationship between emergence anιl sanctification. Ι ιlo not believe iliat iliese 
are complete or encompass all the ways one could describe thc relationship 
between emergence and sanctification. Railier, iliey are "pointers" to give an 
example of how one could begin to think abol1t the relationship. 
First, then, let me discuss the analogol1s relationship that exists between 
emergence theories οΕ the person and ilie doctrine of sanctification. Ι \vant to 
develop this idea uf analugy because Ι du ηοι believe that Ι can conclusively 
say that entire sanctification is an emergent phenomenon. Rather, ilie two 
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share a certain structura! re!ationship that allows one to see how emergence 
en!ightens one's understanding of sanctification. 
First, for both, the idea of process points to greater deve!opment of the 
person. We have seen that ίη emergence theories, the idea is set forth that life 
emerges first, \vhich through different emergence processes gives rise to se!f-
awareness, and se!f-awareness allows for continuing emergent properties which 
ultimately result ίη the emergence of consciousness. There is a continuing 
process οΕ the evolntion οΕ life. Wlύ!e tl1ere are distinct moιnents along the 
way, the deve!opment οΕ these is a process. And, the bonndaries between 
these distinct moments are more ΡΟΙΟΙΙδ than they are hard bonndaries. Life 
tends to b!eed ίnto self-awareness, while self-awareness bleeds ίηto 
consciousness. Althongh, after the fact, \ve can a!ways point to those species 
that defitύtely have life, are self-aware, or that have consciousness. 
Analogonsly, tl1e process οΕ sanctification is a process οΕ movetnent from 
one "state οΕ grace" tu the next. One moves from prevenient grace to 
jnstification to sanctification and finally to entire sanctification. This is a process 
with definite moments, or markers, aiong the way. However, these markers 
are not complete!y distinct: there is a certain atnonnt ofb!eeding bet\veen the 
states οΕ grace. For example, one may know that one is justified, bnt one may 
not know exactly when one was jnstified; the person jnst has the assurance 
that she ίδ a child of God, justified and being regenerated. Α similar argument 
may be made for some peop!e with the experience οΕ entire sanctification. 
This is becanse the goal is not entire sanctification, bnt dwelling \Vith God; so, 
the necessity οΕ the process οΕ being cleansed of both ontward and inbred 
sin ίδ ηω abont being sanctified, but about dwelling ίη communion with the 
divine. 
The second part οΕ the analogons relationship that Ι want to deve!op is 
that both possess a wholistic understanding of the person and nature. We 
have seen that when emergence develops the nοιίοn οΕ the person, the goa! 
is to view the person as \vholistically as possibie. However, this does nοι 
result ίn a purely physicalist understandinIζ of the person; rather, emergence 
theories οΕ tl1e person are concerned to show that conscionsness is another 
type οΕ phenomenon, arising from the physical and so dependent ιιροn tl1e 
physical, bnt ηοι reducible to the physical. And, this resnlts ίη nnderstanding 
the person as more than just one's physical parts, but taking ίηto acconnt 
experiences and emotions, resulting ίη an account οΕ the person that takes 
the person to be one whole. 
Entire sanctification, ίn a process (Maddox) understanding, also looks to 
develop a wholistic understanding of the person. As we have seen, Maddox 
vie'Ns sanctification as a recovery οΕ the image οΕ God that was so badly 
marred ίn the Fall. This image does nοι correlate to jnst a part οΕ the individnal 
but to the sanctification οΕ the entire person. Maddox's concern is to show 
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that the cleansrng of grace results ίη freerng tl1e person [roιη the power of 
outward srn. Then, he shows how the process of sanctification, as the recovery 
o f the ίιηage οΕ God, results ίη a overturning οΕ the power of inner sin. The 
'Nhole person was sinful, and iη a process VΊew, the entire person must become 
sanctified through the process of sanctification.57 For Maddox, the process 
οΕ sanctification results ίη the recovering οΕ the whole person ίη the recovery 
οΕ the whole image of God; this is siιηi lar to the way that emergence points 
to the process of the development of the whole person. 
The second \vay that J beueve emergence points to a process understanding 
οΕ sanctification is tl1rough an eιηergeηt vie\v οΕ creation. Το put it briefly, Ι 
understand the creation οΕ the world to have coιηe about by an emergent 
process, evolution. Both physics and biology ροίηι to the fact that the \vorld 
as it is came to exist through a long process of development. From the 
moment οΕ the big bang to its present day, the universe has slowly C01ne to 
exist through a lung uutgrowth. Wt: st:t:n, tht:n, variuus eιηt:rgeηt Ρht:ηuιηeηa 
developing, always ne\v but never rt:duciblt: to tht: phenumena [roιη which 
they came. Creation as ίι exists, then, can be understood as an emergent 
phenomenon. Creation has οηlΥ come to exist through various processes 
that allow for the deveΙοΡιηeηt and emergence οΕ new phenomena. Ultimately, 
then, Ι think that \ve can posit that creation, as ίι exists, is rnherently emergent. 
Emergence is built ίηto the Eabric οΕ creation. 
If this is the case, then, Ι believe that \ve can understand a process view οΕ 
sanctification to coincide with our understanding of creation as emergent. If 
emergence is btιίlt rigl1t ίηto the fabric of what it means to be part of creation, 
can \ve not then speculate that God, in God's saνing actίv;ty, has built emergence 
ίηto the way that sanctification occurs? Ι am postulating that if emergence is 
part of creation, and we are part of that creation, humani ty, as conscious 
beings, is an emergent phenomenon. "",nd, if humanity is an emergent 
phenoInenon, Ι also think that we can speculate that the salvation oEhumanity 
by God, the Creator, is accomplished by God through a process similar to 
that o f eιηergence, which Ι \vould call sanctification. 
Concluding, then, Ι have shown how the theory of emergence ίη the 
sciences helps ουτ understanding of sanctification. Particularly, Ι have shown 
how emergence points to a process view of entirt: sanctification. Ι, tht:n, 
showed this ίη two \vays: first because emergence and the process οΕ 
sanctification share an analogous structure and, second, by sho\ving that an 
understandin)!; of creation as emergent points to a process understanding of 
salvation. 
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The AIbtι') JOιtn",I64/ Ι :SS-(,(, 
Ο 2(ΚΙ<) -"shury Th~()I'>j.,>ical S~mj nary 
Josepl1 W. CHnningl1a IH 
'JIfSlijίcahΌ Iι i?J' F{liIh'" R;'c!Jard Ba:xler's l f!fluence ιφοll 
john We,rI9' 
Ι. Introduction 
]mtιfiratιon 6' F"IfII, unt: uι- .J uhn \\/~slt:y's most sot~riolugical!y tnaturι: 
,cnn()ns, \\'a~ first prt:achcd οπ 1\lay 2Β, Ι 7-'Η, and !atcr !)u1J1ίshαl ίη Ι 746,] 
This I,omily rrt:s",nrt~ ΠΟΓ onl]' his m"fllrinIo; rl,t:oloxy οΙ- sa l v~tion, 1)\1Τ ~Iδυ 
conycyed lιis affi" jty for tl, t: rror~sr~flt kt)~τon~, "okljίι:k. His ""υτι, hο\ν",~-",r, 
\\'a,; ποΙ fashiont:d \vithol1t llot~\\'Orrhy influt:nct:. \-';"jtIιin a }'t:af prior το first 
pr",aching tht: ~trmon, \X't:,Ity publi~htd in Nt:\\'c:t,t!", upon ΤΥΠ'" an t:xtract 
of RiciIani Ba",!cr's ApboIiplJs o(jusfijίca!ioιI. ΟrίgίηaΙΙγ c()mposcJ Ι,)' Baxtcr 
ίπ 1640, rhis \'t,hemCnt wυrk ,ou~hr το 'υι1α af1(! lor "11' (Tllsh rh", ~octrί"t: ΟΙ 
aπtίηωnίanίsm anJ fastcn ίη its JJ]acc a ,lIorc Jn'c]ορα] νί",ι' of h"man 
ρarιicφatίοll ίll sal.'atioll.lt was rccci\'cJ ullf'a"ora],J}', llO\\'CVCr, as Baxtcr's 
cοπttmJX'l'.ιrίt:~ (!;,; s<;:<.;t",(! rh<;: \νυrk w;th sm,ψριt ι:rίτίι:;sm, οbj",ι:tiπι.; to th<;: 
n()[j()n that "obt:ying trtl , ι" precondiuont:d j" stίfication.l γ t:t, ποι all of his 
tlleol()g)' \\'onId bt: rt:pndiat~d. (~t:rtain of ίι~ t:Itm",llt~ remain",d congrtltnt 
\vίιΙ earlier protCS(~1>t a,S\1πψtiοπ,. RecOR"i O\itl~ the \ι"οrk', Wt~( Siιι;njj]c,1nce, 
_lohn \'V"c~ lcy, t"un,Icr οΙ thc Λ Ι c.thαlί~t rrt"rm ffio\'cmcnt, cxtractcd anJ 
Ρuι,ιisileJ c~rιain ()f Da..'!:ter's ApbonJmJ, so tllat dley ιnigilt, ίn ]liS \\'()rds, 
''σncc aι;aίl1 [\1Cj a !)owcr(u] ilnti,l()!.c againsl .. hc SjJrcall ing l)OiSOιl ο( 
antinomianis lJ1."J Ι\Υ pMtinx: rh",m ω rrt:s~, \\;/t:~j~y t:xrus",~ rhe d"'rrl, uf 
Haxtc,r'~ ίιηρacι "pon llls O\\'!l uleology that \\'ol1ld latcr manifCSl itselj" in lιis 
SCf1110Il οη jU,flίjίω/ίr;n !:Ί' nII/h. Tlle aiIn ο( lllis parιicular sιιιJ)' is ιο iJenιify 
an,! tracc ιhc silJli !aritίcs (onnJ ίη \X'cslcy's scrιnon οn jIIstι/icalioll f!")' I-:ai/h and 
lIaxtι:r\ Apl,IInfmf tf !u"ίjiωtιοll (whiι:h \Vc~ lc~' latα "xtraacιl), and to 
nnJ~rstand llle contextι1a! sitι1 atί()l1s that occ~sj()l1td thtir rtsptctin 
dtyt:Iopιnent and pnblicatioll.' ΕΥ d()ing δΟ, tllat ί" by lιighligllung tht: Ν/Ό 
mini~tt:r's cummunly ht:l~ poδίtί()π~, th~ JJn:s<;:nf ,ω~y :Ums το both ,tr<;:nI;th",n 
an,] in\'igoratc thc ],OJld ],ct\\'ccn RcformcJ and \\!cslc~'an tllCO]Ogy. 
Π, Liketninded Polcmicis ts 
Thc SCYCflt~~IIth ct:ntι1l!' p\1ritan rtform had aπ oyt:rwlldminIo; ίnflI1tnCt: 
011 RicllarJ Baxtcr's r<.>ligio\1s c()nyjcti()ns. Ha\'ing bt:en inft:cted b., ίι~ 
c()πtagiοιι~ rt:ligio\ ]> ft:nυt, 1-11' (Camt, το ,!u .. :Sr1,_" , his o\\'n lo rlA-hcl,] cι:ι;]c~iaΙ 
as,,,ηψιiΟI1S. J-<'inding lιis I~anings lllCongnlent \",ίιΙι tIle naιi()nal c!ltlrcll, Ile 
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re!uctantly bore the !abe! of non-conEormist and opposed the Church of 
England.5 1η part to propound his newfound message, Baxter became 
Chap!ain οΕ tbe parliamentary army.6 This particu!ar tenure he!ped him to 
grow in cliscernment and, as he put it, to press οη "to\vard the reso!ution οΕ 
many theo!ogica! questions."7 However, the army exposed him to a 
ka!eidoscope of persona! beliefs, ranging froιn Arminianism and Dutch 
Remonstrance to moral!axity and antinomianism. This ίη turn led Baxter to 
embrace a po!emica! attitude towards those who considered tbemse!ves 
unbound tbeo!ogically to the moral!aw of righteousness. His contempt for 
such "libertarianism" s\velled ίηto fear and borderline obsession, when he 
became terrib!y afraid tbat "London \vas apparent!y being overrun by 
Antinomians", 8 a phobic c!aim, which fue!ed his ministerial passions, tbough 
without substantia! socio-re!igious warrant. Neverthe!ess, Baxter's 
commitment to fostering puritan reEorm resu!ted in an immense outpouring 
of theo!ogica!literature. 
Among his writings,AphonSfflS ofJtlstiftcation (1649) was a piece he tbought 
might eyuilibrate the swells οΕ antinomianism. His impetus for writing \vas 
to challenge any \vho considered righteous living (subsequent to justification) 
inconsequentia! to tbe process οΕ sa!vation. Under!ying !1is theo!ogy of 
justification t!1en, was the conviction tl1at hLlman participation and response 
were needed to actuate God's redemptive offer οΕ sa!vation. Ho\vever, many 
ofhis contemporaries remained apprehensive. They suspected tbat his tbeo!ogy 
refracted g!ints ofPe!agianism. Neverthe!ess, he strove at length to clisassociate 
himselE from any doctrine wherein recipients οΕ God's grace were exempt 
Erom tbe !aws of !ove and morality, especially as regarded tbe doctrine οΕ 
imputed righteousness. Accorcling to Baxter, such a tbeo!ogy invariab!y !ed 
to !ax Christian practice. For, once we are justified by the work οΕ Christ, and 
receive tbe exact fruit of his !abor, we need ηοι oLlfse!ves live accordingly, as 
tbe work has already been done for us. Οη tbe otber hand, he clid ηοΙ intend 
his Aphonsms to \varrant the opposite extreme of "moralism." Baxter simp!y 
sought to "confound the antinomians who misconstrued the doctrine of 
justification by faitb to mean tbat works are unnecessary," \vhile acknow!edging 
Christ's atonement as t11e primary cause of justification.9 Amid similar 
circumstances, John Wesley later shared Baxter's commitrnent to exploring a 
υία tJ1edia between moralism and antinomianism. 
However, before moving οη to Wes!ey's context, it wou!d be \vise to carve 
ουΙ the roots of both "moralism" and "antinomianism." Το both Baxter 
and Wes!ey, these words connoted ravenous depraVΊty. The theological tenets 
of moralism can be traced far back ίnto the annals of Christian antiquity, 
f111ding tbeir base in tbe teachings ofPe!agius. This patristic writer envisioned 
the mora]]y upright nature οΕ human beings to be a suffιcient meclium for 
carrying OLlt righteousness and holy living. Το 11im, God had fastened human 
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nature with such a capacity at creation, which enabled humans to lead ethically 
sound lives. We do not need any special gift from God to be good, because our 
nature has already been conditioned to tιphold God's statutes. ()ne miIζht 
posit, to use other words, tllat a primordial grace has been infused with 
humanity at the ground of creation, whereby we have been equipped with 
every toοl necessary to carry out our moral responsibilities. Το be sure, Pelagius 
did not abnegate the meritorious \vork of Christ; rather, he appropriated it 
differently. God's Iζrace is given to those \vho strive for the righteous life. Ι t 
aids them in Christian discernment. Even so, since God has already fashioned 
humanity with the ability to keep the commandments, soteriological grace 
becomes unnecessary. It is here that Wesley and Baxter poignantly took issue 
with moralist doctrine, stressing its usurpation of Christ's atoning sacrifice. 
Togetller, tlley recognized its destructive implications, which more than 
diminished αιι:: efficacy of God's grace and supplanted beneficence with human 
agency. 
Secondly, moralism is contrasted by an opposite extreme, antinomianism, 
\νίαι whicll both Baxter and Wesley were heavily occupied. If moralism placed 
too high a priority οη human agency ίη effecting salvation, then the latter 
moved to the other end of the pendulum swing. According to this teaching, 
God's righteousness is imputed and imparted, 1iterally handed over to the 
believer, dismissing them of any responsibility to lead 1ives of ho1iness. It 
excuses them, ίη the name of righteousness, from charitable practice. 1η 
essence, one may well be fortified by God's salvific grace and continue to lead 
a 1ife of cruelty. This theology ίδ problematic, as it does not reconcile God's 
justifying grace with an authentic conversion from sin. Wesley and Baxter 
detested this ΡΟδίήοη as well, as it hindered Christian practice and thwarted 
any genuine move toward holiness. Baxter and Wesley \vere loath to accept 
t\vo such heterodox ideas, which spawned controversy ίη the latter's context 
as well. 
Like Baxter, Wesley took profound influence from the Puritan reform 
movement. He was convicted by their zeal for the gospel, and their diligent 
propensity to evanIζe1ize the world over. While embracing certain puritan 
ideals, however, his sympathies did not tnove Μη to abandon his confessions. 
Even so, \vhile remaining a steadfast Anglican minister, Wesley allowed the 
puritan emphasis οη spirituality both to permeate his theolob'Y οΕ faith and 
Christian living, and to inform his practice of liturgy. Αη imp1icit hope was 
that the flfe of reform would rekindle the awareness of sola jide Protestantism. 
Like Baxter, Wesley expressed the need for faith-filled response to God's offer 
οΕ salvation, \vhich could ηot be merited by any performed work of 
righteousness. Wesley's soteriology hinged οη this, that faith alone justifιes 
and restores the si=er to right relationsl1ip with the Father. 1η other words, 
since humans were orίgίnally created for communion wίth God, for concert 
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and Eriendsl1ip toward tl1is end, tI1e process οΕ juscificacion was one t11at 
refasl1ioned human beings ίηto a state reminiscent οΕ their original, created 
nature (deliverance from culpability). 1η \'(!esley's vie\v, to parcicipate ίη the 
experience οΕ juscificacion by faith, is to conjointly allow God's presence to 
manifest ίη our lives and accOlnpany us οη the road to Chriscian perfeccion. 
As with Baxter before Μη, Wesley's conviccions sparked heated polemicism. 
Not all theologians shared l1is understanding οΕ the nature οΕ God's grace. 
According to Alan Clifford, Wesley's " long ministry," as evangelical preac11er 
and minister, "was frequently punctuated by t11e [Calvinist/ Arminian] 
controversy."ln Engaged ίη dialogue \vit11 the Calviniscic Methodist, George 
\Vhitefield, Wesley defended the freedom οΕ personal response to God's 
offer οΕ salvacion, and labored to illustrate the inadequacy οΕ any posicion 
suggescing othe!\vise. ιl He tnaintained that the grace given to humans by 
God is ''ιιnίversaΙ,'' reaching out to the encirety οΕ humankind. Yet, we are 
justified by God's grace to the extent that we faithfully respond to God's offer 
οΕ redempcion. God is not \vhimsical or random; God juscifies those \vho 
approacl1 with contrition and repentance. 
Such arguments exposed Wesley's inherent evangelical Arminianism, ίη 
which the gift οΕ grace cannot be relegated to a status οΕ parcicularity, since 
freely offered to everyone. Being strictly opposed to High Calvinist 
soteriology-\vl1ich suggested that Christ's atonement was meant for a select 
few, and excluded the reρrobate-Wesley was fearful οΕ the negative, impractical 
consequences that would accompany it: 'ΆΙΙ preacl1ing [\vould be] ίη vain. 
The elected \vould not need it; the reprobated were infallibly damned ίη any 
case and ηο preacM1gwould ever alter the Eact."12 The effect οΕ such teacM1gs 
could inadvertently lead to an antinomian theology, \vhich considered any 
virtuous, loving act οΕ rigl1teousness superfluous and even inconsequencial 
for the Chriscian life. One needed only happen to "be" a member οΕ the 
uncondicionally elect to reap t11e benefits οΕ God's grace. Tl1at is to say, one 
could potencially remain ίη the graces οΕ God while mindfully concinuing a 
life of turpitude. 
The Calvinist/ Arminian debate shaped Wesley's theology of salvacion, 
and provided a background for his preaching οη the topic οΕ juscification by 
Eaith. Like Baxter, Wesley \vas concerned for the eternal well being οΕ souls, 
that all should embrace the merits οΕ Christ's life and atoning death, and 
like\vise be conformed in heart and mind to l1is genuine example ofholiness. 
Through moralί sm and antinomianism, the praccical consequences οΕ God's 
juscifying grace are comproιnised and subdued. Attempcing to navigate the 
choppy seas οΕ "ιIίvine sovereignty" and "human freedom," Wesley salvageιl 
Εroω l1is puritan predecessor not only a pastoral spirit committed to fostering 
authencic, Christian praccice, but also an important body οΕ theological wrirings 
confroncing the same issues plaguing Wesley's ministry. Turning now to the 
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documι:onts thι:omsι:o!vι:os, thι:o brι:oadth οΕ similarity betwι:oen the respective 
writings can harJ!y be overstateJ. The influence οΕ the earliι:or οη thι:o !atι:or is 
obvi()us. 
ΠΙ. Α Critical Cornparison of Wesley's Serrnon οη "Justification by 
Faith" and Extract of "ΑΡhοήsrns of Justification" 
The intent ()fb()th auth()rs centered ()η the salient matter of justification 
by faith. They sought to c!arify a severe!y misunderstood doctrine. Concerning 
the theo!ogica! re!evance οΕ justification, Wes!ey stated, "it contains the 
foundation οΕ all our hope," while angri!y continuing, ''And yet how little 
hath this important questi()n been understood."13 His corrective mood is 
addressed to those who suggested that God had designated justification 
only for the e!ect, that the reprobate \vere prec!nded from receiving the fruits 
οΕ God's grace. Baxter also \varned against this, that God arbitrarily bestowed 
justifying grace ιιροη unsnspecting inclividua!s: "there is ηο more required to 
the perfect irrevocab!e justification of the vilest murderer or whore-master, 
bnt to believe tl1at he is justified, or to be persuaded that God !oveth him."14 
Being "persnaded" οΕ one's forgiveness-as Baxter here nses the term-
does not imp!y faithfn! repentance, bnt menta! assent to a given proposition. 
Wes!ey and Baxter were mutua! ίη their contempt for a position where ηο 
change ίη heart, mind, or practice needed to accompany jnstification, as long 
as one has been imputed the righteousness οΕ Christ that covered any sinfn! 
b!emish tl1e e!ect might incur. Wes!ey and Baxter starkly countered such a 
claim ίη tl1eir writings, suggesting that any tl1eology forgoing charitable 
Christian practice ought ω be seri()us!y questioned. 
Even so, neither Wesley or Baxter envisioned hnman beings to be the 
meriting princip!e σΕ God's favor, nor that by practicing charity one con!d 
earn justification or saving faith. Wes!ey \vas adamant ίη this regard, as he 
summarized "jnstification" as God's act of "pardon, [()r] the f()rgiveness ()f 
slns."15 Ηι: believed that as sinfu! human beings, we are unab!e ω cause ()ur 
own justificati()n, f()r it "implies what G()d doe.r jόr U.f through his Son. "16 
Wesley maintained that all of !1umanity in!1erited the sin οΕ our fιrst fatl1er, 
Adam, but are regenerated by "the sacrifice for sin made by the second Adam, 
as the representative of ns all," gronnded ίη the reality that "God is so far 
reconciled to all the world that he hath given them a new covenant." 17 We are 
justified by the free!y offered grace οΕ the Father through the atoning death 
of J esus Christ, his Son. Νο longer bound to the la\v of sin and death, \ve 
become recipients oEhis grace as we respond ίη faith to his newly establisheιl 
covenant, and are pardoned from sinfulness and forgiven of all transgressions. 
Το be sure, this echoed an earlier sentiment put forth by Baxter: namely, 
the human inability to merit salvation. He affιrmed as Wes!ey wou!d !ater, 
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that humanity has fallen short of God's 1aw and mora1 precepts. Οπ1Υ οπι; 
can fulfi11 our need for right-standing by atoning for our sinfulness. "Jesus 
Chrίst, at the wi11 of his Father, and υροπ his own wi11, being perfectly 
furnished for this work, \Vith a αινίπι; power and personal righteousness, 
fίrst undertook, and afterwards discharged this debt, by suffering ,vhat the 
1a\v did threaten, and the offender hi.ιnself was unable to bear."I8 ΒΥ willingly 
subjecting himse1f to our would-be punishmtnt for contravening God's 
la\v, Jesus atones for our sins and reconciles us unto the Father. Baxter's 
theology of justification matched \"X!es1ey's ίη this regard, as both he1d the 
person of Jeslls Chrίst to be the redeemer \vho fulfills God's strict 
commandments, where \ve fail. ΒΥ hίs atonement, God provisions οιι! 
rίghteousness as we respond to the offer of sa1vation wίth faithful repentance. 
Fllrthermore, both writers asserted that, prior to God's gift of grace, \ve 
cannot exhibit righteollsness of any sort, no! can we act charitably to\vard 
others. We mllst first be justified by God's righteousness, be put ίnto a 
standing of right relations11ip with the divine, before decent living can be 
occasioned. Goodness inheres to our \vorks only after we are jllstified by the 
Father through Christ's atoning death. ΒΥ his act of expίation, \ve are delivered 
of culpabiliry and made recipients ofhis favor. Upon reception, we are made 
able to live as God 11as commanded. As Wesley maίntained, "a11 οαι works 
should be done ίη chariry, ίη love, ίη that 10ve to God which produces 10ve to 
a11 mankind. But none of our works can be done ίπ this 10ve while the love 
of the Father is not ίπ llS."'9 Until \ve experience the forgiveness of the 
Father, we cannot live charitably, for the nature of charitable living asSllmes 
life ίη accordance with the Father's \νίΙl. Το Wesley, we are sinners saved by 
God's free offer of justifying grace to which we respond and receίve with 
faith. "Without grace Wt can πο more believe than perfectly obey, as a dead 
man can ηο more remove a straw than a mountain."20 Grace goes before 
righteousness and pre-conditions our abiliry to fo11o\'1 Christ's example of 
love and self-sacrifice. God does not justify those who are already righteolls, 
for "it is οπlΥ sinners that have any occasίon for pardon: it is sin alone which 
admits of being forgiven."2I 
\Vesley maintained ίη his sermon that justification was not synonymolls 
with sanctification, the latter beίng "wllat [God] works iη llS by l1is Spirit" 
that leads llS to holiness and Christian perfection.22 The believer's moment 
of jllstification does not entail "the being made actua11y just and righteous. 
This is sanctijication; whίch ίδ indeed ίπ some degree the ίmmedίate fruit of 
justification, bllt nevertheless is a distinct gi ft of God, and of a totally different 
nature."21 Still, w11en one is justified unto the Father, God delivers hi.ιη or her 
of a11 b1ameworthiness. 1π the strictest sense of Wesley's definition, the 
believer is pardoned from sin and graced with the possibίliry of grΩ\vth and 
Christian betterment. She ίδ not, however ίmputed the righteousness of 
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Christ. Imputation suggests a transmission οΕ Christ's meritorious activity. 
The substance of his \vorkis different from our own. Το assimilate the two, 
is to ωη tlle risk of tlle antinomian fallacy, which takes Christ's righteousness 
to be ουι o\vn, excusing οαι lives from me decency οΕ moral uprightness. As 
Woodrow Whidden suggests, ''When Wesley speaks οΕ imputation, he always 
seems to sense me ominous specter οΕ quietistic Moravianism οι hyper-
Calvinism lurking about."24 As Baxter δΟ avidly pointed out, one must 
distinguish between me quality of Christ's merits, and me righteousness 
practiced by mose whom me Famer justifies. "The primary, and most proper 
righteousness, liem iη me conformity of our actions to the precept."25 As 
Baxter maintained, me Jirst order of righteousness belongs only to Jesus οΕ 
Ν azarem who modeled his life after the law wimout committing any sin or 
moral offense. Our sitιlation is a bit different, however. As humans tainted 
by willful disobedience, we are unable to follow his perfect example oflove. 
We can only hope Εοι the second order, "when, though we have [broken] me 
precepts, yet we have satisfied for our breach, eimer by our own suffering, or 
some other way."26 Το hitn, our hope of rigl1teousness lay iη "some omer 
way," as we ourselves have flouted God's demanded perfection. Jesus 
appropriates me second orιler of righteousness to humankinιl mrough his 
steadfast abidance by the Mosaic Law. Emulating his selfless example of 
holiness, we toο can participate ίη Christ's first order οΕ righteousness, though 
it belongs to him alone. Our righteousness, which is οΕ the second sort, 
germinates from Christ's exemplary act of atonement. As Baxter differentiates 
the two, "the righteousncss we have ίη Christ, is one of me same sort wim 
his; for his is a righteousness of the first kind. But Christ's righteousness, 
imputed to us, is only tbat of me second sort; and cannot therefore possibly 
be joined wim our perfect obeclience, to make up one righteousness for 
US ." 27 
We are not imputed me righteousness of Christ, for his ίδ perfect anιl 
sinless. Instead, God mends our sinful infirmity when \ve ackno\vledge ίΙδ 
imperfection and allow his grace to take root ίη our lives. Το Baxter then, 
second order righteousness ίδ imputed to believers. As he understood ίι, the 
righteousness of God was appropriated by God alone, which contoured 
those enabled ascension to God ίn faith. God's imputed righteousness ίδ 
participatory, that is, involves both me divine and human. God is gracious 
lover and gift-giver, which ίη turn correlates to our part: to the extent mat 
humans receive God's gift mrough belief and holiness ίη and througll the 
expiatory work performeιl by the Son, we are maιle righteous . The 
"righteousness of God" is not merited by any human endeavor (works of 
me Law), bnt manifests in those \vho are justified freely by the grace of God. 
God's righteonsness alone reverses our errant ways; and it is Jesus Christ, tlle 
Son οΕ God, who freely offers himself as me medium unto iliis proEound 
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reality. Laying gronnd\vork for Wesley and 11is sermon, Baxter distingιιis11ed 
between Christ's righteonsness and onrs, the latter of which begins to develop 
pending οη! faithfnl reception of God's gracions offer of pardon. 
Το both Baxter and Wesley, the process of becoming righteons is ηοι 
instantaneons, bnt gradnal. 1ι begins ίη the moment when one is jnstified, 
and comes to frιιition (holiness) with continned faithfnl obedience to God's 
\Vil1. Unable to merit the rewards of salvation, we are jnstified by faith alone. 
Hnmanity mnst recognize its fraίJty and plead for God's mercy and forgίveness. 
Baxter fnrther explicated tl1is notion, which was deeply embedded within 
Wesley's sermon as well. ''It is faith which jnstifίetl1 men, 1. 1η the nearest 
sense directly and properly, as ίι is the fnlfιlling of the condition of the new 
covenant, 2. 1η ilie remote and more proper sense, as ίι is the receiving of 
Christ and his satisfactory righteonsness."28 According to Baxter then, one is 
jnstified when she repents ofher sin and grasps the righteonsness ofChrist. 
Νοι reccived according to merit bnt throngh mercy and f,τrace, God impntes 
saving faith and nnfailingly gnides llS toward righteonsness. 2' Baxter's 
defίnition of faith \vas broad and overarching. 1ι inclnded 1) repentance, the 
pleading for mercy from what \ve actually deserve, 2) prayer for pardon, 
closely linked \vith repentance, and 3) living a life of genιιine love and service, 
which entaileιl work5 of charity anιl forgiveness of oiliers. 1η 5hort, faith 
assnmes the general qnality of Christian practice that causes llS to live ίη 
accord \vith the Father's commandments. \Ve are impnted this all-
encompassing Christian faith throngh obedience and servitude, as ίι is the 
necessary condition of οη! salvation: "even to our taking the Lord for onr 
Goιl, and Christ for οαι Reιleemer and Lord, doth imply οαι sincere obedience 
to him, and is the snm of the conditions οη onr part."30 When we are 
obedient to the \vill of the Father, and to Christ \vho atone5 for onr sins, \ve 
are jnstifίed by faith and made fertile for righteonsness. 
Like\vise, Wesley posited the same ίη his serιllon. Faith \vas essential to 
experiencing the righteonsness of Christ: "Βιιι οη what terms then is he 
jnstified who is altogether 'nngodly', and till that time 'worketh ηοι'? Οη one 
a1one, which is faith."31 Wesley defines faith as onr conviction of the redeeming 
significance of Christ, and the acknowledgement of onr sin and Clllpability. 
1η Christ, \ve experience God's forgiving affability and are reconciled to the 
Father by the Son's meritorions \vork. 1η recognizing this objective, salvific 
reality, we toο are jnstifίed to the Father by onr belief ίη Christ's atoning 
sacrifice. As \'i/esley explained ίι, "Jnstifying faitl1 implies, ηοι only a divine 
evidence or conviction that 'God was ίη Christ, reconciling the world ηηto 
himself', but a 5nre trnst and confίdence that Christ died for rrιy sins, that he 
loved 11le, and gave himself for me."32 Only by recognizing God's gennine 
offer οΕ grace, ίn and throng11 the Redeemer of sins who extends his love 
even to "me," one is jnstifίed to the Pather and forgiven of all her past 
ιr:ιηS.b>r~ssίοΠ'; , Ιη thtir resptcti"" sottriolog)' tll t n, ίι is cl"ar that Baxttr and 
\\;'ts lty held much ίη common. 
Iv. Con <,;lnsiun 
\'{'Ι:51Ι:}' ,rcson:Itcs \νίth Baxter that τπ" rath~r imputts ω thc btIicycr 
)uscifying faith. \ϊ/Ι:ΗΙΙ:Υ maintaίntd th:lT "[ι ι] ί, tht ιι~(ωaΓ)' ωηαιυοη of 
justi fi,:at:ίnn."" Sincc " 'c cannot wiH Otιr Ω\νη saI\.'atinn, thc ρrereqtιίsίte to 
O(Jt t-Of!.,';VCΙ1CS8 ί8 \vrοuι::-h r h}' thc 1'ar,hcr a]o!1c. " 'hn ίnΨtιtc~ faith tn rhc 
sinntr ίη tht ίnstant of justifιcatiun. ΡΤ,ί ΟΓ ω "'hίch, \"ι: rtmaio ίn ου! sin, 
]acking rh" Ι;ΠΨΌ,,'Ι;Γrπι;ητ ω Π;Spu ll, 1 ω C;l"l\ ]o\'inS' ",,]!. I -Ι Ο"'"νι;τ, ί" "Ιπ ι: 
ΥΙ:Τ)' momcnt Gud Wytrh fairh (Εοτ 'ίτ is thc gifr o f Go,I') ω τπι: 'uηS'α!]Υ', 
'th:ιτ ,,·orkcth ΠOl', t'l,aι. 'fail.h is cotιntcι! tn 11ίl11 fnr rigI1ΙCΟU!'ΠCSS' ",.. 
(υπ\'κΙι:ι! of his ~υί ] τ, ~n,1 matlc aw:ιrc οΕ Christ'$ sa"ing ρrc~cπcc, "faith is 
inιputcJ ω 11il11 [or riglllco lIsness," anJ lle is reconcileu ω Ι11Ι: Faιl ler , " 13\ 
f"ith :Ilont is Ont jμ~t,ίfίt:'1 ,,,ω "η"bI~( 1 tυ ] ί\'~ tho: ]if" ofChrisr, rhc lίf" of 
righIcωuS!lcss. (;(ΧΙ ίωl,utes this flith ω sinners ·""hn l(Ί{)Ι ω Christ fnr 
fnrgίνcηcss anJ rcucωριinη , J μsιificaιinn ι,), faith U1en is both snllleIlιing 
tllat God llOcs ίΙ1 and Γοr υ, ,νhίch \'-'e cannot σο oursc ] ,'c~, and an obcdicnt 
act οΙ' contrition bywiJjcll ""Ι: rccOf\ni7_C our sinfu1 naturt. 
This ΓΌI1ι!Ο Γt~ομf1ιΙb ι],rυU~11Ομt t'l,c rrιovo:π,Ι:rlI> uf )01111 \'\;ΙC8]~Υ's 
s"rmon, :ιπσ corrtSron(!s ίη (Ι "ι"ί ] ,,;rh much o f rho: m~rni ,, ] ι:χrt,ιctο:(1 from 
Rid1ard R~xter's AphOrίsmT οι JUJtiji((1tiol1_ Λs nored. t11e 1'\\'0 s h~red m,]CI, ίη 
COl11mon: a ,!ccp ,lis,lain ΙΩτ the anιinomian (Iocιrine σΓ ~alyatinn. a 11ig1l 
"sto:o:m for CI,ri~t'~ atoncr"enl.. a rπ ut, ual rCCOb,n il.ion 01- u!1!llcrit.erl gracc. 'J 
~h~rt,I Υ:ιlυίn!; of imrut.;r\ faith a> tho: C011l\iti011 of justifi"arion, "",Ι a 
prol'ound tilll,hasis οη tn" ca!J tu right"ou>!ltSS wlιich " 't ar" prc~"nttd in 
and thruugh Cnri>t'~ self-s;lnifici~ ] rlt~th . Cummon th ru(J~hout the 1'\\1) 
texis, ιl1ese [eatnrcs i!Jnstrat" th" influ"llc~ sustainι:d by \X;es!"y's >"rnlon 
frum B"xtn\ ι;"τ!ία Apl}'!li,-m,r. TI,,,t \,\Io:slL}' ίn"οφοαιο:ιΙ iHto I,is own 
soteriolofiical tramt\'-υrk co:rt:Iin thΙ:Ο] Οj.,>ίcal implίc"tion~ ρr~Υίοu~lΥ h~l,j by 
Baxtn is si~nifi(;[nt. Β)' ρubl ί sh ίng-an(! rrefaciIlg ,,'ith ro8iti\C rcma.rks--
hi~ rt,,(l tc,,»or'~ mato:ria!, \X"c,]cy affirmc,l thc tcxt\ \,ali,!it)'. an,! alln,,'c,! its 
ωea.ni.n,1!; a.nc[ intentiol1 ω COI1 rour Ilis own '11 ission and Ρ"'l:>ΟδΟ:. ι\f orO:OYO:I', 
1,)-, cοιιψnsίng a scrωΟ!l nll lI1e saIll~ lnaιter, tllat incnrporated sίωilar 
]anguagc, inIcntinns, and dιcologίcal aJnttnt Γroιπ Baxttr\ tarlί"rwork, \\;/tslo:y 
CΧΡο,αΙ an inιlcbtcdncss ω u1e se.\'enteenth cenιury llOll-CO!l[oπnίst, \Yllosc 
immo:nsc influcJlcc hclρed \Ο laytl1e [olHluaιions for his scnnon onjaJ/ijica/ion 
by n,ith, 
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Α &sponse to Prtifessor Kenneth Collins 
Ι have !ong admired Professor Kenneth Co!lins for his incisive readings 
of the Wesley corpus. His work ίη tlUs arena has been marked by a fear!ess 
and c!ose reading of the text. Ηί, skills ίη this arena, \vhi!e not a!ways as 
theo!ogically subtle as Ι wou!d like, have been extreme!y fruitfu!; Ι have used 
his writings οη a regu!ar basis in my seminars ίη \Ves!ey Studies. Beyond that 
Ι have al\vays benefited from the c!ear and forthright expression ofhis views 
ίη private conversations and public discussions. Ιι comes therefore as a 
surprise to find that his reading skil!s have deserted him ίη his recent review 
οΕ Canonicaf Theism, Α ProposaI jυT TheoIogy and The Church, t:dited by myse!f, 
Jason Vickers and Natalie Van Κirk. The prob!ems in his rev:iew run 50 deeρ 
that ίι is c!ear that my work has touched a ra\v nerve ίη Professor Collins. Τ η 
tlUs response Ι want to correct the record and sho,v that Professor Collins has 
at best a snperficialnnderstanding οΕ what is at stake. Ι beg the indu!gence of 
my readers when Ι have to refer to my own work, but Ι trust this wil! be seen 
as essentia! for purposes here. 
H.eviews ίη serious academic jonrna! generally begin 'Nith a snbstantial 
summary of the content of book under consideration. Professor Collins 
dispenses with this convention. The result is that the reader is given little or 
ηο idea of what the book is about. Canonical Thei.rm ί, ίη fact a collection of 
essays by a team of eleven scho!ars from different ecc!esia! traditions. Not 
one of tllem oilier tban myself ί, mentioned by name, mnch less taken 
serionsly. T1leir agency and their contribntion are set aside οη tl1e gronnds 
that it is my voice that predominates. IfProfessor Collins were to take these 
scho!ar5 serions!y, he \voιιld quickly find ουΙ that they have their own ori!,rina!, 
independent voice5. 
Even then, Professor Collins fails to situate this volume accurately ίη the 
context of my own work. Thns he begins the review with ilie c!aim iliat a 
decade ago llaid ont an agenda for contemporary ίη my Canon and Criterion in 
ChI7stian Theo!ogy. This is simply false. Tbe agenda at issne was not laid out in 
that volume; ίι had otl1er ailllS and intentions. The second sentence of his 
review is equally false. There he claims that Ι say iliat \'Vestern Christianity 
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"sh()uld take ()Ω the understanding of the Church and traditίon that has 
been developed and preserved ίη Eastern Orthodoxy." Ι make it very c!ear ίη 
Canon and Crilerioll that Ι ιlo not speak for Eastern Orthodoxy; Ι prefer to let 
Eastern Orthodoxy speak for itself. Moreover, it is a singular 
misunderstanding of that book ω say that Ι even develop "an understanding 
of t11e Church and traditίon." The book is fundamentally about the history 
οΕ the epistemo!ogy and how ιlebates about canon p!ay ίηto that. 
For the record, it is important that reaιlers get a sense of the book as a 
whole. The book begins with Thirty Theses that !ay out formally \vhat canonical 
theism is. The opening sentences of the fust thesis and of tl1e introdl1ctίon 
will suffice here to capture the central thrust of the book as a whole. "CarIonica! 
Theislll is a term invented ω capture the robust form of theism manifesteιl, 
!ived, and expressed ίη the canonical heritage οΕ the church." "Canonical 
Tl1eism is bOtl1 a vision of chl1rch renewal for the twenty first century and a 
!ong-l1aul, intergenerationa! theο!οι:>;ίca! project." The fust sentence denotes 
the subject matter of the book; the second signals its ecclesial and acadeInic 
intentίons. The book then divides ίηto three sectίons. After rootίng the 
\v1101e project ίη pneumatology, the fιrst sectίon !ays out more fully what we 
mean by canonical theism and 110w it is expressed in the canonica! heritage of 
the c!111rch. Hence there are essays οη scripture, creed, episcopacy, litυrgies, 
sacraments, saints and teachers, and images. The second section begins \vith 
my own persona! account of how can()nical theism was birthed ίn my own 
work over the years ίη philosophy, evangelism, and systematic theology. This 
is then followed by a set of seven essays that deal ίη tυrn witl1 the primacy of 
ontology ίη theology, some epistemic issues raiseιl by canonical theism, the 
al1thority of scripture, the Jesus of history, mean s of grace, and 
Evangelicalism. ΑΙΙ ()f these chapters pick up οη the intersection bet\veen 
canonical theism and various constituencies ίη Christianity, that is, with 
Eastern Orthodoxy, mainline Protestantίsm, Roman CatholicisIn, as well as 
Evangelicalism. The f111al short section deals with the potentίal repercussions 
of canonical theism for theological edl1cation, systematic theology, and the 
life of the chl1rch. Beyond the short introduction and Theses, the book is 
made l1Ρ οΕ eighteen essays. Ι wLΌte the introduction, Theses, and six oti'ter 
essays. ΒΥ fOCl1sing οη my \vork, the reviewer pretty ml1ch ignores two- tlΊirds 
οΕ the volume. 
The flavor of the revie,v is nicely captured by running through the adjectίvcs 
and verbal phrases t11at αορ l1p ίη his description of the "agenda" οη offer. 
The agenda is "backward-Iooking;" it turns systematίc ilieology ίnto merely 
ilie bringing "forward the finished ilieological prodl1cts of the dead to new 
sociallocations;" it is inconsistently (and perhaps hyp()critically) driven by my 
need for "certitude;" it involves being "bedazzled" by an appeal to the Holy 
Spirit; it is "antίql1arian;" it is committed to "unql1es tίonable normative 
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standards;" it iS 'Ίίttle more than an intellectual project headed Up by Abraham 
and a few other scholars;" it invo!ves biting ''aff the theo!ogical and 
ecclesiastical hand that feeds it;" it iS an ''addly composed book." Besides all 
this, Ι have "misprized the resources οΕ my [his] own Methoclist traclition 
. because Ι [he] have Ihas] been so captivated byanother;" 
This last phrase, "an uddly cumpused bouk," tells us inclirectly why 
ProEessor Collins failed to include a summary οΕ the bouk: he dues nut 
understand the centra! claims of canonical theism. The re!evant evidence Εοτ 
this claim is that he continues to tl1ink of canon ίη epistemic terms and thus 
11as next to ηο clue what canorucal theism really is. For canorucal theism canon 
means simply a list. This may be right or wrong, but this is what we mean. 
Further we argue οη historical grounds that canon was not confmed to 
scripture, but that it was constituted by a canorucal heritage of materials, 
persons, and practices that were developed over time under the guidance οΕ 
the Holy Spirit ίη the church of the f1rst Ι11illenruum. 1η addition we insist 
that the canorucal heritage is best seen theologically as means of grace given ίη 
the church for the healing of οαι souls and the evocation ofholiness. This 
does not mean that we ignore questions about norm, or authority, or those 
issues that crop up ίη debates about the justif1cation οΕ Christian belief. Οη 
the contrary, we think these matters are both intrinsically and missiologically 
important. They are also spiritually important insofar as they prevent folk 
from using the full meclicine bequeathed in the church by the Holy Spirit. 
Professor Collins begins to get hold οΕ what is at issue ίη his remarks 
about the dangers of inerrancy, papal infallibility, and rationalism. Ho\vever, 
he qUΊckly resorts to precisely the vision of canon that we f1nd so troublesome 
and thus shows he has not really grasped \vhat is at issue. Thus he does not 
see that the issue οΕ authority is precisely one οΕ epistemology. He thinks 
tl1at ''ance ilie epistemolowcal stage is cleared, questions pertaining to auiliotity 
remain." Οη the contrary, questions οΕ authority belong ίη the f1eld of 
epistemology ίΕ they are to be addressed cumprehensive!y and careful!y. This 
error is cumpounded \vhen he says that, ίΕ one ho!ds that ilie church decided 
the canon, then this puts the church above scripture, an(1 thus the authority 
of scripture may be undervalued. The f1rst of these claim is an old saw; the 
secund Ι will cume back to !ater. 1t is simp!y fa!se to say that because the 
church decided what was canonical then this puts the church above scripture. 
Το make iliis claim is to confuse executive authority with epistemic authority. 
Worse still it sho',vs iliat Collins has gone back to thinking οΕ canon as norm 
and then reads our work ίη the light οΕ that conception. 
Α similar slippage back into epistemic issues arises: a) when he accuses me 
οΕ a quest for certitude; b )when he thinks that linking cliVΊne inspiration to the 
non-scriptural e!ements ίη the canonical heritage gives them the same status 
οΕ scripture; c) when he suggests iliat Protestants are like!y to view canonica! 
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theism to what Oberman dubs Tradition TJJ)O, "that is, a dual source view οΕ 
reve!ation ίη \vhich Scripture and tradition are deemed revelatory;" d) \vhen he 
intimates tllat Ι hold tllat the proper Eonn οΕ church government "has been 
revealed ίη the same way ilie gospel has been IΊlvea!ed;" d) when he assumes 
that we think οΕ the church councils as illerrant; 1) \vhen he proposes that \ve 
ho!d iliat "church Eailiers, councils, icons and ilie like have ηονν been placed 
far above cn·tiCiS171 ίη their status a.r canolls;" g) that the canons \ve cllampion 
constitute "ilie unquestionabJe normative standardr οΕ the church itselE;" and h) 
that "canonical theists embrace church tradition as eagerly as Protestant 
Eundamentalists embrace ilie inerrancy οΕ scripture." Νο one who grasped 
what \vas at stake ίη canonical theism could see any οΕ this as an accurate 
account of what is at issue. Professor Collins is simply '.vedded to the kind 
οΕ thinking which we find unsatisEactory; he thinks that canon is a criterion, 
an item ίη the epistemology οΕ theology, and ilien proceeds to read this 
vision of canOH ίηto what we say about the witler canonical heritage of the 
chnrch. He has completed missed the ροίηι that we see that heritage as a 
complex means of grace. 
Given this Eailure ίι is ηο surprise iliat ProEessor Collins misreads canonicaJ 
theism ίη other ways. He tlΊinks that systelnatic tlleology, as Ι nnderstand ίι, 
\vill mean simply bringing back the finished theological products of ilie dead 
ίηto ne'N sociallocations and thns systematic theology has been rednced to 
historical ilieology. Α careEnl reading οΕ ilie chapter οη systematic ilieology 
overturns this caricature of what ίδ at stake. Worse still, he holds that ilie 
'J1SiOH of systematic ilieology as university-level catechesis fosters an emphasis 
οη receptivity and docility. Οη the contrary, ίι stretclles students ίη ways iliey 
never anticipated and sends iliem away reeling ννίαι ne\v insight and a host of 
problems iliey never imagined. He reduces ilie work οΕ episcopacy to iliat οΕ 
a defensive move against heresy; ilie primary purpose \vas to gιιard and hand 
over ilie treasnres οΕ tlle gospel and the Eaith. He thinks we see ilie fιrst 
millenninm as "privilegeιl and revelatory." Ιι is οηΙΥ privileged ίη the sense 
that wt: believe ίη ilie deep hi,ιc.>ricity of Christianity and ίη appropriating 
\vhat we are convinced the Holy Spirit has made available to ilie chnrch. Το 
speak ofit being revelatory takes us back ίηto the old world οΕ epistemology 
whicll Professor Collins still fitfully inhabits. 
Fnriliermore, Professor Collins imposes οη ilie whole discussion a set οΕ 
rigiιl historical grids οη the past that are stultifying anιl incoherent. He holds 
to a cyclical vision ofhistory in which Cailiolic and Protestant take turns in ilie 
\vheel οΕ forrnne, and wherein a swing to sinfnl hnman tradition evokes a 
corresponding S\Ving back to the clarity and purity οΕ the faith. He thinks 
iliat ίΕ we are not Protestant ilien we must be eiilier Roman Catholic or 
Eastern Oriliodox. Given iliat ilit: [ιrδΙ ιννο art: t:Xcluded, this lt:aves us \νίαι 
the rhird oprion, even though onr commitment to critica! work ίη 
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epistemo!ogy has never been a mark of the Eastern Orthodox tradition. 
Even then, at one and the same time \ve are hostage to Eastern Orthodoxy, 
and to a "catholic paradigm" of the fLrst miHenrιium, and to the eighteenth 
century Anglicanism that Wesley was called to reform. It is hard to occupy 
these three spaces all at once. Moreover, he has πο idea how one rrιight ho!d 
that the production of the canorucal heritage of the church \vas both a 
thoroughly human process and one that was directed by the Holy Spirit. Nor 
has he any sense of a providence that could work through the rough and 
tumble of church history and church col1ncils. 
One way to bring Ol1t the conceptual myopia in play is to note that canorucal 
theism is entirely compatible with various accounts of the authority of 
scripture. Indeed my own paper οπ Evangelicalism briefly exp!ores how this 
might be pursued; and the paper by D0l1g1as Koske!a is devoted entirely to 
this sllbject. Canorucal theism is not opposed to doctrines οΕ the allthority 
of scripture; all they insist is that sllch doctrines not be treated as canorucal Eor 
the chllrch as a who!e. What \\'e need, ίη my view, ίπ order to dea! with 
episterrιic dimensions of scripture is a meaty vision of divine revelation, 
something Ι have sought to offer ίη c,'ossing the Threshold ojDilJine RelJelation. 
Nor is canorucal theism incompatib!e \νίαι deve!oping a sllbstantia! and 
ce!ebratory accollnt οΕ the gospe! in evangelism. If anything, canoruca! theism 
wiH liberate the church to retrieve the good news of the arriva! οΕ the kingdom 
of God ίη the Ιί fe, death, and resurrection of J esus Christ through the po\ver 
of ΗΟ!Υ Spirit. After all, the con tinuing llse of the canon of scripture that 
canoruca! theism champions wou!d foster a c!ear commitrnent to the gospe!; 
it willnot be the fault of canoruca! theists if the church fails οη this count. For 
more οη this Ι refer readers to the c!ear accollllt of the gospel Ι deve!oped ίη 
The Logic oj ElJangelism. 
The same can be said abou t genwne reform of the church. Appropriat.ίng 
the ca.nonica! heritage ίn repentance and a live!y faith inspired by the Holy 
Spirit wil! certain!y not !eave things the \vay they are. Here, Professor Collins 
animus against Eastern Orthodoxy comes through with a vengeance. He 
tl1inks we are proposing that "Luther, Calvin, Cranmer, and Meno Simmons 
s110111d have simply plopped themselves ίη a catechesis class and listened to 
"father," ιιηtiι they got it right." This is a lallghable proposal that collld easily 
have been dispelled by even a cursory reading of the !engthy sections οη the 
Reformers ίη Canon and Criterion ίn Christian Theology. 
Ι nterestjngly, \vhen Professor Collins comes to Ιύs analysis of Methodism 
he dep!oys exactly the kind of categories that are centra! to canorucal theism. 
Thus he deve!ops an informa! Iist of the functiona! equivalents of the 
materials, persons, and practice '.vhich are constitutive of the Methodist 
tradition. Tl1is is precisely ilie kind of rereading ofMeiliodism which canorucal 
theism will engender. Once we do this, then we can begin working through 
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\vhat needs to be done by way οΕ the renewal and revision οΕ this vital 
experiment in evangelicalism and modern Protestantίsm. This is where Collins 
proposes that Ι voluntarily excommunicate myself Εrom Methoclism and 
join the Eastern Orthodox Church. Ifhe haJ reaJ the material carefully he 
might just as easily have sent me off to Pentecostalism, given the prominence 
given to the \vork οΕ the Holy Spirit. Ι plead guilty ίΕ not exactly being 
dazzled by the Holy Spirit then at least to being constantly delighted by the 
wisdom οΕ the Spirit. At the same time, he thinks that canonical theism 
involves a take-over from within from the right as opposed to the left. Το 
lump me with the right is bizarre given that he falsely claims that Ι ηο 10nger 
consider myself as an evangelical and hίnts that Ι may have betrayed my 
graduation from Asbury Theological Seminary. It is equally bizarre to think 
οΕ a take-over from withίn given that canonical theists are c1ismissed "as little 
more than an intellectual project headed up by Abraham and a few other 
scholars." 
ΑΙΙ this shows the poverty οΕ the categories deployed. We are saddled 
WΊth a Procrustean bed ίη \vhich theological and politίcal categories are run 
together without subtlety or comprehension. The fact is canonical theism is 
what it is; it is a research agenda that should be rejected or received οη its 
merits. However, it should be noted that all involved are deeply involved ίη 
the life οΕ their churches . For tnyself, Ι teach ηο less than three bible stuclies 
per week in local churches, and Ι moonlight in missionary work overseas. So 
this is not an ivory tower project; it is developed by scholars who 10ve and 
serve sacrificially in the church. It does indeed have ecclesial implicatίons. If 
Professor Collins reallywants to know how canonical theism fares as a proposal 
for rene\val, then he should read my book, The Logic of Rerιewal. Ι tnay be 
totally wrong about rene\val, but Ι have given it serious attentίon over the 
years, and my proposals should not be c1ismissed with a rhetorical flourish. 
If there really is medicine that is being overlooked, then it is not to Professor 
Collins credit that l1e scares folk away by systematic mislabeling and 
misrepresentatίon. Time will tell whether ίη the providence of God canonical 
theism will benefit the church for gooJ or ίΙI. 
Pennit two more caνils before Ι conclude. First, Professor Collins mentίons 
that Ι managed to unite both liberals and evangelicals at the 2007 Oxford 
lnstίtute ofMethoclistTheological Stuclies in that both were eqnally opposed 
to my nndersranding of scripture. The actual claim Ι made there was thίs: 
ecumenism is collapsing in part because an epistemic conception of scripture 
is the visίble cause of a new round of divisions within Christίanity. Ι dίd not 
ίη Eact lay out my own nnderstancling οΕ scripture; neit11er the tίme allotted 
nor the settίng wonld l1ave allowed this. The issne is a causal claim about the 
impact of epistemic conceptions of scripture οη the unity of the church. If 
Professor Collins wants to dispnte this claim, Ι would be glad to hear him 
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make his case. Unfortunately this 100ks like one more instance where l1e heard 
what he wanted to hear rather than actually capture the crucial point at issue. 
Second, Professor Collins excoriates me for pointing out that 
Evangelicalism runs the risk of col1apsing ίηto an anthropomorphic vision 
οΕ the Christian fa.ίth and ίη this "even John Wesley's Fifty-Two standard 
sermons . . are held up to criticism simply because they don't mention the 
word, "Trinity," often enough." For one thing Ι have never accepted the Fifty-
Two standard sermons of Wesley as his standard sermons, in thar Ι have 
al\vays followed the British and Irish account οΕ the identity of Wesley's 
canon.ίcal sermons. More importandy, if anyone thinks that my worry about 
Wesley οη th.ίs score is even remotely well represented by this statement οΕ 
my grounds οΕ th.ίs cla.ίm, then Ι am glad to refer them to my John Wesloι jόr 
Armchair Theologians for a refutation of th.ίs rendering οΕ what is at stake. 
RUTH ΑΝΝΕ REESE 
Power- Its Ongtn and Abuse 
The Asbllry JOllrnaI64 / 1:74-78 
© 2009 Asbury Theological Seminary 
This short plΊisentation on the origin and abuse of p01ver in the biblical contex t wa.f 
given as part of α factt!ty training session on issues related to sextIal harassment. 1! Jj)aS 
presenIecl ΟΓαl/Υ on March 2, 2009 and is here pn!sentecl JJluch as ίι JVaS given in its 
origina! setting. ΑΙΙ Ihe bibIicaI qllotations αΓε Iaken Jrom the NASB. 
''Once God has spoken; Twice Τ have heard this: That po\ver belongs to 
God" (ps. 62:11). ΑΙΙ power derives its existence from God, and God ίη his 
graciousness allows humans to exercise power. This exercise of power begins 
with creation and the giving of a garden to tend and protect and the power οΕ 
choice .. ίη this case choices about obedience, about being satisfied with all 
that God has given and about ηοι taking that which is forbidden. But I'm 
getting ahead οΕ myself. We know the story οΕ 
Gen 3:1 -5 the serpent [\vho] was more crafty than any beast οΕ the fielll 
which the LORD God had made. And he said to the \voman, ''Indt:ed, has 
God said, Ύου shallnot eat from any tree of the garden '?" ν.2 And the 
woman said to the serpent, "From the fruit of the trees of the garden we may 
eat; ν.3 but frolll the fruit οΕ the tree \vruch is ίη t11e middle οΕ the garden, 
God has said, Ύου shallnot eat from it or touch it, lest you die.'" νΑ And 
the serpent said to the \voman, 'Ύου surely shallnot die! ν.5 "For God 
kno\vs that ίη the day you eat from ίι your eyes will be opened, and you ννίll 
be like God, kno\ving good and evil." 
Ahl1h. tl1e telllptation οΕ huιηaηίty, "you \νίll be like God." Tl1ere is a 
long theological discussion ίη the churc11 about the telllptation that humanity 
faced and the sin that was committed, but for this setting, Ι want to ροίηι 
our attention to the longing to be like God, to know iη the same \vay that 
God kno\vs, to know good and evil. One οΕ the trungs that Ι wonder about 
when Ι think about knowing good and evil is \vhether this pertains to the 
ability to see all the conse'luences of an action, all the ways that ίι would 
unfold - to understand that a bite of fruit is ηοΙ just about the taste of the 
fruit οη the tongue or about the juice sliding down the throat, but to see that 
ίι is abont cιιrses and death, to see that ίι is abont a hnsband's ιοί! and a 
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'.voman's pain, to see that it ί' about two sons who fight to tlle death, and 
countless myriads οΕ people who have violated trust, betrayed confidence, 
desired whatwas not theirs, hoarded that which '.vould have benefited others -
but generally humanity ha5 been more focused οη the immediate, οη the 
pleasme .. οη the frUΊt that 100ks "50 good Ι could eat it." One little bite 
won't really hurt, will it? Our eyes wouldn't deceive us, would they? 
Gen 3: 19,22,23 [Then to Adam the LORD said] ΒΥ tlle sweat of your face 
Υοιι shall eat bread, Till ΥΟΙΙ return to the ground, Because from it ΥΟΙΙ \vere 
taken; For you are dust, And to dust you shall retιιrn." v.22 Then the LORD 
God said, "Behold, the man has become like one ofUs, knowing good and 
evi l; and now, lest he stretch out his hand, and take also from the tree of life, 
and eat, and live forever "- v.23 therefore the LORD God sent him ont 
from the garden of Eden, to cultivate tl1e ground from wΙύch l1e was taken. 
1η this season ofLent, many of us have gone to church and received the 
imposition of ashes, and many of us heard the '.vords, 'Ύοιι are dust and to 
dust you shall retιιrn ... " We are the creature, the ones who are created. We are 
the ones \vho till the ground from which we came, the ones \vho must work 
to live. \'V'e are dependent οη so much for life itself: food, water, air, warmth 
And, most renύniscent ofhow Llnlike God \ve are, we retιιrn to the dust. 
We are those who despite medicine and surgery and physical therapy and 
health care do not have the power ίη onrselves to live forever. 
And yet, we live: we are born and grow, \ve belong to families and tribes, 
we work and struggle, we raise children and walk alongside friends and 
neighbors, we gruw and change, and sometimes we come to p05itions οΕ 
power. Ι n Israel, there were jndges and kings, priests and prophets, farmers 
and peasants, widows and strangers and some were people with positions 
that gave them power. And over and over again even the very best of those 
leaders struggled to use their power rightl Υ in every circumstance. \'V'e could 
mention Moses and the rock he struck or Sampson and his "meeting" with 
DeLilah but for our purposes let's turn to that most famous οΕ lsrael's 
leaders, David, the shepherd boy who trnsted God and who '.vas anointed to 
become king over all of lsrael. And after l1e already had arnύes and wives and 
palaces, he looks out one day and sees a woman bathing, and she is beautiful. 
We all knO\V the story οΕ how he took her, slept with her, and she became 
pregnant. We all know the story οΕ how he tried to cover over the situation 
by recalling Uriah from battle, how he watched to see ίΕ he '.vonld go to his 
huuse and sleep with hi, '.vife, how he got him drunk to see ίΕ he would go 
home and sleep \Vith his \vife, and how he sent faithful, honorable Uriah back 
to tl1e fighting with his own death warrant in his hand. And we knO\V 110W 
the fιghting was fιerce and "some of David's servants fell; and Uriah the 
Hittite also died" (2 Sam 11:17). Ho\v many men died to cover up that 
moment of passion? 
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2 Sam 12:1 Then tl1e LORD sent Nathan to David. And l1e came to him, 
and said, "There wert: twu men ίη one city, tht: une rich and the utht:r poor. 2 
"The rich man had a great many flocks and herds. ν.3 "But the poor man had 
nothing except one little e\ve lamb \\1hich he bought and nourished; And it 
gre'N up together with him and his children. It would eat of his bread and 
drink οΕ his cup and lie ίη his bosom, And was like a daughter to him. νΑ 
"Nowa rraveler came to the rich man, And he \vas unwilling to take from his 
own flock or his own herd, Το prepare for the wayfarer who had come to him; 
Rather he took the poor man's ewe lamb and prepared it for the man who 
had cume to him." 
When Nathan comes to David it is nut \vith a story about a man who 
commits adultery, rather it is \vith a story about a rich man who steaJs from a 
poor man. It is a story about the abuse of power. This is one of the things 
abuut pu\ver. The une with power often does not want to give up anything 
that they aJready have, and they are willing to take from thuse with less ίη 
order to keep their own resources or situaιion the same. Here Nathan descήbes 
the rich man as taking from the poor man his very treasure. The man with 
riches uses his ability to take froω the poor ωan who seems to have ηο ability 
to protect his rreasure. Daνίd, upon hearing thίs story is rightly angered at the 
injustice that has occurred. 
ν.5 Tl1en Daνίd's anger burned greatly against tl1e man, and he said to 
Natl1an, '~'\.s tl1e LORD lives, surely the man who has done thίs deserves to 
die. ν.6 'Άηd he must l11ake restitιltion for the lamb fourfold, because he did 
this thing and had ηο cumpassion." 
David's response is a call for that injustice ω be righted. He does not yet 
see that he himself is the one that this story is about. Ιι is still a theoretical 
story about a ricl1 guy. And that is another thing about power, it often makes 
the one \yho holds it unable to see from the perspective of others. There is 
very little that challenges the persun \Vith power to see things from the 
perspective of the powerless - from the position of one who is affected by 
the actions of the powerless. (Γο give an example for our profession, \yhen 
\vas the last time that we found ourselves ίη a class that was beyond our 
ability to understand? Has it been so long since we have been students that 
\ve are ηο longer able to see from the perspective of the student?) Why 
should the rich man think about the consequences to the poor man when the 
lamb the poor man has nurtured froιll his own cup beCOl11es food for a 
passing rraνeΙer? 
2 Sam 12:7-10 [then] Nathan said to David, 'Ύοu are the man! Thus says 
the LORD God ofT srael, 'Τ t is Ι \νhο anointed you king over Tsrael and it is 
[ \yho delivered you from the hand of Sau1. ν.8 'Τ also gave you your master's 
house and your master's \vives into your care, and Ι gave you the house οΕ 
Israel and Judah; and if that had been too little, Ι would have added to you 
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many more things like tl1ese! v.9 'Why have you despised the word οΕ the 
LORD by doing evil ίη His sigl1t? You have struck down Uriah tl1e Hittite 
\νίαι the s\vord, have taken his wife to be your wife, and have killeιl him with 
tl1e sword οΕ the sons οΕ Ammon. v 10 'Now therefore, the sword shall 
never depart from your house, because you have despised Me and have taken 
the \vife οΕ Uriah the Hittite to be your wife.' 
Sometimes whenl read these verses tears come to my eyes ... a sadness for 
all that was lost. David had such a good beginning-the shepherd boy who 
trusted God and conquered Goliath, the boy anointed by Samuel ω be king, 
the one who fought armies and defeated Israel's enemies. He had it all. But 
the consequences for his actions begin to unfold .. the death of a chilιl, sons 
who fight against each other, murιler, rape. Did David suspect any οΕ this 
when he sent for Bathsheba? And these verses make me sad not just for 
David but for Israel. His actions resulted not only ίη death and dysfunction 
within his own family but they also created I1ardship for Israel I1erseIf. The 
wider cOlllmunity ,vas also damaged by the actions of the individual. Ιη this 
case an individual ίη \vhοιη tlluch po\ver was vested. So, these verses make 
ιηc sad. 
At the saιηe tiιηe, these verses also make me sit up. The prophet confronts 
the king. Τhis observation raises a question for me about my own 
responsibility. Ιη wl1at case is it ιηΥ responsibility to confront someone ίη 
power with "the facts οΕ the case." The pruphet speaks truth to David ίη 
such a way that he is able ω see the reality of the situation and come to 
repentance. The Lord speaks through the prophet to one ίη power. Τhis 
leads me to ask, ίη what way conId God speak throngh me to confront an 
abnse of power that is damaging another individual οτ the wiιler community? 
From our brief expIoration οΕ David, it could seem that power is so 
tempting that it is impossible to avoid the temptation to misuse it for our 
o\vn gain. Bnt Ι \vant to finish with these reflections. 
Any power that we have, any position, any prestige, any wit-indeed, our 
very life is ιleriveιl from Goιl. And Goιl ίη his wistlom has chosen to 
demonstrate for us the use of power. Po\ver is located ίη the crucified Christ. 
Paul puts it this \vay: "we preach Christ crucified, to Jews a stumbling block, 
and to Gentiles foolishness, but to those \vho are the called, botl1 Jews and 
Greeks, Christ the power οΕ God and the WiSdOlll οΕ God" (1 Cor 1 :23b-
24). And \ve knO\V that Jesus was the one "who, although He existed ίη the 
form of God, did not regard equality with God a thing to be grasped, but 
emptied Himself, taking the fοrιη of a bond-servant, and being made ίη the 
likeness of men" (phil 2:6-7). The one with the Il10st power gives it ιφ 
voluntarily to \valk alongside us ίη OU! humanity. Aηιl Paul follows a similar 
pattern ίη 1 Corinthians. Ιη chapter 9 he has talked about all the rights that he 
has given υρ for the sake οΕ the gospel and then he says, "we did not use this 
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right (to tnonetary re\vard], but we endure all things, that \ve may cause ηο 
hindranct: to tht gospel ofChrist" (1 Cor 9:12). This too is our calling to live 
and act and engage ίη life ίη sucl1 a way t11at nothing we do hinders the good 
ne\vs οΕ t11e gospel; the good news that Christ died for sinners, even Εοι 
tl10se ,vl1o might abuse the gifts that 11e has given them. 
1η this season οΕ Lent when many οΕ us have undergone the impositίon 
οΕ ashes and heard tl1e words, 'Ύοu are dust and to dust you will return," it 
is good to also hear this reminder about po\ver: "For none οΕ us has life ίη 
himself, and nont becomes his own master when he dies. For ίΕ we have liEe, 
we are alive ίη the Lord, and ίΕ we die, we die in tl1e Lord. So, then, ,vl1ether 
we live or die, we are tl1e Lord's possession" (Rom 14:7-8). Ultίmately,our 
power is not ours and our call is to recognize that any power we have is given 
to us as a gift Erom God to exercise in such a \vay that the good news οΕ Christ 
is Hnt hindered by the \vay ίη which ,ve use the pn,ver we possess. 
Discussion Questions 
Do you tl1ink οΕ yourself as a person witl1 power? Wl1y or wl1y not? 
2 Are you aware Ofl10W you use your power? Are you altrt to the potentίal 
to abuse ynur pnwer? Discuss. 
3 Have Υοη thongl1t abont intentίonal bonndaries that migl1t keep Υοη 
from intentίonally (οι unintentίonally) abusing tl1e power you l1ave 
because οΕ your positίon? 
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The Future of Chnstzanzty zn Chzna: An Internal 
Riflection 
Xiaoqiang and his wife Fen started a house chmch (Canaan Church) ίη 
their rented apartment ίη Τ City in northern China about two years ago. They 
themselves had cOIne to the city for job opportunities not long ago. The 
Canaan Chmch startt:d to grow almost irnmediately as they ministered arnong 
tht: migrant workt:rs around them. 1η time, the Canaan Church gre\v so big 
that it had to split several times ίη order to accommodate the increasing 
attendance. Throughout the \veek, Xiaoqiang and Fen made itinerant visits 
to the c11urches they established. Today the Canaan Church has grown to 
more than t\venty house churches with over 1,000 ίη regular attendance. 
Canaan Church represents an emerging kind οΕ church presence that is 
closely associated with China's economic growth and urbanization process in 
recent years. Traditionally, c11UIc11es ίη Cl1ina \vere often categorized into two 
boιlies, namely, the TSPM church and the House Church. TSPM is the 
government sanctioned organism that\vas created ίn the 1950s to supervising 
the affairs οΕ the Protestant churches in China. All churches were then required 
to registerwith the TSPM. Those churches that have been regίstered with the 
TSPM since the early 1950s are then officially TSPM churches. The House 
Church represents those churches, home οτ community, small οτ large, that 
are not rt:gistert:d \Vith tht: TSPM and are tht:refort: subjt:Ct to interference 
from state or local government. These two church bodies have gtOwn seρarately 
and are responsible for 70-80 million baptized Christians. 
1η recently years, however, \vith the socio-economic change in China, the 
church body has become divt:rsified. Christian presence has been more and 
more evident in multiple layers οΕ society arnong tht: urban poor, intellectuals, 
artists, business circle, and even party members (cf. Aikman 2003:245-62). 
Stories of transformed lives anιl communities are often heard amidst ne\vs 
of persecution and prayer requests for imprisoneιl Christian leaιlers. 
Perceiνing the future, three issues stand out that will be closely relevant to the 
chnrch ίn China: Urbanization, Christian edncation, and registration. 
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Urbanization 
Urbanization and economic growth ίη China has seen a phenomena! 
migration οΕ rura! popu!ation ίηto the cities. Statistics sho\v that more than 
100 mi!lion young and adu!t from rura! popu!ation have moved to urban 
areas since the 1980s when China adopted market economy policy. This has 
createιl both a crisis anιl opportunity. When young aιlult believers, ίncluιling 
some ίη mίnisteria! positions, had to !eave Eor cities for job opportunities to 
support their families, rural churches inevitab!y experienced an immediate 
impact ίη all aspects of ministry: decreased attendance, inadequate pastora! 
care, and shortage οη evangelίstic teams. 
Οη tl,e other hand, tllls migrant Christian force can create, if not already, 
great opportunities ίη terms of tl'le future of Christianity ίη China. At the 
molnent, most Llrban churches, both the TSPM and !'loL1se chL1rches, seem to 
be lίmited ίη their abilίty to provide adequate care for the ίncomίng rura! 
believers. CL11tural differences οηlΥ add to the lίmitation. We have seen, 
however, cases of effective ministry established among the migrant 
community. Canaan Church ίs one of the examples. T)'Pically, this kind of 
migrant church retains mL1ch of the rural church characterίstics and ί s ab!e to 
address the specific needs of the community. Missio!ogically speaking, migrant 
churches have the natura! advantage of reaching their ο\νη, taking advantage 
of the natural affιnity toward the migrant community. Τη theinitial stage of 
development, migrant cl'lurch community is growing s!ow!y but steaclily. Ιη time, 
a significant Christian movement may well be ignited aιnong the tιrbaι'l poor. 
What's more, as some rura! belίevers gradually settle ίη the urban churches, 
they bring with them Eresh blood and vitality. Ripples οΕ renewal may well 
extend through these rura! believers to the urban churches. 
Theological education 
Both the TSPM and the House Church community are and will be ίn great 
need for more trained pastoral personnel to care for their increasing 
congregations. Since the 1980s, the thirteen TSPM seminaries have produced 
approximate!y 3,000 graduates, an obvίons!y ίnadeqnate nnmber contrasted 
to the 20 mi!lion members \Vίtllln the TSPM churches. The House Chnrch 
commnnity, οη thc otl'ler hand, cspecially in central China, started the intensive 
short-term training for pastoral and evangelistic mίnistry ίη the mid 1980s. 1η 
jnst three to six montl'ls tI'le nnderground seminaries \vere ab!e to gradnate 
trained workers ίηω Christian service (cE. Chao 1993:92). Ιη urban area there 
are a!so some training centers that oEEer more EormaI seminary conrses for 
students to undergo οηι: to three years theologicaI education. 
The challenge for operating these undergronnd seminaries, however, has 
been ever present. Above evetytlΊing else, t!'lese nnderground seminaries do 
not have lega! status and are therefore snbject to opposition. Seconιlly, shortage 
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οΕ qualified teachers has been a constant reality. Α lot οΕ the underground 
seminaries depend οη overseas church and organization to slιpply teaching 
personnel, which has ΩΟΙ been timely and reliable. Thirdly, coordination 
among the house church networks has ΩΟΙ been as prevalent as desired. Ιη 
recent years, ho\vever, a trans-regional coworkers' meetingwas established for 
the sake οΕ coordinate ministry across tlle House Church community, \vlτich 
has helped in areas οΕ undergrollnd seminary training. 
How the churchts, both the TSPM and House Chllrch, respond to the 
challenges in theological education will be directly relevant to the total health 
οΕ the Chinese Church. The House Church community llas come to the 
realization, after years οΕ very snccessfnl evangelistic effort iη the pervasive 
rnral Clτina rtgions, that they need to consolidate the new chllrches throllgh 
Christian educatίon. Some house church nctworks havc since been re-
appropriatίng their workforce ω meet the needs. 
Returnees (those who studied ίn the West and were trained theologically) 
are making a great ιlifference. They tend to attract llrban yOllng adult and 
educated group, taking advantage οΕ the experience and training they received 
in the \vest. Overseas churches have helped and can continue ω help in terms 
οΕ supplementίng training personnel and materials. Ιι will be, however, a 
task primarily οΕ the Chinese Church itself, that believers prayerfully fιnd 
ways ω meet their o'.vn needs for the best advancement οΕ tlle kingdom 
work in China. 
Registration 
lη official terms, registratίon means a house church gets legal status, is 
better guarded against false teaclτings, and receives better support in terms οΕ 
Christίan educatίon. lη the eyes οΕ the House Church community, registratίon 
means restrictίon, limitatίon, and compromise. Historically, the House Church 
community has always been antagonistic toward the officially sanctioned 
TSPM church. One can trace the feud as far back as the beginning οΕ the 
t\ventίeth century \vhen two Christίan camps starteιl ω emerge οηω the 
Clτina sccne: the Fundamentalists and the Modernists. When some from the 
Modernist camp settled ίη the newly created TSPM leaderslτip in compliance 
with the new Commnnist government, while some from the F'undamentalist 
camp were persecuteιI and imprisoned for refusing ω ίοίn the TSPM, the 
division became further \videned. Today, even when the theological Jifferences 
have already become much blurn:d \vith most οΕ the fu:st generatίon leaιlers 
[rom both camps gone, some honse church leaders reject TSPM ontright οη 
thc issue of registratίon. Ιι becomes more complicateιI when a hOllse church 
nct\vork, such as the Word of Life Church, has a trans-provincial memberslτip 
οΕ millions, with nnderground seminaries ίη operation ίη various areas of 
the country and trans-regional/ provincial missionary actίvities. 
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Some smaller house church groups are trying out registration. One of the 
Little Flock church ίη southern China registered \vith the TSPM a few years 
ago and was granted permission to use the TSPM church facilities for worship 
and other ministry use. They have been able to retain much of their theological 
and ministeria! tradition within their own community. Other urban house 
churches, without registering, cooperate with the loca! offίcials by means οΕ 
participating in social charity work, making their presence and love fe!t in the 
community. 
Conclusion 
The Church ίη C11ina has been through tough times and good times, 
particular!y during the past century. History has witnessed how God gracious!y 
sustained his church even ίη the darkest period οΕ time ίη history, and how 
believers followed the signs of the Spirit οΕ God, identifying opporrunίties 
and responded in faith. 1η the perceivable furure, the above cliscussed t!1ree 
issues are among some οΕ the essentia! c!1aJlenges as weJl as tasks that the 
Church needs to face squarely. Ho\v Chinese Christian meet the challenges 
and embrace the opporrunίties that have set before them for the sake οΕ the 
gospe! \vill make a great difference ίη the furure deve!opment οΕ the Church 
ίη China. 
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Α Weslvιan Theology of Governance for Seminane/ 
Mission and Purpose 
The principal mission of a Chrisrian seminary is to serve the cllurcll ση 
both ecclesiaJ and academic setrings) by preparing students for effecrive ministry 
ίη their witness to the world οΕ tl1e resplendent love of the Father ίη giving 
the gift οΕ the Son, a gift that is attested to and received by the presence οΕ 
the Holy Spirit. ΒΥ means of this mission, seminaries are necessarily 
cοιηmίtted to pursuing and expounding the truth of the Lordship of Christ 
("For Jesus said, Ί am the Way, the Truth and the Life'" [ΤοΙιη 14:6]), a task 
that represents both corporate and personal endeavors, and ever incluιles not 
on]y transformation ίη being, ίη accordance with increasing Christ-likeness, 
but also the importance of speakίng the truth in love. Indeed, plain speakίng 
("plain truth for plain people") that is free, accurate and llelpful has always 
been a part οΕ the Wesleyan traιlition. 
Ιη parricular, Asbury TheologicaJ Seminary's mission as a community 
called by God is "to prepare theologically educated, sancrified, Spirit-fllled 
men and women to evangelize and to spread scriptural holiness throughout 
the world through the love ofJesus Christ, ίη the power οΕ the Holy Spirit 
and to the glory of Goιl the Father." 
Scriptural holiness or the holy love οΕ Goιl anιl neighbor embraces both 
sound learning and vital piety, the life of mίηι! and the heart οΕ the sou!. 1t 
has bOtll personal depth, transforming the llearts of people, and social extent, 
revitaJjzing ilie communiries ίη which they live. 1η inculcating scriptura1 
holiness, a seminary actively anιl intenrionally fosters the intellectual, 
emotional, moral and spiritual health οΕ its students, faculty, staff, 
administrators and trustees. Holiness, ίη other words, is holisric and is 
indicarive of ilie balance and harιnony that results froιn being ίη a proper 
relarionship to both God and humanity. Accordingly, though Asbury 
Theological Seminary aims at the highest levels of academic excellence, it 
never considers SUCll excellence to be sufficient prepararion- apart from 
significant moral, spiritual, and emotiona! gro\vth-for t!le increasing 
challenges of ministry ίn a complicated and hurring world. 
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Theological Ref1ection ση Scriptural Holiness or "ΗσΙΥ Love" 
Current word studies of the term "holy" reveal that it is the opposite οΕ 
the word "profane" and that it, therefore, entails a movement οΕ separation, 
precisely Εοι the sake of purity. Such an unιlerstanιling falls hard οη 
contemporary ears with their preference Εor inclusion. During the twentieth 
century, however, Ernil Brunner, S\ViSS dialectical theologian, expressed this 
same idea οΕ separation in his observation, "The Holiness of God is therefore 
not οηΙΥ an absolute difference οΕ natιιre, but it is an active self-differentiation, 
the \villed energy \vith which God asserts and maintains the fact that He is 
Wholly othcr against all else."2 Or as the late Richard Taylor put it more 
recently, "there is a moral intensity in God's l10liness tl1at makes tolerance οΕ 
unholiness an impossibility."3 
And yet Ιονιο, οη the other hand, involves a movement of revelation, 
engagement, and at its highest levels, communion. Again, 10ve is outgoing, 
embracing, and inclusive. Ι t is "tl1e movement ',vhich goes-out -of-oneself, 
which stoops uown to that which is below: it is the self-giving, the self-
communication οΕ God."4 Consequendy, as Wesley, Brunner, Taylor and 
others have known so well, the term "holy love" is not a simple and 
straigl1tfof\vard expression, but involves a conjunction that is expressed ίη 
the ideas οΕ separation for t11e sake οΕ purity and communion for the sake οΕ 
love. Bod1 therefore must be held ίη tension, not one to d1e neglect οΕ tl1e 
other. As such the best and most accurate summarizing word or phrase and 
\XΙesley's ultimate hermeneutic is not 10ve, as has sometimes been argued, but 
holy 10ve. 
Secondly, just as holiness informs 10ve, so toο 10ve informs 110liness. 
Indeed, according to Wesley, ''110 true Cl1ristian 110liness can exist without d1e 
1 0νι: of God for its foundation.'" Thus, ίη his sermon, "Tl1e Witness of the 
Spirit, Γ' Wesley maintains that we must 10ve God flfSt "before we can be 
1101Υ at all; this being tl1e root οΕ holiness."6 And this 10ve οΕ God that is so 
intimate!y connecteιl to 110liness, giving it form, is iInp!anteιl ίη human 
l1earts and is evident among the community of the faithfu! tl1rough the 
gracious agency of the Holy Spirit. That is, believers are ''led ίηto every holy 
desire, ίηto every divine and l1eavenly temper,"7 Wesley points out, by tl1e 
Holy Spirit w110 "sheds the love οΕ God abroad ίη tl1eir 11earts, and d1e love 
of all mankind."8 
Identity and Mission: Dynamically Related 
Asbury Tl1eological Seminary l1as its identity ίη undertaking its distinct 
l11ission. ΒΥ way οΕ analogy, the seminary is not a noun but a verb. Tl1at is, its 
essence is comprehended ίη ilie 10ve οΕ God manifested ίη tl1e worship of 
tl1e Most Higl1, and ίη service to od1ers. ΤI1ι: kenotic passage οΕ Philippians 
2:6-8 charts the way, and reveals the sU!Jstance of that service ίη boili humility 
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and love. Ιη one sense, humility entaίls ηοι οηΙΥ lowliness but also being 
open to gίvίng love to and receivίng love jr01Jl all people. As such tlΊ.ίs grace, 
this mark of mature Christίans, listens to and genUΊnely hears "the other." 
Precise!y because of the meekness of Christ, His tak:ing οη the form of a 
servant, the gospel necessarily lΊ.ίghlights the uruversal love of God and 
neighbor. T1Jerefore the constίtutίon of a seminary community (ίη terms of 
trustees, faculty, staff, and students) as \vell as the constίtuencies ίι serves will 
be il1clusive and diverse representίl1g tl1e broad reacl1 of l1uιnanity. 
Since all people bear the imago dei, their dignity al1d preemil1ent worth do 
ηοι utterly arise out of their particular group identίficatίons, but emerge οιιΙ 
of a consideration of the relation of men and women to a God of holy love. 
111deed, implicit ίη the imago dei are the elemel1ts οΕ accolll1tability, 
respol1sibility, and other-directedness. God has created humanity, ίη other 
words, throngh Christ as those beίngs made for a re!atίonslΊ.ίp with the Most 
Hίgh and with others through the presence οΕ the ΗΟ!Υ spίrit. Therefore, the 
members οΕ a community \vho bear the impress of the divine being will 
watch over one another ίn !ove, foster a Christ-like spίrit, and exercise care and 
jndgment ίη all of their service. 
Theological Ref1ection: Universality of the Gospel 
semίnaries may rightly rejoice ίn their dίversity and appreCΊate all the many 
cu!tural variatίons ίn theίr tnίdst, for they are greatly enriched ίn many ways by 
snch diversity. They, nevertheless, do ηοΙ Eιηιl their unity in their diverse 
populatίons nor ίη some ideologica! script that makes diversity itself the 
over-arclΊ.ίng value, but in Jesus Christ whose LordslΊ.ίp is the lΊ.ίghest value, 
transcending partίcu!ar group identifications, and through whom the 
coιnmunity enjoys ''one faith, one hope, one baptίsm." 
Reactίng against a few of the maXΊms of the Enlightenment, some recent 
trends ίη postmodernism have suggested that little basis eXΊsts for affιrmίng 
common elements ίn the human community. Various group identίtίes that 
are informed by ethl1icity, race, socio-ecol1omic statιιs, religίol1, sexua! 
orientatίon, and language are supposed to crι:oatι:o structures of affiliatίon and 
iιlentίty that make a universa! narratίve for humanity virtually impossible. 
Beyol1d the logical col1tradictίon of maίntainil1g that all grand l1arratίves are 
henceforth prec!nded, a (Ιaίm that actιιally ful1CtίOl1S as yet another universal 
script, some current postιnodem perspectives ηοΙ only [aίl to grapple serious!y 
with \vhat common e!ements actually remain ίη human commnnitίes (snch 
eXΊstential concerl1S as "guilt, the qnestion of meanil1g, and death"), but they 
a!so faίl to appreciate how religiol1 ίn gel1eral or Christίanity ίl1 particu!ar 
actually functions ίη humal1lives. 
Thongh some even ίl1 the church today el1conrage members of theίr 
cOl1gregatίons to draw their idel1tίty largely from their particular group 
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commitments, and ίη doing so call this the "gospel," such a move in the end 
is !arge!y divisive and does not represent the genius of a gospe! etlύc. Mistaking 
a parricular po!arity (whether poor/ rich or black/w11ite) as the !ocus of 
valuarion, thereby making it virtually ultimate, such an approach fails to see 
the "evi!" ίη one popu!ation- among the poor, for examp!e- or what good 
characterizes the "rich." Nor is such an ana!ysis improved by subsrituting any 
of the other popular polariries (female/ male for example) if they become, 
once again, the very center of valuarion. Granted universal Chrisrian values 
will be, and shou!d be, expressed ίη a culturally specific ll1anner, but tl1e form 
of that expression shou!d never take priority over being a "new peop!e" ίη 
]esus Christ who remains the common and celebrated Lord of the community 
of faith. 
Beyond cririquing tl1e sectarianislll and facrionalisll1 of tl1e po!arizing 
approaches that are so popu!ar today at educariona! insriturions, the gospe! 
indicates to the consternarion of some postmodernists that a universal 
dimension does indeed remain ίη the human community regard!ess of 
different sociallocations. Men and women, b!ack or white, rich or poor are 
best defined not ίη terιl1s of the provincial groups in whic11 they parricipate, 
but with respect to their relarion to a God of holy love. Thus, to call poor 
people sinners, '\vhich by the way]ohn Wesley often did, is not to detract 
from their dignity as human beings (as some !eaders ίη mainlin e 
denominarions claim today) but is actually to affirll1 ίι That is, such a jl1dgment 
reveals that the most important thing about human beings is not their 
econorruc status, ηο matter how severe it may be, but that they are beings 
?11ade for God, created to enjoy a relatiol1 with the Most High marked by the 
richest love. Pl1t another way, all human beings, regardless of their grol1p 
commitments, are l1nited ίη their sin; they are also, therefore, joined ίη their 
neeιl for grace. Again, the gospel is universal, ιlespite some postmodern 
protests to the contrar y, anιl it has a worιl of hope anιlliberarion for αll 
people. The narrarive οΕ God's reconciling action ίn ]esus Christ (neither ]e'\v 
nor Genri!e, s!ave nor free, male nor fell1a!e) does not mistake w!1at is 
penultimate (sl1ch as eili nicity, race, econoIτllc status etc.) and make it ultimate. 
The Vaήegated Nature of Seminaries 
Theologica! serrunaries are not the c!1urch per se but are insrirnrions, para-
churc11 structures, which serve t11e Body of Christ. Simply Pl1t, a seminary is 
not the local church, and to treat it as such is to fail to recognize the distinct 
promise that such an insrirnrion holds for both leadership and service. 
Nevertheless seminaries are composed of a comml1nity of Chrisrian believers 
united, among otl'ler things, by '\vorship, parriciparion ίη the sacraments, and 
bya statement of faith. As such, seminaries are mulri-dimensional insriturions 
iliat integrate ecclesial, spiritual, and acaderruc purposes. Α seminary becomes 
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unbalanced when ίι fails to hold all οΕ these elements ίη theiI proper place or 
when its structures οΕ governance do ηοΙ evidence the mutuality and concern 
οΕ responsible, accountable leadership at every level. 
Seminaries are made up of members \vhose function ίη the institution ί' 
distinct (trustees, administrators, faculty, staff and students) but who are 
united ίη the goals of theological education. Α seminary community must, 
therefore, be governed by leaders who unιlerstanιl the complex nature οΕ the 
institution, its many levels and dimensions, and who are able, therefore, to 
think ίn terms of a number of different frame\vorks. Ongoίng study by seminary 
leaders \vith respect to the nature of theological edncation is therefore vital. 
Theological Reflection: The Apostle Paul's Analogy of the Body 
Jnst as a seminary is a multi-faceted institution ίη its labors, so also is ίι 
composed οΕ people w110 serve the institution ίη a variety of ways, ίη 
accordance witl1 clearly defined roles. 
The analogy of the body, ntilized by the Apostle Paul to aff1rm the 
interdependent nature οΕ the chnrch while confronting mentalities οΕ 
divisiveness and superiority, readily comes to mind. Ιη 1 Corinthians 12 Panl 
reasons: 
12 Jnst as a body, though one, has many parts, bnt all its many parts form 
one body, so ίι ί' with Christ. 13 For we '.vere all baptized by one Spirit so as 
to form one body-whether Jews or Genti1es, slave or free-and we were all 
given the one Spirit to drink ... 18 Bnt ίη fact God has placed the parts in the 
body, every one οΕ them, jnst as he wanted them to be. 19 If theywere all one 
part, where woulιl the boιly be? 20 As ίι is, there are many parts, bnt one body. 
(TNIV). 
1η the same way, ilie seminary commnnity is marked by one SpiIit, iliat οΕ 
Jesns Christ who is the Head οΕ the body, and He nnites the various organs 
ίn theiI service. Again, just as the organs οΕ the body, in fulfilling theiI distinct 
roles are nnited, a part οΕ a unity that transcends them, so toο the members 
οΕ a seminary community, connected ίη so many ways by the life-giving 
arteries οΕ grace and love, are nnited ίn their common mission of serving 
Jesns Christ. Such service occurs ίη the context of differentiation of function 
and is informed by responsibility, acconntability, and mutuality. 
ΒΥ way of analogy, under healthy conditions the cells of an organ are ίη 
communication wiili ilie other cells ίη ilieir immediate environment. The 
cues offered are boili chemical (proteins) and physical (membrane ruffling) . 
Ν o\v when cells of a particnlar organ οΕ the body, let's say the lnngs, sever 
themselves from ilie community anιl are ηο longer a part of the cellnlar 
commnnication system, iliίngs qιιickly go awry. As Natalie Angier points ont, 
'Ά cancer cell is a cell that is deaf to ilie chemical tutelage around it and 
indifferent to the slings and rnffles ofits neighbors."9 These aberrant, "self-
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willed" cells set about to do the \vork οΕ cells heed!ess οΕ the inEormatίon 
and response οΕ other members ίη the environment. Their task is simp!y to 
divide, divide, divide υηtίl, ίΕ left l1nchecked, the cancerol1S cells ηοι οηlΥ 
destroy organs, bl1t the entίre body as well. 
1η the similar way, the gracious harmony οΕ a seminary community is torn 
asunder, wl1en particular cells οΕ an organ fail to receive the communication 
οΕ other members of tl1e environment. With the 10ss of coιnmunication 
cοmι::s the luss οΕ genιιint: community as wι::ΙΙ-aηd the larger good ίι serves. 
Our Particular Theological Tradition 
AsburyTheological Seminary represents tl1e best οΕ the Wesleyan-Holiness, 
Evangelica! traditίon. Ιι is mindful of the past, of the legacy of traditίon, and 
open to the future, that is, to the challenges οΕ an internationa! community ίη 
the twenty-fιrst century. 
Tl10ug11 the seIninary is one οΕ the principa! instίtutίonal gl1ardians οΕ 
the WesΙΙ::Υaη-Ηοlinι::ss, Εvangι::lical traditίon,it rι::mains ecumenical ίn outlook 
and drinks deeply of a broad and rich catholic spirit. It clearly recognizes that 
vibrant Christian cοmmunitiι::s ι::χίst ίη οthι::r t.taditίuns, denominatίons, and 
parachl1rch st.tιιctures . The seminary and its leaders, thereEore, will be ίη 
dialog\vith other theo!ogical institutions ίn order to l1nderstand the Cl1rrent 
cl1allenges of theological education ίn a thoroughgoing way and to be ready 
to prufit from tht \visdom and CUl1nsι::Ι οΕ οthι::rs. 
Theological Ref1ection: Wesley's Sermon, "The Catholic Sρίήt" 
1η his sermon "The Catholic Spirit," Wesley Inaintains that !ove is due to 
all hl1manity, bl1t a speciallove is warranted for those who !ονι:: God. Two 
hindrances that sometimes prevent tl1is love, resl1lting ίn variol1s levels οΕ 
narrowness, self-isolation, and ίn tl1e worse cases ol1t.tight bigot.ty, are 
differences with respect to both thought and practice. That is, ίn tl1e chl1rch, 
cuηstitutι::d as ίι is by sι::vera! comml1nions of faith, believers will nοΙ all tl1ink 
alike, havingvariol1s opinions that do ηοΙ strike at the heart of the faith, nor 
wi!! they all engage ίη the same modes οΕ \vorship. 
Given Sl1ch diversity, in tl1is sermon Wesley does ηοι recommend either 
speculative or a practicallatitudinarianism. Unsettledness ίη thol1ght and 
practice (especially in terms οΕ worship) is nοΙ a blessing bl1t a cιιrse . Α ιαιΙΥ 
catholic person, then, is as "flXed as the sl1n" ίη his or her jl1dgmι::ηt of 
El1Ildamental t.tuths, distίnguishes essentials from opinions, and extends the 
hand οΕ fellowship in love to all \vhose hearts are right with God. 1η other 
words, believers can be firm ίη their judgιnents '.vhile recognizίng that other real 
Christians, animated by the love οΕ Christ, yet differ both ίn thought and practice. 
Τη a similar way, Asbl1ry Theological Seminary, representing a distinct 
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tradition ίη the universal church, can prosper by being ίη an appropriate 
relationship with seminaries of other theological traditions since all-when 
viewed in their best sense-share common goals. Α spirit of humility, marked 
by love and teachableness, should therefore characterize the leadership of these 
institutions as they dialog with one another in their service of Jesus Christ. 
The Importance of Narratives that Inform Mission 
Wesleyan seminaries are orthodox communities that seek to embody a 
Trinitarian understanding οΕ God in their daily life and practices. The Christian 
Godhead \vhereby three distinct persons are one, and whereby the mutual 
relations of love characteήΖe the divine being, should inform the seminary's 
life ίη general and its structures οΕ governance in particu!ar. Put another way, 
each person οΕ the Trinity is other-directed and is ecstatic (in the best sense οΕ 
the w()rd) in loving and celebrating the other. Such mutual relati()ns are 
marked by humility (openness to !ove) and the ήchest expressions oflove in 
ce!ebrating the other. And ίη terms οΕ the relation οΕ the Trinity to humanity, 
what theo!ogians call the "economic" trinity, the Father freely gives the gift οΕ 
the Son; the Son delights ίn being given, and the Spirit attests to the precious 
gift that is Jesus Christ. Here then is not the reign of self-will but an 
()utp()uring, a generous giving οΕ the divine being, f()r the sake οΕ humanity 
in an embracing, inclusive love. 
Ιη light οΕ d1ese preceding theo!ogica! understandings, seminaries must 
be governed ίη such a way that the love οΕ God manifested ίn Jesus Christ 
through the Holy Spirit is and remains the central narrative of the community. 
This na.rrative is held ίη place by the pre-eminent and normative authority οΕ 
Scriprure which is received by the Wesleyan community οΕ faith, reflected 
upon by reason, and fleshed out in vital Christian eΧΡeήence. Accordingly, the 
seminary must take special care that the gospel οΕ grace that animates and 
gives substance to her νΊsίοn is acrualized in structures οΕ governance that are 
in harmony with that vision. 
Other narratives from social science, the business community, and academia, 
for example, are vital to seIninaries and should be consulted but such stories 
are always secondary. What is called Εοτ, then, οη the part of ilie seminary 
community is a critical appropriation of the insights from a diversity of 
sources whereby the gospel οΕ the universal lονι: οΕ God and neighbor 
remains t11e norma tive pa ttern. 
Α seminary runs the risk οΕ having its stated purpose and mission 
weakened, ίΕ not undermined, by elevating a secondary narrative and making 
it the principal script οΕ the instirution. For examp!e, though seminaries 
obvious!y have business and fιnancial dimensions, to carve the instirution 
principally along these lines (whereby students are deemed "consumers" and 
faculty and staff are considered "employees") is to fail to take into account the 
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spiritual and ecclesial dimensions through which students, faculty and stafE 
view their own labors as the gracious and divinely empowered exercise οΕ a 
"vocatίoη . " 
Moreover, the stnιctures οΕ governance that are created by the seminary 
must be ίn harmony with its iιlentity and mission as a servant οΕ Jesus Christ 
who is the one, supreme, head οΕ the community. 1ndeed, a community that 
testifies to the beauty οΕ holy love ί η its highest expression of entire 
sanctHication should be marked by the gτacious behavi ors and practices that 
are consonant with this witness. 
Summary o f Theological Elements Necessary for the Governance of 
Seminaήes 
Christ-like governance at a seminary entails the following elements: 
• Attentiveness to the mutual relations of love that characterize the Trinity 
and that s110uld be emblematic of vibrant CΙ1!istian communities 
• Lowlίness and service to others ίn spreading scrip tural holiness, in 
inculcating holy love 
• Recognition of the universallove of God manifes ted in Christ through 
the Holy Spirit as well as the dangers of being diverted into egoism, 
sectarianism or a party spirit. 
• Understanding that ίη the fulfιllment of its mission a seminary is multi-
dimensional ίη function and diverse ίη population and constituency 
• Given such diversity, care 11as to be taken that tl1e seminary does not 
forsake its cotllmotl mission nOf the universality of the gospel itself. 
• 1η a simίlar faslUon, the genius οΕ the Wesleyan Theological tradition, in 
particular, must be held ίη a catholic spirit and one that is animated by 
the love of Christ. TlUs is evidenced by dialog \vith other institutions. 
• The principal narrative οΕ the love οΕ the Father ίη giving the giEt of the 
Son and attested to by the Holy Spirit that informs the seminary must 
be intentionally held and fostered by trustees, faculty, staff, and students. 
Otherwise some other narrative \vill be unintentionally held and could 
possibly skew the mission οΕ the seminary. 
• Responsibility and accountability at every level of governance (since all 
are servants of a risen Lord); teac11ableness ίη receiving and developing 
the gifts and talents of others; and a bracketing οω of self-interest and 
provincial concerns ίn order to pursue the larger good οΕ the institution 
ίη its witness to a God of holy love-all of these elements represent 
appropriate ways ίn which a seminary can and should pursue its goals . 
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Conclusion 
Α theology of governance from a Wesleyan-Holiness Evangelical 
perspective underscores the goodness of divine authority that is mediated to 
the servants of the body of Cl1rist. Only tl10se who are and remain servants 
are a part of the community that is knit together by the cords of accountability, 
responsibility, and gracious affection. As stewards of the gifts that frnd their 
source not ίη human attainment but ίη the beneficence of God, all servants 
()f the seminary c()mmunity, whether trustees, administrators, facu!ty, staff, 
students, or alumni will seek to gro\V ίη those graces, especially humility and 
love, that \νίΙΙ help them to keep their eyes focused upon the love of the 
Father, the grace of the Son and the enabling po\ver of the Holy Spirit as they 
actualize the mission of the seminary. 
Moreover, a theology of governance from a Wesleyan vantage point is 
realistic and critical enough to offer suitable checks and responsible balances 
when either individuals or groups, at any level of the seminary's institutional 
life, seck to pursue their own self-referentia! \vill as if it were the general good 
of the seminary. Ιη such instances various levels of pretense may have to be 
unraveled ίη the name and for t!1e sake of holy love. Egoism, a party spirit, 
and po\ver seeking have ησ place in a col11mnnity that g!orifies and celebrates 
a cnιcified Lord. This vita! trnth must constantly be bronght before the 
community ίη the pu!pit, c!assroom, and boardroom. 
Τ t is therefore incnmbent ιιρση the seminary to craft and articulate polices 
σΕ governance that \vill operationalize these important trnths ίη particn!ar 
practices~practices that can and shoιιld be measιιred in terms σΕ clear biblical 
and theo!ogica! princip!es. Ιη this way, greater light \νίll be focused ση the 
labors of the community, especially ίη terms of mntιιa! re!ations, snch that 
the larger good of the seminary, thatis, spreading scriptιιral 11Gliness 
throughoat the \vor!d, \νίΙΙ thereby be fostered throagh the witness, the very 
life, of the gracious and peacefal commanity itse!f. 
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Α Man of One Book: John Wesley's Interpretation and U se of the Bible 
D onald Α. Bullen 
2007 W qynesboro, Georgia: Paternosteι' Publishing 
&vieJlJed by Kenneth J. Co"ins 
Ιη a book that reads like the thesis ίι once was (submitted to Liverpool 
Hope University), Donald Bullen attempts to argue that John Wesley came 
to Scripture with a theology already Eormed ίη his mind, drawn nearly 
exclusively from lύs supposed High Church Anglican upbringing. Developing 
S01ne οΕ the insights οΕ Reader-Response criticisιn, whereby the sociallocation 
οΕ the reader is given significant weight ίη the interpretatίon οΕ Scripture, 
Bullen maintains tl1at Wesley actually brought to the Bible the belieEs that I1e 
later claiιned to have Eound there. Such an judgment is probleιnatίc in at least 
two ways: fιrst οΕ all, tl10ugl1 High Church Anglicanisιn did indeed heIp to 
sl1ape the contours οΕ Wesley's theology, other traditίons such as Moraνianistn, 
Puritanisιn and German Pietίsm were nearly equally as significant. However, 
ίη a very flat reading of the diversity of traditίon s that actually streamed ίηto 
Wesley's theological judgιnents, Bullen plops do\vn οη High Church 
Anglicanism and sees little else. What etnerges then is at best a caricature οΕ 
Wesle)'. 
Second, though Bullen claims Reader-Response critίcs for his cause, the)' 
actually approach the interpretatίve task with far ιnore soplύstίcatίon than he 
does. Το illustrate, Bullen views the arrow οΕ interpretίve influence in one 
ιlirectίon οηl)': that is, WesIey broug/Jt to the Bible lύs traditίonal understandings 
froιn Ep\vorth allιl Oxforιl but Scripture bf'Oug/J/ /0 him virtually nothing, its 
voice having been effectίvely silenceιl by an overweenίng heritage. Ho\vever, 
more sophistίcated and dynamic conceptίons οΕ the interpretίve process vie\v 
tI1e arrow of influence ίn a bi-directίonal way. Yes, Wesley was a part of a 
particular interpretίve coιnιnunity (far ιnore broad than tnerely High Cl1urc11 
Anglicanism) but he \vas also inJluenced by Scripture (and the Holy Spirit 
speaking through Scripture) ίη a way that challenged at tίmes lύs own received 
traditίon. ΑΙΙ of tl1iS, however, is missed by Bullen with the result that he 
argues Wesley's basic approach to the Bible \vas one of eisegesis rather than 
exegesis. Α Eurther consequence οΕ tlύs line οΕ reasoning (which is not Eully 
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ackno,vledged by Bnllen) can only be tllat tradition, ηοΙ Scriptιιre itself, was 
actιιally the norm, the lodestar of Wesley's thought and practice, thereby 
tιιrning the father of Mcthod.ίsm's c!aim of being a man of one book utter!y 
οη its head. 
After laying οιιι his basic (and problematic) thesis, Bnllen then sconrs 
recent \Ves!ey scholarsh.ίp to determίne if iι shares h.ίs own reading of \Ves!ey 
with respect to Scriptιιre. Natιιrally snch scho!arsh.ίp does ηοι, and for some 
vt:ry good rt:asons, for Bnllen has a distorted view of tht: proper llSt: of tht: 
genlline insights of Reader-Response criticism. Αι this ροίηι, however, 
Bullen's work takes a sharp polemίcal tιιrη and he aCCllses both \Ves!ey and h.ίs 
biographers of"hav.ίng created a stllokescreen that obscnres as least some of 
the trnth about the man and his work." 1η order for this argnment to be 
crt:d.ίblt: Bnllen shon!d have mastered the secondary litt:ratιιre of Wesley 
scholarship such that an accurate and fair assessment οΕ this body oflίteratιιre 
,vonld emerge. Th.ίs is s01llething, llowever, that Bnllen repeatedly failed to 
do. Νοι οηlΥ is the scholarship of the late Albert Ontler fonnd wanting 1η 
th.ίs very contr.ίved scheme ('Ίη the references to the Wes!ey Quadri!atera! 
Outler d.ίd ηοΙ offer any extens.ίve comment οη \'«es!ey's indebtedness to the 
Anglican Church within the context ofhis fσrmative years and h.ίs allegiance 
to that Church in !ater days.") but also my ο,νη workis inaccurately represented. 
Indeed, few have argued more vigorous!y that Wesley,vas a Western theo!ogian 
(influt:nced by h.ίs ο,νη Anglican trad.ίtion as wt:ll as by Pietism and Purίtanism) 
than Ι, but apparently th.ίs 1S ηοι enough for Bullen. Ν or does he recogH1ze 
that Ι have affirmed the significant influence of the Epworth rectnry οη 
Wes!ey's anderstand.ίng of Scriptιιre ίη my work, John Wes!ey: Α ϊ "heo!ogica! 
Journey as 1δ δΟ evident ίη the following: ''Every morning at the Epworth 
rectory, for examplt:, the Weslt:y farnily rt:ad psalms as wt:ll as chapters from 
the Old and Ne,v Testaments, the household being fιlled with the Word, the 
very sounds of salvation." Το be sure, Bullen has taken δΟ little care to 
nnderstand the contribations of Wesley scholars that he dogmatically insists 
that Ι am an elder ίη the Free Method.ίst Chnrch thongh Ι have been an elder 
ίη tht: U nited Method.ίst Chnrch for aboat a decade! 1η a similar fashion, 
Bullen's treatment of the writings of other scholars is equally problematic 
and remarkably patchy. 1t's little more than a broad stroke assessment when 
great care and soph.ίsticated nuances shonld have rιιled the day. 
For all these reasons and more Ι cannot recommend this book to my 
doctnral stιιdents in Wesley stιιd.ίes nor even to a broader aud.ίence, except of 
course as a negative example of scholarsh.ίp. If time is lirnited, ίι '.vould be 
lllnch better spent reading, John ιt7es!eΥS Conception and Use of Scripture by 
Bishop Scott J ones. 
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Relational Holiness: Responding to the Call ofLove 
Thomas Jay Oord and Michael Lodahl 
2005. Kansas City: Beacon Ι-Ιίll Press. 
Rtvielved by KennethJ. Collins 
Nazarene professors Thomas Oord and Michae! Lodah! (who by the way 
are related) intend ω change present-day perceptίons οΕ holiness ίη their 
book Rtlational Holiness. Arguing that the classica! terms of holiness such as 
"Christίan perfectίon," "entire sanctification," "the second b!essing," and 
baptίsm of the Holy Spirit" ηο longer seize the imaginatίons οΕ many peop!e, 
these scholars attempt ω rethink the traditionallanguage of ho]j ness and ω 
present the core of the Christίan message ίη new ways ίη order to seize our 
hearts anιl imaginations. 
Το be sure, the carefu! contextualization of Wes!ey's own !anguage and 
that of !ater Methodism with respect to holiness is needed for subsequent 
ages and for diverse !ocales. Ho'.vever, in this worthy project Oord and Lodahl 
essentially end up with a definition of holiness that ίη our estimation does 
not properly encapsulate Wesley's own best thinking οη the matter. Ροι though 
\'Vesley considered simplicity and purity to be the essence of Christian holiness, 
Oord and Lodah! reject this understanding, judging it to be static and not 
relatίonal enoug11, and t11ey therefore prefer to maintaίn that "love is the heart 
of holiness." 
Granted holiness is intimate!y connected ω love ίη the best of Wesleyan 
theo!ogies but the rwo terms are not virtually identical as Oord and Lodah! 
seem to suggest. Othef\vise we ,vould end up with a basic tautology along 
the lίηes that love (hoIiness) equals love. But holiness actually brings 
something to the p11rase ''1101y love" that t11e simple mention of the term 
love does not. Put another ,vay, this current re-νίsίοniηg of holiness language 
unravels Wesley's key colyiInction of holy /love decidedly in the favor of the 
latter. But the tension of the conjunctίon is best left ίη place: holiness entails 
separation for the sake of purity and beauty; love entails t11e embrace of 
communion. Οη the one hanιl , ifho]jness \vere understooιl apart from the 
outgoing love of God that ever seeks fellowship and communion, then it 
could easily become the bricks and mortar of an all ωο human, dour religion 
ίη which separation for the sake of purity would lead ω iso!ation and 
inιlifference. Οη the other hand, ίΕ !ove were conceived apart from holiness 
then it woulιllikely become soft, naively wishful anιllargely self-inιlu!gent. 
Simp! Υ put, holiness apart from !ove is a cunsuming [1fe, but love apart from 
holiness is cheap. 
Yet anotl1er difficu!ty with Rtlational Holiness is that it reads Wes!ey and the 
!ater traditίon utterly wit!1in a synergistic paradigm of divine/l1uman co-
operation. This, however, is to offer reaιlers simply the "Catholίc" or ''Eastern 
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Orthotjox" \'Vesley. That is, such a view represents, once again, only half οΕ 
the conjunction because Wesley also underscored tl1e sheer gratuity οΕ grace, 
the giEts οΕ God a/one} especially ίη his artίculatίon οΕ free grace, ίη a way 
similar to what many Protestants before him had done. 
Despite these critίcisms, Ι must conclude that Re/ationa/ Ho/iness is an 
i111portant work ίη that it will undoubtedly spark a live!y conversatίon that at 
this point ίη the liEe οΕ Wesleyan cummunions ί5 sorely needed. 
Seized by Truth: Reading the Bible as Scripture 
Joel B.Green 
2007 Nashvi//e: Abingdon PlYiSS 
RevieJved by Kenneth J. Co//ins 
During the early twcntίeth-century Karl Barth opencd up for the Chήsrian 
com111unity "the strange nc\v \vor!d" οΕ the Bib!e ίη part by cu!ling some οΕ 
the insights οΕ the Protestant ReEorι11ers, especially Lnther. Today ίη onr 
NIent)'-first century postmodern context Joel Green, professor οΕ New 
Tcsta111ent ~lt Fnller ΤhωΙοgίcal Serninary, has performed a similar service by 
disρlaying the evocarive, world-creatίng power of the Bib!e when it ί5 approach 
a5 Scripture. Suc11 a reading represents a theo!ogica! jnd.gment about the 
nature οΕ the O ld and Ne\v Testal11ents, and the essenrial character οΕ the 
division between the \vorld of the Bible and ου! ο\νη is thereEore not so 
much historical, as biblical criticism has led us to believe, but theo!ogical. Put 
another \vay, the approach, the openness that we bring to the Bible, that is, 
the willingness to inhabit its strange ne\v world, is decisive. 
The participatory approach to tl1e Bible t!1at Green articulates l11eans not 
οηl)' must the text be proper!y exegeted using the best re50urces available but 
a!so the very narratives of our lives must be called ίηto account as they are 
caught up ίη tl1e larger story ofScripture. Given this engaging and challenging 
perspecrive t\vo 111istaken readings οΕ the Bible are possible: tl1e first fro111 the 
theologicalleft; the other fro111 tlIe theological right. 
The flIst 111isstep, hailing Er0111 the E nlighten111ent, takes the useful tools 
οΕ higher critίcism but then employs them ίη a scientίfic, ratίonal and utter!y 
objectίve way such that a reading οΕ the Bible as Scripture is never in the 
offing. As Green points out, "three hunllred years of biblical stuιlies anιl the 
last century of educatίonal prioritίes generally work against reading the Bib!e 
in just this way-as Scripture." Here an overweening cuncern with 111ethod 
and episte1110!ogy, whic11 p!ace the autonomous se!f at the center οΕ the 
knowing process, resnlts interesringly enongh ίη an anemic view οΕ learning. 
Si111ply put, an ntterly objecrive approach to the Bible eliminates at the ontset 
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the kinds οΕ engaging, participatory and life-changing truths that a full-orbed 
and more generous approach would allo\v. 
The second error, found amonR some evanReJicals and many 
funJamentalists, is to limit the full range of the Bible's po\ver, especially ίη 
terms of spiritual and existential truth, by focusing simply or predominantly 
οη its propositional content. That is, the facts οΕ the Bible stated ίη clear 
propositions (and ίη accordance with the correspondence theory of truth) 
becοιηes the chief reading strategy here where appropriate cues are taken not 
from the nature of the Bible itself but form philosophical rationalism. 
Ho\vever, just as the best methods of higher criticism do not necessarily 
guarantee reading the Bible as Scripture, especially if they are heedless οΕ the 
attitudes that readers actually bring to the text, so toο a carefully delineated 
objectivist and rationalistic epistemology does not guarantee reading the Bible 
as Scripture. 1η fact, such an epistemology may actually leave readers very 
much alone, self encased in their own theoretical reason, unable to be addressed 
and called ίηto account by the evocative and uncanny voice of the Bible. 
Ι n light of these mistaken readings, Green calls for greater attention to the 
perspective t11at we bring to the task of reading the Bible. Indeed, ίη tl1e end 
itis not so much that we must translate an ancient message ίηto a contemporary 
idiom, as Bultmann and other biblical critics had suggested. Rather it is that 
we ourselves must be open and \villing to have the Bible translate us ίηto its 
powerful narrative whereby all things become new. Simply put, it is not that 
the message of the Bible requires transformation but that we require 
transformation. AnJ Green's helpful, engaging anJ very reaJable book reveals 
just why this is so. 

